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Abstract
Sparks Across the Gap is a collection of creative nonfiction essays that explores the 
humanity and artistry behind topics in the sciences, including black holes, microbes, and 
robotics. Each essay acts a bridge between the scientific and the personal. I examine my own 
scientific inheritance and the unconventional relationship I have with the field of science, 
searching for ways to incorporate research into my everyday life by looking at science and 
technology through the lens of my own memory. I critique issues that affect the culture of 
science, including female representation, the ongoing conflict with religion and the problem of 
separating individuality from collaboration. Sparks Across the Gap is my attempt to parse the 
confusion, hybridity and interconnectivity of living in science.
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Dedication
This manuscript is dedicated to my mother and father, who taught me to always seek 
knowledge with compassion.
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Autonomy
At two in the morning, my father wakes to strange voices and crashing sounds. He 
ventures slowly into the living room where he sees me—his drowsy six-year-old— watching 
BattleBots in my footie pajamas.
“What are you doing?” he asks sternly.
“I couldn’t sleep,” I reply, without tearing my eyes away from a bot spinning madly 
around its opponent, looking for an opportunity to attack.
“Go to bed,” my father says, barely concealing laughter behind the order.
I stall, distracted by Bill Nye, who appears as a floating bobble head on the screen to 
explain how the 48-by-48-foot battle arena is rigged with steel spikes, pop-up rotary saws and a 
giant hammer that the robot competitors can push each other into, crushing circuitry. I watch as 
two teams compete, each equipped with a complex remote control that they use to drive their 
robots. The only objective: to incapacitate or adequately destroy the opponent’s carefully 
constructed creation. Teams build, operate and repair their bots through several rounds of 
competition, and the bot’s instruments of destruction range from hammers to spinning blades to 
flippers, the last of which turns a bot into a beetle on its back, unable to move and vulnerable to 
attack.
I am also frozen in place, too involved with the battle to fully register my dad’s 
command. “Go to bed,” he repeats, raising his eyebrows. I fumble with the remote briefly, 
stalling as he waits, and I realize that my late-night viewing, which I think of as an upgrade from 
sleepless tossing and turning, still falls under my father’s jurisdiction.
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Eventually I power down the television, listening to its sharp static blackout before I 
stumble back to bed, leaving Deadblow to shred Kegger into steel strips with a sharpened blade 
anchored on the end of a hammer pivot.
I
In my first year of high school, I was required to complete a science experiment for Mr. 
Ivie’s Earth Science class. At the time, I was engrossed in The Universe in a Nutshell and the 
complex world of cosmology, so I told my dad one evening that I had picked light for my topic.
“What about light?” he asked.
“I don’t know—maybe the speed of light? Or something with prisms?”
My dad paused, thinking briefly, and then told me to come look at a book he had in the 
basement. I followed, watching as he dug out an old physics textbook and flipped to an early 
chapter.
“Here,” he said, pointing to a section on the original measurement of the speed of light. 
Beneath the text was an image. Galileo stood on a grassy hill, while his assistant stood on a hill a 
mile away. They both held glowing shuttered lanterns. According to the textbook, Galileo first 
un-shuttered his lantern and began counting. When his assistant saw the flash of the lantern, he 
un-shuttered his own lantern, and Galileo continued counting until he saw the response. His idea 
was that the speed of light could be found by halving that time, but the experiment failed. Light 
is imperceptibly fast, too fast to be counted accurately.
Together, my dad and I developed an experiment based on Galileo’s. Since we already 
had a reliable calculation of the speed of light, 299,792,458 meters per second, I used the same 
technique to measure sound. My question was whether the humidity of the air would affect the 
speed that sound travelled.
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To create sound and light, my dad wired a starting pistol to a camera flash. I grabbed a 
stopwatch and notepad. We found a stretch of relatively abandoned road, and my dad dropped 
me off before driving a mile farther. He then triggered the gun and camera flash together, while I 
waited until I saw a blink of light interrupt the darkness—then I started the timer, halting it when 
I heard the crack of the starting pistol.
My father and I communicated this way for several trials, measuring the humidity over 
the course of a week. One day we tested in the pouring rain: 100% humidity. Hair damp and 
clinging to my cheeks, I shivered and wondered whether Galileo’s assistant resented his superior 
for the hours of tests they ran on hilltops, shuttering and unshuttering lanterns and trying to count 
faster than humanly possible, and if he doubted whether light was even measurable or was 
actually infinitely fast as others had asserted. I wondered if he sighed with disappointment when 
their tests failed.
When I ask that question now, my impulse is to say no. The assistant would likely lament 
the fact that he remains unnamed in all accounts of the experiment. Yet the principle led to a 
more successful experiment in 1660, eighteen years after Galileo’s death. Another of Galileo’s 
assistants, Vincenzo Viviani, took Galileo’s concept for measuring the speed of light and applied 
it to the speed of sound, using a shuttered lantern and cannon. Viviani held the impossibility of 
Galileo’s experiment in mind and assumed that the speed of light was practically infinite when 
compared to sound, and his experiment resulted in the most accurate speed of sound recorded up 
to his time.
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Altogether the failed experiments point to the collaborative nature of science: if  not 
Galileo, then Viviani with his cannons, or astrophysicists with 62-mile-long laser experiments, or 
high school girls with a starting pistol and camera flash on abandoned country roads.
On that country road, my dad told me over the walkie talkie that he would fire the starting 
pistol one last time, as soon as one late-night straggling truck passed me. Soon I saw the flash, 
jammed my thumb on START and pressed again, as quickly as possible, when the first wave of 
the pistol’s crack reached my ears.
“Got it?” my dad asked over the walkie talkie, as I recorded our last time for the day.
“Got it,” I answered, and my dad drove back to pick me up, showing me the recently 
broken connection between the camera flash and the starting pistol.
“I had to try to trigger them both at the exact same time manually,” he said.
“Another point for human error.” I made a note to include that in my write-up.
I
In 2013, President Obama announced the Brain Research through Advancing Innovative 
Neurotechnologies program, an initiative that funded neuroscience research and brought 
attention to what he termed “the next great American project.” The goal of the project was to 
create a working map of the brain that identified every area in the gray matter and pinpointed the 
position of each neuron. Today, scientists continue to develop new technologies that can take 
more and more detailed pictures of the brain’s parts, and track the activity of mental processes 
more accurately. There’s great potential for an accurate brain map and the applications range 
from genetic therapy to neurosurgery to robotics. Scientists are building a bridge between 
cognition and technology from both riverbanks. Neurologists create a model of the human brain 
while Artificial Intelligence researchers use that model to create computerized brains, meeting
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them in the middle. Through the combination of neurology and AI, we are moving toward a 
world in which we understand more of the basic composition of the brain than ever before.
However, the end result of our mapping and engineering may be a technological 
singularity, the point in time when robots surpass the limits of human cognition. The singularity 
signals the end of any remaining illusions about the superiority of human intelligence, and it 
appears to loom closer and closer. Robots have defeated humans in the Turing Test, a 
competition where programmers must successfully develop conversation bots that judges cannot 
discriminate from humans in online chats. Robots can play soccer cooperatively, guide museum 
visitors through galleries and map mines that humans cannot access. All things considered, the 
singularity seems uncomfortably near at hand.
Vernor Vinge, a mathematician, computer scientist and science fiction author, wrote in 
1993 that the technological singularity would bring about the end of the human era. His essay is 
surprisingly optimistic compared to its dire beginning. Though Vinge argued that the singularity 
was only 30 years away (meaning that now we apparently only have six short years until it is 
upon us), he also advocated human/robot collaboration and reminded us that when a singularity 
occurred, we would ultimately be the initiators. Humans will bring themselves into the next era, 
adjusting the camera so that we are no longer center screen. Fear of a robot uprising runs deep, 
not only in science fiction, in part because we would be the perpetrators held responsible, the 
ones in control of our own destruction.
And so Vinge describes the history that humans can perceive as a “vesica piscis,” or lens 
shape: time began with a single point of singularity, the Big Bang, and will curve outward before 
reaching the largest point of expansion and curving back inward to the final technological 
singularity. By definition, we cannot see what came before the Big Bang, just as we will not be
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able to see what comes after the end of our human time. Future models depend on our 
superiority. When robots run the show, our predictions naturally fail. Running through Vinge’s 
essay is a fear of the end of life being like the beginning, rounded and made circular by a 
repeated singularity. Yet self-sacrifice is the only means of creating immortality—if not for us, 
for our machines. As Vinge states, if  the human mind is to evolve further, it may be necessary to 
grow beyond our biology. He phrases it directly, “To live indefinitely long, the mind itself must 
grow...and when it becomes great enough, and looks back...what fellow-feeling can it have with 
the soul that it was originally? Certainly the later being would be everything the original was, 
but so much vastly more.”
The essentiality of the robot is a recognition that our minds too, are computers that can be 
mapped like circuit diagrams and programmed to produce certain outputs through a succession 
of genes and environment. If we succeed in creating a BAM, we also must surrender to the fact 
that we are mappable, that the degree of individuality we possess is limited by our dependence 
and inability to escape our context. If we can create autonomy in AI, then it doesn’t exist, it can 
be reduced down to programming, it is an existent structure that cannot be escaped. Surrendering 
degrees of choice is a slippery slope to determining that we do not have any.
I
Kegger vs. Deadblow: Round 1
“To my right, like a terrier in heat, other robots face defeat,” the ring announcer bellows 
into a microphone, “here is DEADBLOW!”
Grant Imahara, a Mythbuster-to-be, stands behind his bot, beaming, and the camera pans 
in on the bot’s weapon: a 3/8-inch solid titanium hammer built to rip into the enemy bot with a 
pressure of 1,500 psi.
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“And in the blue square,” the announcer continues, “with a dual major and no hope of 
graduating, here is KEGGER!”
Kegger looks like it might as well be made of cardboard. It’s a sorry scrap of a bot— a 
wedge-type engineered to slip under its opponent and flip the enemy robot over. It’s bigger and 
heftier than Deadblow, but has a much more cumbersome design. As a fan of Imahara, who is a 
BattleBots regular, I give Kegger no chance.
Imahara moves Deadblow in on Kegger in the first 10 seconds, cutting off any chance of 
escape. The pointed hammer descends, bobbing like a drinking bird and piercing the heavier bot 
over and over again. Eventually Kegger’s side begins to tear and Deadblow peels the panel off of 
the bot like the lid of an anchovy can. Its intestines— a tangle of wires and motherboards—pour 
out of the opening. I imagined Grant squealing with delight—Deadblow passes the test. Often 
BattleBots comes down to this— one construction conquering another. It’s all about how they’re 
built.
I
My science fair project placed first in my high school, giving me a chance to take it on to 
the county-wide competition held at the local community college. I told Mr. Ivie I would go, and 
let my dad know the news as soon as I got home. He smiled and congratulated me, agreeing to 
take me to the county competition the next weekend.
The day of the competition, I set up my poster next to a predictable experiment on how 
music affected the growth of geraniums. I took care to center my poster perfectly, adding extra 
tape to a graph that was peeling loose. My dad watched, and commented on how my design 
made the poster stand out. We walked around a bit and took a look at a few of the other posters. I 
began to feel hopeful as I saw more science fair repeats: the effects boiling water with and
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without salt, the possibilities of the potato battery, and the flight time of different parachute sizes. 
No other experiments focused on the speed of sound, though there was a project on solar energy 
and house siding that made me nervous. It had the air of applicability that made my “pure 
science” project look less appealing.
Eventually the judges told everyone to leave the room so that they could look at the 
posters and discuss before calling us in for our presentations and a Q&A. My dad saw a doctor 
he worked with at the hospital, and they shared a nod and hello as we left. I jealously wondered 
if the connection would boost my chances, before remembering where I was—in a county where 
everybody knew everybody. The bias was spread around more or less equally.
Mr. Ivie and my dad chatted as we waited, hitting it off quickly because of their shared 
science backgrounds. My teacher was interested in the work my dad did at the hospital with 
computer servers, and I was grateful to extract myself from the conversation to think about what 
I would say when the judges called me in.
My dad backed me with an encouraging smile as my name was called, and I entered the 
maze of posters, standing by my own. “Tell us about your experiment,” a judge prompted.
“I wanted to know more about the speed of sound, and knew that we had a measurement 
of it, but didn’t know how that was affected by the humidity in the air. So my dad... I mean so I  
got the idea to wire together a camera flash and starting pistol, and my dad was able to do that, 
and then we found a pretty deserted road and stood a mile apart. I had a stopwatch, and waited 
until I saw the flash from the camera and started it. When I heard the noise, I stopped the watch 
and recorded the time. We recorded on days with different humidities, one day in the rain as you 
can see on the far end of the graph here.” I smiled, and the doctor my dad knew laughed a little. 
“So then I used the speed of light to find out the speed of sound, and here’s the result.”
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“What was your conclusion?” another judge asked.
“Oh, well I found that sound travels faster when the humidity is higher. I would have to 
do a lot more trials to get an accurate measure of how much faster, though.”
The doctor asked about the equations I had pasted to the background using stationary 
stickers.
“Just some equations for determining different things related to sound and light. This 
symbol here stands for light, I know. The rest I’m not sure about.” I faltered, embarrassed to be 
asked something I didn’t know the answer to. “That’s the Enola Gay,” I said, pointing to a 
picture I thought his eyes had darted to in order to fill the space. “The first plane to go faster than 
the speed of sound.” He nodded. Obviously he already knew that.
I left the room, feeling uncertain about my presentation. I hadn’t mentioned the 
background research I had done on the effect humidity has on the density of air, and the reasons 
for the faster speed. Instead I had let myself become distracted and intimidated by a relatively 
irrelevant question about my equations-as-decoration. Worst of all, my presentation made it 
sound like my dad had done all the work, that it had all been his idea. As I sunk further into my 
disappointment, I asked myself, well—wasn’t it his idea?
A long hour later the judges called us all into the room and announced the winners. They 
started at the bottom, and I cringed when my name was announced first.
“Megan Mericle, for How Does Humidity Affect the Speed of Sound.. .Honorable 
Mention.”
I manufactured a smile for the photo op, taking my puke-green ribbon and poster out of 
the room as soon as we were done. Mr. Ivie stopped me and my dad as we left and noticed my 
less-than-enthusiastic expressi on.
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“I don’t know what those judges were thinking,” he said. “I looked at all the 
presentations in that room and hers was the most complex out of any of them. I’ve seen that solar 
power experiment online before.” My dad glanced behind him before agreeing.
“Forget science fairs,” he told both of us. “You need to be doing Science Olympiad.”
The encouragement bolstered me, and Mr. Ivie promised to give me some materials about 
the club on Monday. On the way home my dad mentioned his colleague. “He’s a medical 
doctor—I’m really surprised they chose him to judge a mostly physical and natural science 
competition. And I think one of the other judges is an administrator at the hospital, with no 
science background at all.”
I could tell what my dad was insinuating, and as he kept talking it became clear. With 
different judges, the complexity of my experiment would have been seen. With different judges, 
it might have won. I looked down at the Honorable Mention ribbon in my lap. Underneath my 
immediate excitement about Science Olympiad and pride over stumping the judges, I considered 
that what my project really needed was a different presenter. Either I had failed to convey the 
complexity of my project, or the project had never been mine to begin with and the judges had 
seen that. I dismissed the idea quickly, pushing it away to be dealt with at another time.
I
A research division of the US Department of Defense holds a contest called the DARPA 
Robotics Challenge, which tests the engineering and technological progress of robotics programs 
around the world. The DRC focuses specifically on autonomy, meaning that the robots who 
compete are moving and making decisions based on prior programming, without human input. 
Every year, the challenge changes to reflect a natural or man-made disaster area that would 
require autonomous robot rescue operations. In 2015, the competition area was modeled after the
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nuclear disaster sites of Fukishima. Teams engineered bipedal robots that could drive a vehicle to 
the site, exit the vehicle, operate a doorknob, utilize power tools, turn a valve, ascend stairs and 
navigate “rubble” (scattered lumber and cinderblocks). In addition, there was a daily “surprise” 
challenge and the event designers introduced radio jammers, simulating the potential 
communication hazards that a nuclear site would produce.
But 2015’s DRC turned out to be more of a slapstick variety show than a robotics 
showcase. The DARPA officials decided to remove the safety tethers that had, in previous years, 
kept malfunctioning robots from toppling over. The result: A fleet of million dollar creations 
crashed, collapsed and dropped drills as spectators groaned with each failure. The competition 
looked like a series of America’s Funniest Home Videos-like prat falls and some of the best were 
compiled in a video set to the Sinatra hit “Love and Marriage,” which made the slow falls look 
like the love-struck robots were fainting from emotion, or simply giving up due to the difficulty 
of operating a common doorknob. Reporters joked that a new genre of robot vaudeville had been 
born. Spectators sympathized as robots crashed while exiting their vehicles, reaching for the 
doorknob, stumbling over cinderblocks and keeling over backward on the stairs due to their top- 
heavy design. One robot fell so hard that his head popped clean off his body. Others severed 
cables and bled oil, making the course look like a crime scene.
Anthropomorphizing the engineering marvels becomes much easier while watching them 
fail miserably, and the soundtrack makes the whole procedure soothingly funny. Without a price 
tag for damages accompanying the footage, watching DARPA fails is like watching precarious 
infants fall minus the empathetic concern. The challenge gives us another reminder that the 
robots we fear are still in their infancy when it comes to self-direction and autonomy. Steve 
Crowe from Robotics Trends writes that “the thought of a robot uprising seems like science
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fiction after watching this video.” Though viewers aren’t likely to be thinking of the future of 
humanity while watching robots fail to turn doorknobs, reporters continually mention robotic 
takeover in their headlines. Successes supposedly bring us closer and failures hold off the 
inevitable technological singularity.
I
Kegger vs. Deadblow: Round 2
Deadblow moves in for the kill, hoping to rip out more of Kegger’s circuitry through its 
exposed opening, but its hammer head gets stuck in Kegger’s side instead, and Deadblow 
reverses madly, trying to extract its weapon from the other bot. Kegger takes the opportunity to 
push Deadblow into the spikes surrounding the arena, slamming it against one wall before 
centering it perfectly over a pop-up rotary saw obstacle in the arena floor that catapults the 
smaller bot into the air.
A quick camera angle reveals that Deadblow’s last hit has done more than rip Kegger’s 
protective armor. The spiked hammer head is embedded in Kegger’s college-budget control 
board, damaging the relays and microswitches that allow the builders to communicate with their 
bot. A reaction shot shows a doomed expression on a Kegger builder’s face that contradicts his 
90s-boy-band frosted tips and cargo pants. The college team’s budget design is quickly falling 
victim to Deadblow’s more sophisticated build.
Grant Imahara frowns at the ring, thumbs moving frantically in an attempt to pull 
Deadblow’s hammer from Kegger’s side so it can deliver the finishing blow. The force of the 
hydraulic hammer is enough to rock Deadblow’s back end in the air like a see saw, and Kegger 
does its best to keep Deadblow from extracting, in order to continue dragging the other bot 
around the arena and pushing it into torturous obstacles.
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Deadblow finally manages to wiggle free, and it waves its hammer arm in the air a few 
times in celebration. When it circles back around and targets Kegger, it becomes clear that when 
Deadblow’s hammer ripped out, it destroyed some essential circuitry. Kegger makes a few pitiful 
attempts to rear its head before dying. Deadblow abandons its weapon and accelerates toward 
Kegger, ramming the square bot into the corner and trapping it with spikes. The move jars the 
last bit of circuitry loose, and Kegger is suddenly inoperable.
Kegger’s team decides, in good spirit, to surrender the rest of their time and let Deadblow 
hole punch the robot that had probably added half a year or so to their student loan payments. 
Grant grins maliciously through his goatee, taking apparent joy in ripping off the rest of 
Kegger’s panels until the remaining 20 seconds run out.
Ceremoniously, both teams enter the ring and stand by their bots in the center, the ref 
gripping the arms of the lead builders.
“The winner, by a knockout, in the red square.. .DEADBLOW!” The ref raises Grant’s 
arm, a remote control lifted in Grant’s other hand, its silver antenna flashing in the stadium 
lights. Victory for bot and human.
I
I signed up for Science Olympiad hoping that the competition would offer me a chance 
for a comeback. Some of my friends had competed the previous year, so I had a basic idea of 
what to expect, but I was surprised when I saw the variety of events on the sign-up sheet. One of 
the events was called “Electric Vehicle,” and with images of BattleBots dancing in my head, I 
checked the box and was placed in the event with my friend Meredith.
Meredith and I met after school on the first day of practice, and Mr. Ivie handed us a toy 
truck and rotary tool, suggesting that we salvage the motor from the toy for our own vehicle.
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According to the event rules, our homemade car had to be able to travel a target distance, using 
only electronic rather than physical braking mechanisms. The problem was that we wouldn’t 
know the distance until the day of the competition, so we had to build a car that could be set to 
travel a large range of distances. We tore into the plastic covering of the toy truck so that we 
could look inside, cutting a few cables in the process. Meredith had to leave not long into our 
work, but we agreed to meet up again at my house that weekend.
Mr. Ivie had actually lucked out at the science fair by recruiting both a competitor and a 
mentor, as my dad was immediately excited by the idea of Science Olympiad and signed on to 
help. I brought the rule sheet home and gave my dad a chance to look at it. By the time Meredith 
came over, he had already dragged out the balsa wood he had from model airplane building, an 
X-Acto knife set, circuit components, tracing paper and the soldering iron.
“So, what are we building?” he asked.
“An electric vehicle,” I answered, putting our rough sketch design and the toy truck 
motor on the craft table.
“What did you do to this?” my dad asked, inspecting the severed cables and rough-hewn 
edge where I had stripped off the plastic covering.
“The saw thing got away from me I think,” I said.
“Where’s the drive shaft?” he asked.
“Uhhh, what?” Meredith said.
“The front portion. Between the wheels. It should be connected.”
“We took that off,” I said. My father sighed, and I jumped in, “What? We didn’t know. 
Mr. Ivie said to take out the engine. We did that. Besides, we should probably make a new drive 
shaft anyway according to these rules.”
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“Actually, you’re probably right about that,” my dad said.
For the next couple of months, we continued to build our vehicle under my father’s 
guidance and unhidden enthusiasm. Throughout it all I was the assistant fulfilling my dad’s 
design: I held balsa wood together while he ran thin lines of superglue between the joints. I 
pinned the assembled pieces on a blueprint my father traced with a ruler and protractor, using me 
as a motorized pencil who responded to instructions with sarcastic quips that amused Meredith. I 
worried, as my dad taught us how to solder and teased me for putting parts on in the wrong 
order, that he was becoming less of a mentor and more of a competitor. The rules were fuzzy on 
how involved parents could be, but in the assembly before the competition began, weeks from 
now, my dad would raise his hand and swear to the Parent’s Pledge to support “independence in 
design and production of all competition devices.”
After a couple of miscalculations and rebuilds, we finally met the design specifications in 
the rulebook and finished our build. Our final product was a Frankenstein’s monster assembly of 
balsa wood, circuit boards, hobby drive shafts and purely decorative flame stickers. Meredith and 
I stayed long hours after school running the car down the hallway after carefully marking 
distances on the floor with masking tape. We learned the car’s behavior until we could stop at 
any distance within millimeters, positioning it at an exact angle at the start in order to account for 
drift. Yet when the vehicle stopped working in the middle of a run, I shrugged even though I’d 
been there during the entire construction. I took the car home to my dad, who diagnosed with a 
brief glance. A circuit component had come lose, probably in one of our locker collisions. He re­
soldered the wire to the connection, sending me back to school the next day with a repaired 
vehicle that I hesitated to call my own.
I
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Robotics competitions are prevalent around the world and take many forms: unmanned 
robots race each other, play soccer, Sumo-wrestle each other out of a ring, destroy each other, 
navigate an obstacle course, solve a maze, joust, extinguish a fire and find a simulated baby, 
perform aerial stunts, climb a wall, play ping-pong, perform an underwater mission, or in the 
case of the UAV Outback Challenge, fly through the air and find a “lost” dummy called Outback 
Joe hidden in a three-by-three-mile wide area, report the coordinates of his position and deliver a 
medical package to that position without breaking it. The competitions thrive on stringent and 
sometimes torturous rule systems, hoping to encourage innovation of design through constraint. 
Some require autonomy, while others, like BattleBots, have human controllers behind the robot 
action.
The purpose of these competitions is to educate and inspire enthusiasm for technological 
research, especially in younger competitors, as well as provide a chance for collaboration in the 
hopes that the competitive teamwork will generate more innovation. The coordinators of 
RoboCup, a competition where autonomous robots play soccer against each other, hope that their 
robots will be able to beat a human soccer team by 2050— a rather optimistic goal considering 
the halting, lost-duckling robots that are currently competing. The RoboCup tests several 
programming skills, including ability to map of a visual field, bipedal balance, target location 
and movement through different types of terrain. The gimmick of the soccer field is 
entertaining—fun to watch and fun to compete in— and RoboCup gives roboticists short term 
goals to meet in place of the longevity of robotics research as a whole. But like all competitions, 
robot tournaments make us question whether antagonism and time pressure bring about the best 
results, or just pit engineers and programmers against each other. Despite that concern, they’ve
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been an effective supplement to and integral part of robotics programs, while also getting 
amateur builders involved in the sport and innovation behind it.
Robot combat competitions did not begin in robotics programs, but at a sci-fi and fantasy 
convention. The Denver Mad Scientist’s Club held a free-for-all robot competition with only 11 
rules, presiding over the event in their uniforms: white labcoats and hard hats. The winning bot 
spit silly string at opponents, as well as the audience. Other nerd and geek communities got 
involved, bringing the sport to DragonCon in the form of Robot Battles. Marc Thorpe, who 
worked with Lucasfilms, organized Robot Wars in San Francisco, and the BBC picked up the 
concept for a television show of the same name, launched in 1998. The show was a success, 
drawing over six million viewers. Robot Wars was part technological testing bed, part game 
show and part stand-up act, with hosts like comedian Jeremy Clarkson poking fun at robots and 
their owners. Rules were established partly to maintain safety, but mostly to keep the 
competition fierce and entertaining.
When BattleBots brought the British show to the US, the rules were kept for the same 
reasons (minus the allowance for flamethrowers). And soon enough, academia caught on to the 
model, fulfilling the wishes of students who entered their robotics programs looking for the 
excitement of Robot Wars, and instilling a purpose in the hunched shoulders and glazed eyes of 
endless programming. Robotics students needed an application. They wanted to combine the 
robot combat hobbyist’s passion with the cult audience member’s dedication. If that involved 
blowing shit up, so be it.
However, the potential of robot sport that haunts me the most is that when robot battling 
and technological progress are combined, warfare is only one more step away. And taking that 
step would drastically alter the way that we engage in worldwide conflict. Some doubt a future
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where autonomous robots fight our wars for us, where skirmishes and conflicts depend solely on 
engineering intellect and programming knowledge. Robot battling is at least entertainment, at 
most a way to test the technological capabilities of our weaponry. It is a means to an end when 
the final goal has not yet been established, when the application could be ten or twenty years 
ahead of our time. The problem with short-term goals is that long-term consequences can be 
defocused or ignored. Drone strikes and weaponry can be directly connected to developments 
made in robotics programs, yet that technology is rarely addressed directly, a fact that makes 
robot competitions seem more innocuous than they really are.
For now, the end goal of robotics remains autonomy, even as the term is debated and 
redefined. When we reach the point where we have to ask whether or not there should be a 
human decision-maker hovering over the kill switch, then complete autonomy seems too close 
and too possible. There’s no guarantee that, under the same circumstances, a robot will make a 
better decision than a human—though it does help to think that in this not-so theoretical future, a 
human will most likely still be able to say no to a robot’s kill suggestion. Robot films aside, the 
reverse could also be true, a robot saying no to our kill command or a human pressing a kill 
switch in spite of the AI’s suggestion. There’s no way to know if our robot warfare future will 
cause more or fewer deaths, more or less tragedy, more or less suffering. In situations like this, 
or even in less weighty scenarios like the self-driving car currently in development, I am still 
attempting to figure out whether autonomy conflicts with control. What do we lose when we 
reach the point of the singularity, and what do we gain? Autonomy seems to lie somewhere in 
the gap between robots and humanity—between ourselves and our cognitively superior future 
selves— a gap that science is poised to close just as enthusiastically as some of us fear the result.
I
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Reboot: Round 1
In 2015, back by popular demand, BattleBots returned to a new network, ABC. The 
change from a niche time slot on Comedy Central to a decent summer slot came with an added 
panel of announcers, new reality-show-style “backstories” on the builders and additional padding 
of post-battle interviews. But the producers still targeted long-time viewers by bringing back 
favorite builders from previous seasons and showing clips from the original series. For the first 
season trial of the reboot, the BattleBots powers-that-be collapsed all the weight categories into 
one and removed long-standing rules that prohibited flamethrowers and mini bots.
In the second episode, Ghost Raptor is matched with Complete Control, both teams led 
by BattleBots regulars with their own cultivated personalities. Chuck Pitzer, leader of the Ghost 
Raptor team, is the rule-oriented builder focused on a fair fight. Complete Control’s team leader, 
Derek Young, was known as a villain in the early seasons of the original show, and is still 
notorious for using whatever methods necessary to win.
Before the match begins, the fight looks fairly one-sided. Ghost Raptor’s spinner 
mechanism seems like it will easily overtake Complete Control’s more defensive design, which 
includes a flipper for knocking opponents away and a biting mechanism for crushing their 
frames. Chuck Pitzer’s team is decked out in gold lame sweat suits, complete with disco balls on 
sticks, while the Ghost Raptor team is simply wearing uniform black t-shirts and jeans, the 
professional choice for the BattleBots world. But instead of walking out of the arena after the 
announcements end, Chuck Pitzer leans down and positions a large square present between 
Complete Control’s jaws. The announcers go crazy.
“There’s a note! What’s the note say?” The camera zooms in. “To Ghost Raptor: Our 
deepest condolences.”
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The match begins and Ghost Raptor covers the distance between the two competitors in 
seconds, its bar spinner humming. It closes in on Complete Control and rips into the present, 
sending wrapping paper and cardboard flying. Confusion reigns as the announcers attempt to 
figure out what happened and audience members begin to boo. The present hid a net that is now 
completely ensnared in Ghost Raptor’s spinner mechanism, preventing any movement beyond a 
brief retreat. The net loops around Ghost Raptor’s wheels in the escape, stranding the bot in the 
middle of the arena.
“No entanglement devices!” Derek Young yells, and the ref on Chuck Pitzer’s side is 
saying the same thing. When the shot cuts to Chuck, he’s grinning mischievously.
“The new rules don’t say anything about entanglement devices. No ball bearings and no 
fishing line. Nothing about entanglements.”
A tense meeting between Derek and Chuck follows, probably encouraged by the 
producers, who are milking the controversial move for air time. Their conversation ends briefly, 
a hardened Derek walking away with a sigh, saying, “Well, it wouldn’t be the way I would 
choose to win.”
ABC cuts away to clips from other battles as the judges deliberate. The other teams hear 
about the issue and rush to find nets for their own bots in case the officials decided to allow 
entanglements. Coverage continues with a rematch— apparently the final decision is that the 
contestants must start over because nets “aren’t in the spirit of BattleBots.” The result is a tense 
battle that has to be decided by score rather than knockout. Ghost Raptor’s blade snaps off in the 
first twenty seconds, so both bots vie to push the other into obstacles. The winner is able to 
wedge the other bot and slam it into the wall of the arena: Ghost Raptor. A victory for robotics
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sportsmanship, that strange confluence of a desire to enjoy the sport for its own sake, an 
insistence on engineering ethics, and a respect for innovation over the easy solution.
I
On the day of my first Science Olympiad competition, Meredith and I turned our creation 
over to the Electric Vehicle officials to be checked for regulation dimensions and assembly. A 
last minute uncertainty over whether the toothpick indicator we hot-glued to the front counted 
toward the maximum length was quickly assuaged when the judges returned the car to us, 
passing inspection. The competition area was in a hallway of the University of North Carolina at 
Greensboro’s biology building, where judges from the engineering department had meticulously 
laid out a course for the electric vehicles, marking intervals with tape. The judge at the start line 
was equipped with a stopwatch and another stood waiting at the end with a millimeter measure. 
We were given a distance: 5 ^  meters. Meredith and I exchanged concerned glances as the team 
in front of us plugged a laptop into their vehicle, pulling up a program and plugging in values.
My dad, who was waiting with us, looked closely and told me that they were using Lego 
Mindstorm software. I looked down nervously at the car in my hand that housed a toy truck 
motor and showcased matching flame stickers. But their advanced equipment turned out to be a 
shortcoming: they went over their allotted set-up time dealing with a malfunctioning program. I 
couldn’t help but smile when their car stopped half a meter short of the target distance after a 
slow crawl. Though our car wasn’t as reliable or customizable, we knew its quirks and could 
work with the drifts and jerks. And it was fast.
At the start of our run, Meredith and I safety goggled up and went to work as my dad 
watched from the spectator area. I set the distance by rotating the front wheel 14 % turns, 
checked the chassis one last time and set our vehicle down. Meredith crossed in front and
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carefully aligned the toothpick at the start line, angling to account for the unexplainable drift we 
encountered in practice. Like we’d done time after time, Meredith paced out in front, judging the 
alignment and I checked from the other side, moving the back wheels right another millimeter. 
We told the judge we were ready and I used a number two pencil to activate the switch and 
complete the circuit that fired up our vehicle. I held my breath.
Our car lurched, jolting my nerves, and rolled forward in a slightly curved route. Tapping 
the trigger pencil against my thigh rapidly, I waited until the car came to a stop. Despite our 
correction, it had still drifted quite a bit toward the right. But the car had  stopped. Two 
millimeters from the target. I overheard the judge on the end mutter “nice.” Meredith and I 
shared a smile, and I wiped away the condensation gathering around the edges of my safety 
goggles. We still had another run, and the best of the two would be chosen for our final score. 
But this was our electric vehicle’s best performance yet. The flame stickers on the sides seemed 
to have activated. My dad, who had been watching the event for a while before we got there, said 
he thought our chances were good—he hadn’t seen any stops as close as ours so far.
Later that day, after I finished competing in my other two events, our whole team packed 
into a lecture hall with students from schools across the district, awaiting the results. I saw 
Meredith a few rows down, and she caught my eye and gave me a thumbs-up. The awards 
ceremony dragged on, and Electric Vehicle was one of the last to be announced. My teammates 
beamed around me, some draped with multiple medals, as I tapped my feet anxiously under my 
chair and growled at the teams defying the hold-your-applause command to scream for their 
victorious peers.
Finally, the judges drawled out my category, and I sat forward as they moved from fifth 
place up. My simultaneous dread and hope increased as they reached third: not me. Then second:
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not me. The announcer paused and then—Morehead High School—my school, my team and my 
bot. Meredith and I maneuvered past students seated in the aisles, received our blue-ribboned 
medals engraved with miniature microscopes and shook congratulatory hands. I returned to my 
seat to see my dad beaming behind me, and I posed with my medal as he took my picture.
“Good job,” he said, and then, more than ever, I felt science-fair redeemed.
When I return home and look at that medal, which still hangs on a shelf in my childhood 
bedroom, I consider both my pride that day and my confusion about my role in it all now. So 
many times in the build I felt like Galileo’s assistant, wondering why I was standing holding this 
lantern on a hill on the outskirts of Florence, shuttering and unshuttering it repeatedly as Galileo 
attempted to count faster than the speed of light. I held balsa wood together without being able to 
see the final construction in my mind, helped solder circuit components without knowing how 
they worked, and misunderstood the specifications outlined in the rules.
But I also consider the hours I spent in our high school hallway, stomach pressed to the 
floor as I tried to calculate the perfect angle that would offset the drift caused by a slight wobble 
in our CD wheels. I have to factor in my own efforts—the questions I asked about design that, 
even though they were borne out of a lack of understanding, sometimes led us to a solution or 
redesign. The trouble is somewhere along the spectrum between collaboration and cheating, and 
it’s impossible for me to place my mark on that line precisely. I can’t parse my own 
contributions, and I’m losing faith in any claims of complete independence.
I
During the height of behavioral psychology, the opponents of the new theory of the mind 
fought for free will. Behaviorism theorists like B.F. Skinner stated that human beings were only
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the result of response to stimulus, meaning that there was no such thing as true choice.
Opponents argued that this was a mistaken idea: choice separated humans from our close 
mammal relations. As behaviorism waned, cognitive theory, which stated that the human brain is 
like a computer, came into prominence. Instead of testing the button-pressing skills of pigeons, 
researchers evaluated programs, mapping human responses within if-then statements. Herbert 
Simon and Allen Newell shifted from working on AI to developing an early cognitive theory that 
paved the way for the field. The mind, they stated, is a system in which complexity indicates an 
unexplored subsystem rather than a dark, unapproachable region our understanding has yet to 
reach. According to Simon and Newell, all behavior could be pared down to predictable 
variables, neatly fitting into means-ends analysis. In recognition of their work, the two received 
the Turing Award on a curtained stage in their bowties and beards, and it was fitting that they 
accepted an award named after the man who developed a systematic test for determining whether 
AI had surpassed human intelligence.
Psychologists, roboticists and AI researchers spiral tightly around each other, 
collaborating, but still at odds. The Harvard Biodesign Lab is engineering “soft” robots, made of 
inflatable muscles instead of bare steel parts and covering mechanical skeletons are covered with 
pliable skin that registers touch. Robots are becoming increasingly like us, and we are 
responsible. As we effectively design ourselves, we must understand how we operate on 
increasing levels of complexity.
One of the challenges researchers run into as we attempt to map the brain and design AI 
that mirrors it, is the “emergent” properties of our synapses. This is the idea that our neurons 
produce properties that aren’t detectable on the level of the individual neuron cell—that our 
brains are greater than the sum of our parts. Some neuroscientists argue that a true Brain Activity
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Map is impossible because of this—while we can measure individual neurons in isolation, we 
have no way of using that information to understand the whole. W hat’s worse is that the brain 
receives a variety of external cues that are also a part of the process, so it’s difficult to study the 
brain outside of particular contexts and draw conclusions that reach beyond individual 
environments. We can study general activity, measuring the electrical signals crossing the gray 
matter, but the results vary too much from person to person to create a single universal map.
Writing for Scientific American, Partha Mitra opposes the emergent properties idea, 
saying that it reflects a spirituality that’s been removed from science—the idea that there’s 
something that transcends our physical bodies, like a soul. There would have to be a way for 
physical matter to defy the laws of physics in order for our neurons to become non-physical 
emergent properties. Yet Mitra moves away from this problem and asks a question she sees as 
more important: if  the BAM isn’t feasible, is it at least meaningful?
So I ask the same question of the “emergent” hypothesis— if it’s not a feasible 
hypothesis, is it at least a meaningful metaphor? I consider the final product of one of my first 
scientific collaborations, and find that a tangle of neurons becoming a thought parallels the 
tangle between my father’s influence and my own agency, a tangle that’s become increasingly 
interwoven in my memory. At the very least, it’s useful to think that we can’t fully separate our 
own ideas from the contributions of others, and that the myth of the single Inventor who, through 
feats of solitary genius, creates lightbulbs and printing presses isn’t reflective of the 
interconnectedness of all the individuals, research, materials and time that went into each piece 
of each great Invention. Adding artificial intelligence and robotics to that web doesn’t result in 
the end of our vesica piscis or a melodramatic halt to human life as we know it—we instead have
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the opportunity to realize how interconnected, emergent and collaborative our cognition has 
always been.
When considering whether free will truly existed, or was a human illusion, William 
James stated—inspired by a diary entry of Charles Renouvier, who was inspired by Immanuel 
Kant, who reaches back and debates with Hobbes, Locke, Hume, Spinoza, Aquinas, and 
Descartes—that his “first act of free will” would be “to believe in free will.” So I will stand on 
the back of the infinite turtle stack of philosophers here, and say that my first act of an autonomy 
that complements rather than contradicting collaboration is to believe in it.
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Sklowdowskite
In 2015, Nobel Prize winner Tim Hunt said that he was in favor of labs segregated by 
gender. “Let me tell you about my problem with women,” he began auspiciously. “Three things 
happen when they are in the lab; you fall in love with them, they fall in love with you and when 
you criticize them, they cry.” Hunt later apologized for any offensive taken by the statement after 
people in the scientific community responded with outrage. “I did mean the part about having 
trouble with girls,” he added, “I have fallen in love with people in the lab and people in the lab 
have fallen in love with me and it's very disruptive to the science because it's terribly important 
that in a lab people are on a level playing field.”
Female scientists took to Twitter, created #distractinglysexy, posing in hazmat suits, hard 
hats, lab coats and face shields, adding extra signs to their laboratory warning walls that read, 
“DON’T CRY. DON’T FALL IN LOVE.” Shortly after, Tim Hunt resigned from the faculty of 
University College London. Supporters of Hunt argued that journalistic due diligence was not 
carried through in the reports that came out of the conference. Supposedly, his remarks were 
“intended to be jocular” and many scientists stated that the fallout was disproportionate to the 
comment.
The far-right conservative news site Breitbart posted an article reacting to the Hunt 
debate with the headline “Here’s Why There Ought to Be a Cap on Women Studying Science 
and Maths.” According to pundit Milo Yiannopoulos, women don’t have what it takes to last in 
the competitive world of science. They get frustrated and cry, and then give up. So they should 
be barred from taking too much valuable funding from men who will stick with the field. 
Yiannopoulos opens the article with his general claim that “women drop out of science and 
maths in alarming numbers, not because there are sinister and mysterious patriarchal forces at
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play, but because they either can’t cut it in highly competitive environments or they simply 
change their minds about what they want from life.”
The underlying idea behind Tim Hunt’s statement, jocular or not, is that a woman’s 
access to the lab should take second place to a man’s comfort and success. Since the scores of 
women who have, apparently, fallen desperately in love with Hunt and thrown themselves at his 
feet in the middle of an experiment are disrupting men’s work in science, then they should be 
removed. Hunt is suggesting that this is a problem with women in science rather than, frankly, 
with him. Ultimately he demonstrates that science still creates male spaces and female spaces, 
and implies that there are female scientists and then there are scientists—the former being a 
much rarer creature, one who is prone to being unprofessional and overemotional.
Yiannopoulos’ argument has the potential to be even more damaging because on the 
surface it doesn’t appear to be personal. Yet he fails to acknowledge what falls in between the 
initial enthusiasm in science and the end result of the science drop-out. He equates tears and 
frustrations with failure. He suggests that because women sometimes move away from science, 
then they shouldn’t be given the opportunity to pursue that career path. The figure Yiannopoulos 
recommends for the “cap” on positions for women in science is between 5 and 10 percent, which 
would remove nearly a million and a half women from science in the United States alone. So be 
it, he argues, as “we’re not going to get to Mars or crack commercial nuclear fusion in a nice 
touchy-feely environment where no one speaks out of turn and everyone’s, like, really supportive 
and kind and no one has to spend long nights with scary textbooks hopped up on Adderall, 
Mountain Dew and Doritos.” He adds a dig about women being more “back-stabbing than 
basket-weaving” in reality, calling scientists “geeks” and “dorks” in order to insinuate that 
women don’t really want to be like them.
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Perhaps he’s forgotten that our first venture into human space exploration was made 
possible by hundreds of African-American female “computers,” like Katherine Johnson, who 
calculated the trajectory for both the Mercury and Apollo missions. The recent film Hidden 
Figures highlighted her work, which has long been left out of textbooks because of a long 
unspoken tradition in which the names of women and minority scientists have gone 
unrecognized. Still, despite their isolation and limited roles, women have worked long hours as 
technicians, computers and teachers. They are the masons laying rows and rows of brick and 
mortar, waiting for men to step in to lay the last row and take credit for the wall. Hidden Figures 
was instrumental in starting a conversation about who history remembers, but we have to 
continue to do a better job telling the stories of scientists who, because of their identity, went 
unrecognized.
Even when pointing to these “hidden figures,” the difficulty with saying that we have a 
problem with women in science is that some respond “well maybe it’s not science that has a 
problem with women, but women who have a problem with science.” Statistics are presented and 
contested as scientists attempt to use numbers to encapsulate the issue with numbers. In 
computer-related fields, the workforce is 73 percent male, and 87 percent male in engineering. 
However, opponents argue that when we focus on the “hard sciences” the numbers are 
intentionally skewed because that excludes the social sciences, where female scientists occupy 
the majority at 61 percent. Including the social sciences, the ratio of men to women in science is 
still about 2.5 to 1. The ten percent advantage women have in the social sciences is overwhelmed 
by the large majorities men hold in the remaining science fields. The workforce imbalance isn’t 
necessarily a matter of interest, either, because women earn an equal number of bachelor’s
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degrees in science. The ratio of men to women becomes uneven when comparing completed 
graduate degree programs, or postdoctoral positions.
If they don’t say that w e’re slicing the statistics incorrectly, then people who call the 
STEM gender gap a “myth” may claim that we fail to account for women who decide to have 
families instead, for women who change their minds, or for women who simply don’t have the 
talent to succeed. Even searching for information on women in science produces conflicting 
results. The results of the Google search “number of women in science” produce whiplash: On 
the one hand, the American Association of University Professors asks “Why Are We Still 
Worried about Women in Science?” but on the other, USNews reports “Women Still 
Underrepresented in STEM Fields.” National Geographic issues a call to action, explaining 
“Why It’s Crucial to Get More Women in Science,” but PBSNewsHour contradicts their headline 
with “Why the STEM Gender Gap is Overblown.”
The problem with addressing gender issues in science is that there are too many 
rationales used to explain away the problem, and that simplifying the question to allow for just 
one answer prevents us from seeing the whole landscape. Yes, women sometimes choose to raise 
families instead of pursuing time-and-life-consuming research positions. Yes, women are 
sometimes uninterested in science, and would rather judge the tint of a brushstroke than 
disassemble a hard drive. Yes, women experience overt and subtle discouragement, and can 
perceive themselves as not good enough, even when no one’s directly told them otherwise. Yes, 
women see a lack of role models and feel like unwelcome imposters. Yes, women have 
emotions, and they cry, sometimes in labs. But there’s plenty of evidence suggesting that men 
want families, that they aren’t always interested in science, that they have emotions, and that 
they cry, too.
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Defenders of the scientific status quo—like Yiannopoulos— often cite ventures like the 
moon mission, or evolutionary theory, arguing that matriarchal models can’t motivate progress. 
Science thrives on competition, they argue. Perhaps some would even go so far to agree with 
Hunt and Yiannopoulos to say that we should segregate labs by gender. That way we can pit the 
ladies against the gentlemen, clocking the time it takes each group to formulate a hypothesis and 
produce an experimental design. But should scientists be studying survival of the fittest, or living 
it? Hunt and Yiannopoulos’ model ignores the history of women in science and their battle to 
make up at least an equal part the STEM workforce, even if they’re still a minority. Women have 
faced enough adversity and competition to thrive in science for generations. In whatever way we 
slice the statistics or attribute the factors, we must examine our not-so-bygone history and 
recognize that women have faced a trio of exclusion, condescension and discrimination. The 
trend of that adversity points downward, but it hasn’t reached zero quite yet.
In the archives of the Smithsonian, a dandelion crystal, which is fused to another rock 
like a glued-on cotton ball, is stored in a sealed container, marked “radioactive.” The small, rare 
mineral can only be found in a few locations in the world, and most of the samples were 
collected from a uranium mine near Kolwezi in the Democratic Republic of the Congo. 
Prolonged exposure to the mineral could damage DNA or cause cancer, so it’s not housed in the 
museum’s main Rocks and Minerals exhibit. Instead, sklowdowskite is tucked away in a drawer, 
isolated from other minerals and protected by a thick layer of lead shielding. The curators 
monitor it carefully, only allowing it to be removed occasionally by scientists studying the 
principles of radioactivity, who shield their hands and arms with gloves and sleeve protectors,
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careful to keep sklowdowskite behind a transparent shield as they examine the yellow spikes and 
pillars protruding out of another rock’s crevice.
The mineralogist who discovered sklowdowskite, Alfred Schoep, decided to name it after 
one of the scientists who originally coined the term “radioactivity,” Marie Sklowdowska Curie. 
Schoep chose her maiden name because she already shared a namesake mineral, curite, with her 
husband Pierre. The two also share an element, curium, and oddly enough, a stop on the Paris 
Metro—but sklowskodite is all Marie Curie’s. Her biographers might argue that the match is 
appropriate for the “quiet, dignified and unassuming” scientist, who is still the only person in 
history who has won the Nobel Prize in both chemistry and physics, and one of only two people 
who’ve won the Nobel Prize in multiple categories.
As a young girl, Marie Sklowdowska wasn’t permitted to attend university in Poland, 
since the only option was the all-male University of Warsaw. She and her sister, Bronya, stared 
jealously at the marble columns of Warsaw, and longed to find a way to attend school. At the 
time, Warsaw was under Russian rule, and Marie’s father clashed with his Russian supervisors 
because he was still devoted to Polish politics and culture. He was later fired, and Marie’s 
mother contracted tuberculosis not long after, dying when Marie was ten years old. The 
Sklowdowska sisters realized that they would have to find their own support for school.
After attending an illegal free university kept hidden from the government, the two 
decided to attend university in Paris. Marie convinced her sister to go first, and sent Broyna 
money she made from working as a governess in a small Polish town. When Broyna finished 
school, she married soon after, and the only support Marie would accept from her in return was a 
brief stay at Broyna’s home before she found an apartment near the university, where she
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scrounged and created memories tinged with both pain and fondness. Marie later wrote about her 
cold garret:
It was insufficiently heated by a small stove which often lacked coal. During a 
particularly rigorous winter, it was not unusual for the water to freeze in the basin in the 
night; to be able to sleep I was obliged to pile all my clothes on the bedcovers. In the 
same room I prepared my meals with the aid of an alcohol lamp and a few kitchen 
utensils. These meals were often reduced to bread with a cup of chocolate, eggs or fruit. I 
had no help in housekeeping and I myself carried the little coal I used up the six flights. 
Despite frozen bedding and stiff knees, Marie’s account rings with the excitement of discovery 
and progress that threads its way through every scientist’s story: “All that I saw and learned that 
was new delighted me. It was like a new world opened to me, the world of science, which I was 
at last permitted to know in all liberty.” Finally permitted to know, and find, Marie began to 
make a name for herself and received the funds to explore the magnetic properties of steel. All 
she needed was a laboratory. Pierre Curie had one available, and through mutual acquaintances, 
the two met. Not long after, Pierre asked Marie to marry him, but she wanted to return to Poland 
first, to bring the education she had fought for back to women in her home country.
After earning two master’s degrees in Paris, she returned to Poland but was denied 
positions at the university. So, convinced to at least contribute to her home in science if not to 
her home country, Marie returned to Paris and accepted Pierre’s proposal of a marriage and 
partnership “consecrated entirely to scientific research.” She convinced him to return to school 
for his doctorate, and shortly after began her own program. Her Ph.D. work led to the discovery 
of two new elements as well as a more complete understanding of radioactivity. The examiners 
on Marie’s committee called her work the greatest dissertation ever contributed to science.
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When the Nobel Committee began choosing names, however, Marie Curie was not 
nominated for the Prize—though her husband and Henri Becquerel were. Pierre insisted that she 
be added to the nomination, and the committee begrudgingly complied. She became the first 
woman to win a Nobel Prize, and the first woman to earn a doctoral degree in France.
On April 19th, 1906, a day in Paris drenched with rain, Pierre crossed the Rue Dauphine 
and walked toward the Quai des Grands Augustins. His mind was probably on his research. 
Though both he and Marie had been ill, an unknown side effect of the radiation they exposed 
themselves to, they had recently been able to return to their work and Pierre was hopeful about 
their progress. According to lab assistants, Pierre was often absent-minded, and wouldn’t pay 
attention when navigating through the crowded streets. He didn’t see a carriage crest the hill, and 
missed the slick patch of pavement in front of his feet. Pierre crashed to the ground as the horses 
thundered closer, gaining momentum on the steep incline. The driver didn’t see Pierre struggling 
to rise until the last moment, and he threw his weight against the reins, choking the horses 
against the bit. Yet before the horses could even slow down, the carriage met Pierre’s body. A 
hoof slammed against his skull and fractured it against the asphalt. When Pierre’s father heard 
the news, he exclaimed, “What was he dreaming of this time?”
Not long after, Marie began a diary. Her first entry detailed her response to Pierre’s 
sudden death. “It is impossible for me to express the profoundness and importance of the crisis 
brought into my life by the loss of the one who had been my closest companion and best friend, 
she wrote. “Crushed by the blow, I did not feel able to face the future.” She knew, however, that 
“even deprived of him, I ought to continue my work.”
Marie had lost her mother, and now her husband and partner in science, but she returned 
to the lab only a day after the funeral. She took over Pierre’s professorship, becoming the first
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female faculty member at her university, fully cognizant of that “exceptional decision,” and 
wrote that the faculty had probably offered the position “under the influence of this emotion” 
that the “national misfortune” of her husband’s death had caused. Despite having written what 
was considered the greatest dissertation work ever contributed to science at the time, despite 
having a Nobel Prize, and despite having the first Ph.D. ever awarded to a woman, Marie 
Sklowdowska Curie still suspected that she was awarded a professorship out of pity.
Nevertheless, she kept her scientific goal in mind, and continued to investigate 
radioactivity while raising her daughter, Irene. Perhaps hoping for a community of scientists lost 
with Pierre’s death, or new collaborators who could supply her with a laboratory and resources, 
Marie applied to the French Academy of Sciences. The members rejected her application 
outright, with one sentence of explanation: “Women cannot be part of the Institute of France.”
Instead, Marie Curie founded and ran the Radium Institute, a lab dedicated to the study of 
radioactivity, and she eventually found herself on the shortlist of Nobel Prize winners once 
again. In between the nomination and the ceremony, France discovered that she had begun an 
affair with a married man, Paul Langevin, who had been one of Pierre’s students. Mobs gathered 
outside her house, and she had to stay with friends until the news died down. The Nobel 
Committee received word of the scandal, and immediately asked her not to come to Switzerland 
and receive the Nobel in person. Curie wrote back, “In fact the prize has been awarded for my 
discovery of Radium and Polonium. I believe there is no connection between my scientific work 
and the facts of my private life.” She appeared on the stage in Stockholm a month later.
The lasting image of Marie Curie that persists in biographies is that of a researcher 
intertwined with her husband rather than independent, with an every-present parenthetical “wife 
of Pierre Curie” gracing her encyclopedia entries. Historians have painted her as a tragic figure
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who didn’t know that the uranium she used in her research would also lead to her death from 
leukemia. Her story, however, has far eclipsed Pierre’s, and we’ve recognized the extent of her 
work more and more, along with the consistent, steady sacrifices she made. As far as materials, 
we’ve given her a namesake mineral that’s like a bit of fluff—difficult to find and dangerous to 
display. For a woman who was considered isolated and rare throughout her lifetime, the 
resemblance is striking. Yet a mineral that spends its time behind a lead shield, never displayed 
on a pedestal amongst other mineral discoveries in the museum, should not be the only thing to 
bear the name “Sklowdowska.”
Including sklowskodite and curium, only 81 of the 290 minerals named after prominent 
scientists and figures are named after women. Thirty percent. The ratio’s not bad when compared 
to say, street signs, units of measurement or towns, but it’s another entry in the line of 
realizations that can make young female scientists apprehensive and angry.
The tradition of wives whose accomplishments are subsumed by their husbands continues 
today, especially in the media. One example of this is Yvonne Brill, who developed propulsion 
systems for rockets and satellites, and won the Propulsion Award, the Fritz Medal and the 
National Medal of Technology and Innovation. When she passed away in March of 2013, a 
reporter from The New York Times, Douglas Martin, began her obituary with these two 
sentences: “She made a mean beef stroganoff, followed her husband from job to job and took 
eight years off from work to raise three children. ‘The world’s best mom,’ her son Matthew 
said.”
First, the opening is inaccurate, as Brill didn’t take eight years off of work— she opted for 
decreased hours and a position that required her to be present for less time. This is a key
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difference, and Douglas M artin’s simplification transforms her from a woman balancing her 
professional life with her family life to a maternal figure who sacrificed her work for her 
husband and children. The very next paragraph begins “But Yvonne Brill was also a brilliant 
rocket scientist,” as if her work was antithetical to her motherhood, and somehow surprising. For 
the woman who invented the “dual thrust level monopropellant spacecraft propulsion system,” 
which combined previous propulsion systems into one so that rockets and satellites only needed 
one type of fuel and could travel with less expense and a lighter payload, the contradiction is 
insulting. Without Brill’s system, space shuttle missions and satellite communication would be 
impossible.
Though Martin later removed the phrase about the beef stroganoff, Brill’s husband and 
son are still more prominent in the obituary than Brill herself, and her identity as mother is given 
primacy. The New York Times wasn’t the only publication to frame her obituary in this way. The 
Washington P o st’s version begins “Yvonne Brill, a pioneer in spacecraft propulsion who 
suspended a promising career to raise three children...,” and The Independent has a similar 
opening, “Yvonne Brill was a pioneering rocket scientist, who, after an eight-year break to raise 
a fa m ily .,” unable to resist mentioning her role as a mother in the first sentence.
Carol W. Greider noticed a similar imbalance after winning the Nobel Prize in 
Physiology. She commented specifically on the image the newspaper ran alongside the 
announcement of her win, “There’s a picture of me and my kids right there. How many men 
have won the Nobel in the last few years, and they have kids the same age as mine, and their kids 
aren’t in the picture? That’s a big difference, right? And that makes a statement.” For both 
Greider and Brill, the articles suggest that they can’t stand on their own as scientists.
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Responding to the trends in reporting on female scientists, journalist Christie 
Aschwanden recommends that each writer test her work against the Finkbeiner Test. In order to 
pass, the article must not mention the job of the scientist’s husband, her childcare situation, how 
she ‘nurtures’ her students, her surprise at the competitiveness in science, or her status as a role 
model for other women. Aschwanden also bans the phrase “the first woman to...,” hoping that 
journalists will begin to change the narrative and write about women in science as scientists first. 
Journalists often fail this simple test, which reveals how difficult it is to think of women as 
independent, successful scientists.
According to Elena Sparrow, a soil microbiologist and president of the Fairbanks, Alaska 
Chapter of the Association of Women in Science, the “good old boy’s system” is still “alive and 
well” in science. Sparrow says this almost sotto voce, chuckling in disbelief. As she speaks, 
sunlight streaks in from the cracks in the window blinds of her office, highlighting her face, - 
which is framed by closely-cropped bangs and rich black hair that curls outward. In part, she 
explains, the system is perpetuated because men occupy most of the leadership roles. At the 
University of Alaska Fairbanks, where she formerly worked as a research professor and now 
does education outreach, there were formerly four female deans, but once they retired, all were 
replaced by men, leaving few women in higher leadership, aside from the provost and dean of 
students. “At our next faculty meeting,” Sparrow said with emphatic enunciation, “we’re going 
to talk about inclusion and what that means. I think if we try to shove our own definition down 
people’s throats they might be resistant, so we’ll begin by having them come out and say what 
they think we can do to be more inclusive.”
For Sparrow, advancing women in science begins with awareness, and making sure that 
these problems don’t go ignored. “It’s really not just about women’s rights but also about
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LGBTQ rights and age discrimination and race issues. When we raise women’s concerns, we 
have to address the other issues as well because they’re also being excluded. So maybe inclusion 
is the word.” Passionately, Sparrow adds that she’s inspired by the changes she’s seen already, 
and excited about the possibilities that collaborating with a diverse group of scientists offers. As 
a scientist who’s worked at international institutions and with experts from Arctic regions all 
over the world, Sparrow has seen this firsthand. “We need to be more strategic in how we 
actually bring about diversity in leadership, faculty and our students,” she points out. “Because 
we know that diversity brings about innovation. It brings about different ideas because of all our 
different backgrounds. Then there are different lenses from which we can tackle problems.”
Science provides a chance for a true meritocracy, as people are evaluated by the strength 
of their data, the aptitude of their design and their ability to communicate their results. The 
tragedy inherent to the gender gap in STEM fields is that this is a space where identity should 
definitely have no bearing on results. Yet the difference in pay reveals that men are rewarded 
more often for their efforts in science than women, as the median income for men is $100,000, 
compared to $84,000 for women. Not only are women less likely to be hired or promoted for 
higher paying jobs in science, they also tend to be less confident in negotiations, undervaluing 
their contributions, when in fact women just out of college are often reported to out-perform 
men.
The general stereotypes aimed at women creep in with a vengeance in the sciences, and 
are compounded by the belief that science should be devoid of emotion and solely dedicated to 
reason. In conversations about gender bias in science, the word “rational” has even taken on 
sexist overtones, and use of the word in a conversation suggests that a woman is being hysterical,
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and that scientists should have the superhuman ability to separate emotion from reason. When 
women become angry or frustrated because of discrimination, they are told that their emotion has 
no place in the field— even if their anger is the direct result of a biased, unscientific inequity.
Though the biographies of famous female scientists contain impressive accomplishments, 
they also often describe challenges that take on a familiar pattern when you read them side-by- 
side. Mae Jemison became the first African American woman to travel to space in 1992, went to 
Stanford when she was 16, earned a medical degree from Cornell, worked in the Peace Corps 
and took modern dance from Alvin Ailey. When she was young, Jemison once told her 
kindergarten teacher that she wanted to be a scientist. The teacher responded, “Don’t you mean a 
nurse?” Jemison noticed the subtle correction, but resisted the change to the more socially 
accepted option. Throughout Jemison’s educational career, she listened to professors ignore or 
disparage her remarks while they complimented the insight of her white male peers in the same 
breath. Jemison later said in an interview that in order to make it through her degree program at 
Stanford, she had to ignore the continued discrimination and repeat to herself, “I’m going to do 
this and I don’t give a damn.”
In January of 2017, The American Association for the Advancement of Science released 
a study conducted by Lin Bian and her colleagues, who found that girls as young as six are 
affected by gender stereotypes. The researchers asked boys and girls between the ages of five 
and seven if they thought of themselves as brilliant, or “really, really smart” as they phrased it to 
fit with kid lingo. At age five, both boys and girls rated their brilliance at equal levels. But once 
girls turned six, their self-reports of brilliance dropped way below the boys’ ratings. Part of the 
reason, according to the researchers, may have been because girls learn early on not to brag 
about their intelligence, whereas boys are encouraged to be confident. The main cause, however,
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is that girls clearly hear the subtle and coded messages that tell them they’re not as good at math 
and science, and not as capable of being the next big geniuses as the boys are. Bian and the other 
researchers write that “many children assimilate the idea that brilliance is a male quality at a 
young age. This stereotype begins to shape children’s interests as soon as it is acquired and is 
thus likely to narrow the range of careers they will one day contemplate.”
Once some men have daughters, Elena Sparrow notes, then they start to understand the 
problems that girls face throughout their education. A father can see the way discouragement 
burrows under his daughter’s skin, a mite that festers, lays eggs and slowly saps her enthusiasm 
for science. Sparrow has seen colleagues who had previously brushed aside the issues she raised 
begin coming to Association for Women in Science meetings after their daughters started grade 
school. “They experience their daughters coming home and complaining about some inequity,” 
she says. “Then they realize.” Whenever people argue that there’s not a problem with women in 
science, Sparrow thinks of these girls and responds immediately. “I hit the roof!” she exclaims, 
punctuating the comment with a musical laugh, the skin around her eyes crinkling 
mischievously. Then she turns serious, her voice softening, “I have experienced this. My own 
daughter was told ‘Oh, you don’t need to take algebra, I don’t think you’ll do very well.’ I was 
so mad. I said ‘Of course you can do it.’ Why not have them try instead of telling them they 
can’t?”
Sparrow says that some are rebellious enough to turn the discouragement into motivation, 
proclaiming, “By golly, you tell me I can’t—I’ll show you I can.” For others, the discouragement 
adds up. While working with the Association for Women in Science, Sparrow coordinates her 
efforts with the Girl Scouts and local schools, directing projects that she hopes will counteract 
this effect, and providing an outlet for girls interested in science. Every year she organizes a
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panel of female scientists from the university, who judge the top science fair projects completed 
by girls in the area. After the schools have judged the science fairs independently, Sparrow asks 
for a list of the top projects conducted by female students and the panel chooses a winner from 
the group.
In 2016, when Sparrow asked the elementary school judges for the students’ names, they 
handed over a complete list along with their feedback, adding “Oh, we think is gender is so 
sensitive— so we didn’t collect it. Here’s the whole list.” The AWIS judges were then expected 
to go through the whole list and determine gender based on the names alone. “I actually think it 
was an attempt to force us to include everybody,” Sparrow says. “Because they’ve been after us, 
saying ‘Why don’t you include the boys? They feel excluded.’ But that’s exactly why we give 
out this award. For the longest time girls have been excluded and they still are. Boys have 
existing encouragement, but there’s still a need to encourage and nourish girls when they’re still 
young so that they’ll be excited and stick with science.”
Sparrow cites proof of this. Her current postdoctoral student, Katie Spellman, conducts 
interdisciplinary research on the best practices for teaching ecology and climate science to K-12 
schools, drawing on her own data collection as well as “citizen science,” training teachers and 
students to collect data and take part in the research. The ultimate goal is to raise a generation of 
students who not only are more informed about the changes happening in the Arctic, but are 
more involved from an early age. By having K-12 students participate in professional science, 
the work counteracts the long-standing exclusion of science, moving the field toward the new 
model of collaboration. Sparrow describes her research with excitement, illustrating how it 
connects with AWIS outreach programs, and adding a bit of backstory. Back in first grade, 
Spellman was one of the girls awarded a prize through AWIS for her outstanding science project.
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“And now she’s my postdoc,” Sparrow emphasized, growing more animated. “She’s a 
woman of science.” Many other girls who received prizes from AWIS have done well and have 
gone on to careers in science. “One of the female students I worked with through the Catholic 
schools is now a nurse practitioner,” Sparrow says, “and she’s my nurse practitioner. When I 
started going to her, she said, ‘Dr. Sparrow, I remember when you took me to Croatia with my 
science fair project.’ I mentored her, and now she’s taking care of me! Looking after my health! 
So it really does help.”
The early mentorship and encouragement of girls in science is key, as the stereotypes and 
assumptions have been shown to continue beyond elementary school. The researcher Mahzarin 
Banaji coined the term “implicit bias” in 1995, referring to prejudices that go unspoken and 
operate on a subconscious level, and she designed a brilliant computer-based test that’s been 
used to assess a wide variety of implicit biases. The Implicit Association Test is available to take 
online for free at Project Implicit, through Harvard University, and there are different versions 
that assess assumptions about race, sexuality, weight and age, as well as gender and science.
When the test begins, you’re instructed to place your fingers on the “e” and “i” keys. A 
prompt reads, “If you make a mistake, a red ‘x ’ will appear. Go as fast as you can while being 
accurate.” The first two rounds allow the program to calculate a baseline reaction time, and train 
you to sort a series of words into one of two categories: science and liberal arts. For example, 
“engineering” goes in science, while “philosophy” goes in liberal arts. In the next round you 
repeat the process for “male” and “female,” placing words like “father” in the male category, and 
moving “daughter” and “grandma” into the female category by pressing the key with your right 
finger. It seems simple, and you sort the words without much thought. Then the test links the
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categories, first combining “female” with “science,” on the left hand side, and “male” with 
“liberal arts” on the right. You sort all of the categories at the same time, placing words like 
“biology” and “grandma” on the left. When the word “engineering” appears on the screen, your 
fingers rebel against you. You automatically think “male,” and send it to the right. The red “x” 
flashes on the screen. Incorrect. Your responses slow down as you try to press keys quickly 
while also avoiding mistakes and fighting your impulses. You struggle with the fact that you’re 
now trying to think about this, when you want to prove the test wrong and flip the stereotype. 
After you make it through that round, the associations are reversed: “male” with “science” and 
“female” with “liberal arts.” Your fingers follow your lead again, and you sort the questions with 
greater speed, hating the sensation at the same time. Finally, after answering a few survey 
questions, your result appears on the screen: “Your data suggest a strong automatic association 
between men and science over an association between women and science,” a result you share 
with twenty-five percent of the population.
Banaji herself remembers taking the test for the first time, thinking that she would have 
no trouble neutralizing her automatic associations. “I’ve spent a lot of my life thinking about 
these issues,” she said. “I had strived in my own life to practice what I believe. And among my 
peers, I have the reputation of someone who understands these issues and cares about them. I 
should certainly not have trouble.” Yet as she took the test, she found that her “hands were 
literally frozen” when the categories were counterintuitive to what stereotypes tell us. “It’s like I 
couldn’t find the key on the keyboard, and doing the other version.. .was trivial,” Banaji said. “I 
thought to myself: Something is wrong with this damned test.” Yet it wasn’t the test producing 
that uncertainty, but Banaji’s sudden understanding that she didn’t know her own mind as well as 
she thought. Even when we’re aware of the stereotypes, and work against them in our daily life,
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acknowledging discrimination where we see it, we’re still working against a mental pattern that’s 
been engraved in our gray matter.
Elena Sparrow remembers facing these implicit biases throughout her scientific career.
As a Ph.D. student at Colorado State University, she was once racing around to the offices of 
scientific faculty members, trying to get her committee’s availability sorted out so that everyone 
could meet at the same time, and she entered one professor’s office to ask him about possible 
dates. He stopped working, looked her directly in the eye and said “Would you go out, then come 
back in— and talk to me like a man?” Sparrow was stunned, so she simply left his office, came 
back in and asked her question in the exact same way. “If I had my wits about m e . ” Sparrow 
considers, “but I was just so flabbergasted and devastated. I wasn’t thinking, you know? I 
should’ve said, ‘I will—if you talk to me like a woman.’ I should have!” Implicit bias operates in 
these brief moments that people in positions of privilege don’t see— and because the cause is so 
subtle, people sometimes doubt the results.
“When I was starting in my career,” Sparrow says, “I would present at professional 
meetings, and I noticed that the men, whether they were grad students, post docs or not, would 
be introduced as ‘Doctor So-and-So.’ And here I was—I had my Ph.D. and I was working at the 
United States Department of Agriculture—but I was always just introduced as ‘Elena Sparrow.’” 
Sparrow began acknowledging her colleges after introductions, emphasizing their titles as she 
did, and would then add the “Dr.” back to her name. “They went, ‘Oh, she has her Ph.D.! ’ And 
they started talking to me differently.”
According to Sparrow, even the former Dean of the College of Natural Sciences and 
Mathematics at the University of Alaska Fairbanks saw the same look of surprise on the faces of 
her male colleagues after she earned her degree. She had been a doctoral student at the
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university, and was later hired on as a faculty member before she became the dean of the college. 
After the first faculty meeting she attended as a professor, one of the male faculty members 
turned to her and pointed to the Styrofoam cups scattered around the table. “Could you pick 
those up, and get us some more coffee?” he asked. Sparrow adds that he thought she was still a 
grad student, “but still, you don’t even tell grad students to get your coffee. That’s not right. You 
get your own damn coffee. Nobody should serve anybody.”
In 1983, at a press conference before the Challenger mission launched, one of the most 
famous astronauts, Sally Ride, a woman with a Ph.D. in astrophysics from Stanford University, 
was actually asked questions about whether the flight would “affect her reproductive organs,” if 
she cried when things went wrong, and if she planned on having children. To the question of 
reproductive health, Sally Ride responded “there’s no evidence of that.” When they asked her if 
she ever wanted to be a mother, she fell silent for a while and then said, “You’ll see that I’m not 
answering that.” To the question of crying on the job, she answered “How come nobody asks 
Rick these questions?”
Astronauts still can’t escape questions of the same nature. Recently, in 2015, the first 
Russian all-female group of astronauts ran a simulation of a mission designed for the 
International Space Station. The Institute of Biomedical Problems Director wished them luck, 
saying that “it will be particularly interesting in terms of psychology.. .they say that in one 
kitchen, two housewives find it hard to live together.” The astronauts were asked by the press 
how they would live without men and makeup. The Russian astronauts answered the media by 
saying that they looked beautiful without makeup. One astronaut, Anna Kussmaul, replied 
sarcastically, “I don’t know how we’ll survive without shampoo. Because even in this situation,
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we really want to stay looking pretty,” adding, “We are doing work. When you're doing your 
work, you don't think about men and women.” The team leader, Yelena Luchnitskaya, said, “So 
far I can't imagine what would rattle us.”
Female scientists are subtly and not-so-subtly told that their femininity will make it more 
difficult for them to be scientists and perform their jobs. They are expected to desire 
motherhood, but that expectation rings with irony, because the field makes it difficult to be both 
a scientist and a mother. Women are expected to forego beginning families in order to be a part 
of the scientific realm. The time commitments and odd hours connected to research, along with 
the lack of adequate maternity leave, cause many mothers and mothers-to-be to leave science. 
According to a survey conducted by Nature, the third leading challenge that STEM employees 
listed as a barrier to career progression in their field was the “unwillingness or inability to 
sacrifice personal time or time with family,” so this isn’t just a problem for women. It is 
unreasonable to force scientists to have just one identity, and to expect them to devote all their 
life’s energy to their work. As the Nature survey suggests, people are happier and more likely to 
progress in their field when given enough time to devote to their personal lives as well.
Some female scientists through history have resisted the dominant cultural push toward 
motherhood. For instance, the neurobiologist Rita Levi-Montalchini built a lab in her bedroom 
when Mussolini forbid non-Aryans from pursuing academic careers. She once said, “My 
experience in childhood and adolescence of the subordinate role, played by the female in a 
society run entirely by men had convinced me that I was not cut out to be a wife.” Instead she 
became a scientist and a rebel, and later earned a Nobel Prize in Physiology and Medicine for her 
work on nerve growth. Essentially, the maternal assumptions stem from the same myth that 
caused Douglas Martin to depict Yvone Brill as just a stroganoff-cooking supermom, instead of a
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brilliant rocket scientist. Our image of the Great Scientist—the Einsteins, Newtons and 
Darwins—is male.
Sparrow pushes back against this myth, arguing that we need to expand our ideas on who 
can do science, and who can be a scientist. That perspective began in part when Sparrow looked 
back at her own life and childhood in the Philippines, realizing that her mother was her first true 
sponsor in science. “I always think of my mother as a woman in science too,” Sparrow says. “I 
come from a poor family. My mother was widowed twice and she raised five of us kids by 
herself.” When Sparrow’s father contracted tuberculosis, her mother was diligent about hygiene 
and figured out how to quarantine her husband in the house. She isolated the disease, and though 
he later died, she effectively kept herself and her children from contracting it. Sparrow’s mother 
was never able go to college, but she was able to earn the equivalent of an Associate’s degree, 
and worked as a third-grade teacher until she quit her job to work in the home instead. The 
family lived on the campus of the University if the Philippines College, and Sparrow’s mother 
was insistent on sending each of her children to school, so she ran a bakery out of her home. As 
Sparrow grew up, students and professors constantly crowded in her small home, feasting on 
cupcakes, pies and jelly rolls. Her mother sold baked goods to the student center on the side, and 
for every peso she earned, she set aside 10 centavos for her children’s education.
Sparrow’s mother refused to stop sending her children to college once her three older 
sons were enrolled. She told Sparrow, “the best thing I can give to you is education,” and though 
she couldn’t afford to send Sparrow to Manilla to study medicine, she did pay her daughter’s full 
tuition at the University of the Philippines. Because becoming a doctor would be too expensive, 
Sparrow considered the next best path she could take “to help people,” and thought of food and 
agriculture. Sparrow studied under a soil microbiologist who had earned her Ph.D. from Cornell,
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and later was able to attend Cornell herself after earning a Rockefeller scholarship. After that 
she worked at the Rice Research Institute before receiving her Ph.D. from Colorado State. All 
made possible by her mother’s medical precision, and the carefully calculated investment of 
burnished copper coins rattling daily into a glass jar. Even though her mother didn’t have a 
degree, and was never on an official science payroll, Sparrow states that her mother is a model of 
women’s progress in science. “To me,” Sparrow remarks, “she’s a success story.”
We seldom think of our mothers, sisters and daughters as scientists, unless they’ve earned 
a degree or have been hired in the field. So science remains like a monastery, a space that 
requires complete devotion, whose practices are shrouded in mystery. However, this is not a 
model that works, as Sparrow argues. “The nature of education is that you build on what is 
known, and then you scaffold it instead of bringing in something not connected to anything—it 
makes learning hard when you can’t connect it to what you know. So it makes sense to build on 
what students know from home.” In that vein, Sparrow is working to create a culturally response 
curriculum for Alaska Native students, who have long been told that they don’t know anything 
and won’t understand science. Instead of ignoring what they’ve learned from parents and Elders, 
Sparrow is incorporating indigenous science into the curriculum at all levels. The same effort 
applies to women in science, as educators learn to depict science not as a new, scary subject, but 
as an essential part of everyday life.
We need science, as Sparrow explains. “You use science even when you go to the 
grocery store. Even when you choose what kind of vegetable you’re going to buy, you use 
science and math.” You create criteria, you consider the different factors, including price, 
quantity and quality. “You need science in your daily living,” Sparrow says. “Everybody needs 
science. And women are half of the population. To say it’s not relevant is to take away half of
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our potential scientists.” Part of the reason women feel excluded from science is that the 
mystique of science still remains, preventing people of all genders, races, sexualities and 
ethnicities, from seeing science as an integrated part of life.
When reading about women who rose above the challenges and strictures of their gender, 
it’s tempting to draw the conclusion that gender is not a limitation to the pursuit of science. 
However, the Hall of Greats for female scientists also contains a good deal of luck and timing. 
For Marie Curie, a secret school appeared at just the right point in her education. For female 
science students who enter the field today, the atmosphere of competition is more likely to push 
them away from science than draw them in. Combined with discrimination and the pay gap, it 
creates a hostile environment for work and study.
In her book Why So Few, Catherine Hill explains that because of the stereotypes 
surrounding the field, women are more likely to think of their career in science in binary terms: 
They’ll either succeed or fail. They’re either good at science or not. If they struggle with the 
difficult concepts that are bound to occur, they see their struggle as a sign of missing talent, 
rather than an opportunity to improve. The phenomenon leads to isolation, as women feel that 
exposing their difficulty will just reinforce the stereotype that they’re bad at science. Women are 
therefore more likely to work alone, whereas men collaborate on problems and share work.
Yet male faculty members still often ignore this vicious cycle and their own biases. Jo 
Handelsman, who studies the stereotypes women face in the sciences, says that when she asks 
male professors about what they’re doing to counteract this discouragement, they say that they 
don’t have that problem. Handelsman has direct evidence to the contrary, as she conducted an
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experiment to determine whether there’s a bias against women in hiring which leads to a fewer 
amount of female faculty members in the sciences.
Handelsman gave faculty members two resumes, one with the name John and another 
with the name Jennifer. The resumes were identical, that of a student seeking a lab manager 
position. Both John and Jennifer had a 3.2 GPA, withdrew from one science course and had co­
authored a scientific article. Faculty members rated the applicants on competence, hireability, the 
faculty members’ willingness to mentor the student and the student’s likability. John scored an 
average of half a point higher in all categories except for one. Jennifer scored half a point higher 
in likability.
Yet when Handelsman shared the results of the study, male scientists across the country 
dismissed it, responding, “Oh, that might happen in the Midwest or in the South, but not in New 
England, or not in my department — we just graduated a woman. I have women in my lab! My 
female students are smarter than the men!” They only cite one example in order to disprove the 
trend, whereas Handelsman has thousands of data points that prove otherwise. “They go to their 
experience,” Handelsman said of the science faculty, “with a sample size of one.” She laughed. 
“Scientists can be so unscientific.”
In psychology there’s a cognitive concept called the Fundamental Attribution Error, 
which refers to our tendency to judge other people’s whole characters based on one action. We 
see a kid shoplift, and we assume, “That’s a bad kid. Who would do that? He must be a 
troublemaker.” But that assessment is based on just one action—we don’t know what motivated 
it, whether he’s done this before, if  he really knows what he’s doing, if  he’s just desperate, or if 
he might be homeless. Knowledge of the FAD allows us to see the world differently, and engage
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in micro-corrections, running through the myriad of possible factors behind a person’s actions 
and resisting unfair judgements. That one principle in science means the difference between 
walking through a world filled with flat characters and another where every person we lock eyes 
with has her own quirks, her own backstory. John Green, a young adult fiction author, once 
stated that we should “imagine others complexly.” We often fail to do that when we’re in a 
hurry, when we’re tired, or when we’re just our automatic selves and the possibilities of other 
people overwhelm us.
But science allows us to see others complexly. When we practice science, we zoom out, 
see the aggregate, look at the full picture of our environment, our biology, and our own minds, 
all while attempting to eliminate our assumptions. In science, when a hypothesis is proven false, 
we try another explanation. We don’t say “oh, well this is just the exception,” or “I know I’m 
right anyway.” We have to be humble, we have to accept the fact that we were wrong, just as we 
must accept that we don’t know as much about other people’s lives as we’d like to think. Science 
is an exercise in empathy.
When scientists deny the problem with women in science, they examine only the surface 
of the story, instead of looking for deeper causes and incorporating all of the possible factors. 
Joshua Schimel, in the book Writing Science, makes the argument that all published papers and 
pieces of scientific writing must tell a story. Scientists do not simply release raw data into the 
world—they interpret their data and lend it meaning. They connect what they’ve observed to 
what that observation communicates about our world. Similarly, we cannot end the conversation 
about women in science after citing statistics. We must broaden our definition of “scientist.” We 
must tell the stories of women in science. We must stop pitting scientists against each other and 
move toward a new culture of science. We can use the environment that Milo Yiannopoulos
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despises as a model, and create an inclusive, “touchy-feely” space where everyone’s “like, really 
supportive and kind”—in part just because we want to make him angry. We must think of 
science as an enterprise in which everyone is engaged, and undercut the phenomenon of 
intimidation and fear.
“We need to not accept this as the norm,” Sparrow says. “We need to be constantly 
vigilant and not closed up in our own worlds. We need to be aware and lend a hand or word 
when somebody’s not being treated properly, to continue raising this issue. Inclusion is the word 
because that includes LGBTQ rights, race, refugees and immigrants as well. We need to do this 
for all people.”
But when the discrimination continues, when the implicit bias conquers the vigilant mind, 
when other people fail to extend the same scientific empathy that we’ve worked to cultivate, 
perhaps we would do well to remember the words of a group of four female Yale postdocs. They 
had seen the number of women in the physics program dwindle over the years, and were largely 
outnumbered by the men. A journalist, Eileen Pollack, had been invited to their department’s 
annual picnic, and she pulled the women aside to ask them how they managed to make it through 
their male-dominated program, when so many women gave up because of discouragement, 
isolation or stereotype threat.
“Oh, that’s easy,” they said, smiling, “W e’re the women who don’t give a crap.”
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Eating from the Hybridized Tree of Knowledge 
The red brick and half-circular Romanesque arches of Linsly-Chittenden Hall rise above 
the other buildings at Yale University. When you enter the hall, you can see elements of the 
original 1880s design, especially in lecture room 102. Desks with red plush seats are neatly 
arranged and empty, complementing the oak paneling and burnished quarry tile floor. Shades of 
red and brown give the space a neutrality, drawing the eye upward to the slightly domed ceiling 
encircled by a scalloped border.
The key focus of the room, punctuated by warm colored light, is a stained glass allegory. 
In the center, an archangel unfolds her wings. Her halo reads Light*Love*Life. Angels whose 
haloes are labelled with virtues stand beside her. In the foreground, human figures stand for 
realms of knowledge: Art, Science, Religion and Music. The two men of science are Research, 
an older man, and Intuition, the younger. Intuition points at flowers, perhaps remarking on their 
coloring or asking Research for their Latin names. On the left, the delegates of religion kneel: 
Reverence, an older man, bows his head and clasps his hands together, while his younger 
counterpart, Inspiration, gazes upward.
When classes are in session, students whose eyes wander from the blackboard could 
interpret the stained glass panels in multiple ways. The heavy lead line between Religion and 
Science may suggest division— clear separation of the two concepts. After all, the figures peer in 
opposite directions. Science examines life on earth with close consideration, while Religion 
looks up to the heavens.
However, though the men of Science stand opposite of the men of Religion, they actually 
mirror each other. The two old men have the same bald heads, long white beards, and soft brown 
robes. Both of the two young men stretch their pale arms outward, either pointing down or
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gesturing up, and their close-trimmed haircuts are identical. Even the angel trios behind them 
seem complimentary rather than in conflict. Science’s Truth is paired with Religion’s Purity. 
Labor meets Faith, and scientific Devotion matches religious Hope. Religion and Science exist 
on the same pane, and as Intuition and Inspiration stretch out their hands, they also stretch 
toward each other. The two men seem to mutter advice to the viewer: Look down at the 
phenomena below. Look up at the wonders above. Their dialogue speaks to humans who seek the 
places where science and religion overlap, where the colors aren’t blocked but are gradient, 
sweeping into each other in moments of reverent research.
Louis Comfort Tiffany crafted the window using a stained glass technique eventually 
named for him. Drawing on both manufacturing and high art, he blended mineral impurities with 
hot glass to recreate the iridescence of butterfly wings, peacock necks and beetle shells. The halo 
of Light*Love*Life is accented with this iridescent glass, making it appear brighter and richer 
than the halos of the virtue-angels around her, drawing the realms of knowledge together visually 
with the Light of understanding, the Life of worship and the Love of humanity. Her raised index 
finger could refer to a single supreme deity, or the finger could simply suggest that there’s only 
one integrated human experience, immutably influenced by both Religion and Science.
Like Intuition, I peer closely at Tiffany’s artistic allegory and wonder if  it exists only in 
the abstract. Still, I also seek out a unification like Tiffany’s in my own past, looking upward like 
the brown-haired angel of Hope.
Separation
In 1872, the physicist and science popularizer John Tyndall forwarded a letter to The 
Contemporary Review, possibly as a joke, and possibly because he thought the letter’s idea 
would start an interesting conversation. After the newspaper published the letter, hundreds of
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irate and supportive readers wrote in, beginning the “prayer gauge debate.” John Means, who 
compiled and published all of the responses, argued that the debate gave Christians the chance to 
look at prayer “in the flaming light in which scientific unbelievers delight to exhibit them.”
The original idea was this: a scientific experiment designed to determine, once and for 
all, the real-world impact of prayer. The author, who wrote under the pseudonym Sir Henry 
Thompson, even worked out how the experiment could be conducted. He decided that prayers 
for protection or personal improvement were too difficult to measure, while the results of prayers 
for plentiful harvests or well-being of the nation were too difficult to separate from chance. So 
Thompson focused on prayers for the sick. He suggested that scientists start a campaign of 
dedicated prayer and encourage the whole country to pray for the sick in one particular hospital. 
Then they could compare the recovery rates to other hospitals, checking for signs of any 
significant change.
Imagine the patients in that hypothetical prayer ward, bemused by the sudden attention 
from strangers and the skeptical gaze of scientists who surveyed their condition. The people 
praying for them might pull out all the stops, sneaking in to sprinkle holy water over their 
bandages and pray in closer proximity for maximum effect. Perhaps the patients would begin to 
feel more hopeful because of their devout followers, and nurses with a stake in the study might 
renew their efforts. I imagine the ward growing, suddenly filling with patients who want the 
whole country to pray for them, too. Couldn’t hurt, some might say.
The debate died out without an answer. For the scientists, there were too many 
uncontrollable outside factors, making the test too unreliable to conduct. For the theists, testing 
prayer was testing God, which at worst questioned their creator’s power and at best misjudged
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the true purpose of prayer. The divide was established— science can’t be invigorated with faith 
and faith can’t be tested with science.
*
John Tyndall was a geologist, physicist, mathematician and one of the first promoters of 
science. His mastery of metaphor and example made him an excellent teacher and captivating 
public speaker. Tyndall saw the importance of bringing science to non-scientists, and he 
performed demonstrations of new experiments in crowded lecture halls across the country. The 
general public had never actually seen science done before, since it was limited to the 
laboratories of gentlemen scientists. Tyndall inspired fascination in science, painting grand 
mental images in his Lectures on Light. As the field became more prominent, Tyndall also 
became one of the most vocal proponents of the separation of religion and science. He argued 
that religion should not “intrude on the region of knowledge, over which it holds no command.”
The move was in part political. If religion was considered the ultimate source of 
knowledge, then scientists would be considered secondary authorities, and their research would 
go unfunded. Tyndall hoped to make science culturally dominant, to open minds to the 
possibilities that Charles Darwin had just outlined, and to stop people from searching for laws of 
nature in religious texts. Taking his separation a step further, colleagues of Tyndall like Thomas 
Huxley argued that Darwin’s theories destroyed religious knowledge completely. “Extinguished 
theologians,” he wrote, “lie about the cradle of every science as the strangled snakes beside that 
of Hercules; and history records that whenever science and orthodoxy have been fairly opposed, 
the latter has been forced to retire from the lists, bleeding and crushed if not annihilated; 
scorched if not slain.” Huxley drew on Greek myth to reduce Christian knowledge to shriveled 
snakes, marking the battle lines of the conflict between science and religion.
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It wasn’t the first time the two had come into conflict, or even the first time they had been 
separated. But Tyndall’s campaign was a cultural marker, past which w e’ve thought about 
science and religion differently. At the end of the 19th century, the word “science” began to take 
on the meaning it has today. For some it evokes authority and for others coldness—a source of 
knowledge about our world or the province of mistakes and only-theories and in whose name 
destruction and the removal of free will have been carried out. “Religion”—for some a source of 
intolerance and discrimination, for others a means to compassion and an essential way of life— 
was also a new term, before which we only had “faith.” As we sailed further, encountered other 
cultures and realized there were multiple systems of belief, we coined the word “religion.” The 
two words were forged in opposition, and we’ve continued to perceive conflict over harmony 
ever since.
Interaction
I grew up in the Moravian Church, a Protestant denomination that first began in the 
Czech Republic and Germany. Throughout my childhood, being Moravian meant sugar cake 
drenched in brown sugar, meant making Moravian cookies and rolling out molasses dough so 
thin that the light could shine through the sheet, meant dressing up one day a year in colonial 
costume with a bonnet strung with a color-coded ribbon corresponding to age and marital status. 
Christmas Eve was accompanied by sweet-smelling beeswax candles that my sister collected 
after the services by the handful, crushing the red paper trim that was both practical and 
symbolic—like so many of our traditions. It caught the hot dripping wax, and also stood for the 
blood of Christ.
As I grew up, my parents talked to me about their reasons for choosing the Moravian 
Church. Newlyweds in a rural North Carolina town, they searched for a church that would accept
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their beliefs. My father refused to be re-baptized, incensed that any church would tell him that 
his first baptism “didn’t count.” My mother learned the difference between the Baptist and the 
Southern Baptist church after sitting in pews sprayed with the spittle of fire-and-brimstone 
preachers. In a town with eight churches per square mile, a town named after the biblical 
paradise Eden, a town with both mega-churches and storefront services, the search was long. 
They finally chose the Moravian Church for the motto: “In essentials, unity; in nonessentials, 
liberty; but in all things, love.” My father focused on the freedom of choice beyond the basic 
tenants of Christianity, while my mother stressed the underlying principle of love when unity 
failed and liberty produced conflict.
So they raised me and my sister between the hard oak pews atop the marbled blue carpet 
in the church, stationing us at the front in white lace when we were infants, our foreheads wetted 
to symbolize “the faith of parents and the church.” We crouched in foot-high chairs in Sunday 
School and read from primary-colored storybooks that described whales swallowing humans, 
humans befriending lions, and brothers who stood in fire without the need to stop, drop and roll. 
Yet I seldom considered the disconnect between the lessons at church and the lessons at school, 
where whales ate tiny krill and lions protected their territory. In my elementary school mind, the 
two-story brick building of Leaksville Moravian connoted something beyond other teachings.
*
When I grew too old for the upstairs Sunday School, and too embarrassed to learn 
alongside my sister and her friend Alyssa, who were four years younger, my parents invited me 
to their Seeker class. We only had two adult classes in our small church, and I preferred joining 
my parents over the other adult class that constantly cycled through the Psalms. Most Sundays 
the only Seeker attendees were my parents, grandparents, and the pastor’s wife.
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My parents’ class, I soon learned, was the edgy one. The content differed radically from 
the strict Bible study of the other adult class. We studied different religions, debated the 
historical truth of the Bible, read the work of prominent atheists, discussed mysticism and 
worked our way through the “Lost Gospels”—the books that early Christian councils chose not 
to include in the final version of the Bible. I learned about the conflict between religion and 
science while seated in the cool leather chairs circling our round table, and realized that other 
people saw one story where I saw two separate ways of looking at the world. At the same time, I 
began to understand that the beliefs my parents had instilled in us weren’t shared by the 
community at large. In the predominantly conservative rural town, I learned what it meant to be 
fringe, to play with blasphemous thought. In Sunday School, my grandmother once suggested 
that if the other members of the congregation knew what we had talked about before the service, 
they might question our place in the congregation.
We swapped out leading discussions, and one Sunday the pastor’s wife, Sarah, found two 
speakers she thought the rest of the class would find interesting: Michael Dowd and Connie 
Barlow, a married couple who traveled the country, living out of a van and preaching evolution 
as a part of the “Great Story” of Christianity. Dowd and Barlow believed that scientific 
knowledge deepened faith, and was also an intrinsic aspect of religion. Dowd plastered a bumper 
sticker on his van to remind himself not to take his mission too seriously, and to remember to 
stay away from the trenches of the religion/science conflict—instead focusing on joy and play. 
The sticker showed a Christian ichthys and the parodic Darwin fish kissing, with cartoon hearts 
bubbling above them.
My parents joked that we should get their bumper sticker, and I thought it represented 
them well. After all, my mother came from a more conservative Baptist background, where faith
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was part of the family deal, prayers were said before each meal and evolution led believers away 
from faith. My father moved around the country as a kid, following my grandfather from one 
engineering job to another, and didn’t stay in one church long. For him, prayer was optional, 
faith was a good deal intellectual, and evolution was truth. When some claim that the 
religion/science divide splits between emotion and reason, I look to my parent’s marriage and 
object. She drew him toward the emotional experience of faith through Christian clowning and to 
theater conferences where puppets preached and Gospel was transmitted through dance. He 
brought her to New Testament scholar Bart Erhman, to television specials on historicism in the 
Bible and, through their long discussions, to evolution that was not just accepted as fact, but 
integrated into faith.
As the daughter of faith and skepticism, who was taught both to question and believe, to 
straddle the boundaries of science and religion, how could I help but get myself in trouble by 
muddling a line others saw as clearly drawn?
*
When I turned 14 and was considered old enough to make up my own mind about faith, I 
decided to go through confirmation to acknowledge the baptism my parents had given my and to 
become a full member of the church. I sat through hours of confirmation lessons with my pastor, 
learning about the followers of Jan Hus, the predecessor to Martin Luther. I followed the trail of 
Hus in Europe later when I studied abroad— from his statue in Prague to the door of the church 
where he chose the Czech his congregation spoke over the Latin they didn’t understand. After he 
was burned at the stake for heresy, the Hussite Wars raged on and a pacifist sect broke off from 
the rest, and reunited in Kunvald where they practiced Hus’ preachings in secret. The Unitas
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Fratrum, or Unity of the Brethren, as they were called, grew in number and printed the Bible in 
their own language.
However, in 1620, the Unitas Fratrum broke from their pacifist beliefs and fought against 
Emperor Ferdinand in hopes of preventing complete suppression. They were defeated. Their 
Bibles were burned, hymnbooks torn apart and the members were either exiled from Bohemia or 
forced to become Catholic. Somehow they formed again, one hundred years later, under more 
favorable conditions. They found a patron, Count Nicholas Ludwig von Zinzendorf, who 
allowed the Unitas Fratrum to form a community on his land in Herrnhut.
These were the histories that followed me through the church. I heard and rehearsed 
them, renewing the stories each year on our holidays. On Moravian Pentecost we were reminded 
of the sudden sense of community that united Herrnhut during a service, despite the 
disagreements between the Lutheran, Bretheren, Schwenkfelders, Separatist and Reform 
denominations taking religious refuge there. The Holy Spirit was said to move through the 
gathered congregation, and the people prayed and worshiped until midnight, not wanting to 
leave, and pausing only to share a meal of bread and water. We took up that tradition, calling the 
sharing of a simple meal during worship “lovefeast,” taking the name from the ceremonial 
“agape” ceremonies meals of the early Christian church, where believers shared food 
representing universal, unconditional and transcendent love.
Our pastor would also remind us of the trip Moravian missionaries took across the 
Atlantic, accompanied by John and Charles Wesley. When a storm threatened shipwreck, the 
German Moravians began worship with a psalm. The English passengers on board were 
panicking, some screaming as the crests slammed against the boat. A wave crossed the deck and 
fractured the mast, coating the sailors’ feet in white foam, but the Moravians continued singing,
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seemingly unaffected. After the storm passed, John Wesley asked one of the Moravian men 
whether he was afraid.
“I thank God, no,” he responded.
“How about your women and children?” Wesley asked incredulously.
“No, our women and children are not afraid to die,” the Moravian answered. John Wesley 
made careful note of this in his diary, and the moment would later inspire him to become a pastor 
and found the Methodist church.
After my confirmation lessons ended, I stood in front of the church one Sunday morning 
in a flared skirt, my newly pierced ears still tingling.
The pastor, draped in his white ceremonial robe, approached and asked, “Are you ready 
to confirm the covenant into which your baptism placed you, and to continue in this covenant 
and thereby exalt your Lord until life’s end?”
Without looking down at my hymnal, I recited simply, “I am.” I looked out over the 
balding heads and sports jackets to the seal set over the sanctuary entrance, reading the Latin 
message inscribed there, Vict agnus noster eum sequamur—“Our Lamb has conquered, let us 
follow him.” As the pastor placed a thin wafer, stamped with a cross, in my hand, I felt ready to 
exalt, to be a full-fledged Moravian.
After the thrill of my first communion waned, the unbroken tradition of Moravian faith, 
which outlasted persecution, storm and cultural difference, began to intimidate me. I feared that I 
was out of place. When my doubts came, they burned, and as my pastor handed me the wafer at 
my sixth, tenth and twentieth communion, making eye contact as he did so, I thought that my 
uncertainty was written in charcoal on my forehead.
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Conflict
At the museum, an adolescent tyrannosaurus is frozen, mid-stride, talons gripping a rock 
crowded with polyester foliage. Another young tyrannosaurus is already on the move behind him 
and he crouches, the light grey skin a near camouflage for the rock behind him, were it not for 
his stocky, center-heavy body.
In the same scene, a model of a young girl reclines on her knees, smiling like she doesn’t 
know she’s an anachronism. Other than maybe a larger-than-average nose and cheeks, there’s 
nothing Paleolithic about her. She has bangs, supposedly fashionable for cavewomen of her day, 
she’s wearing a woven fabric instead of fur or leather, and she’s grinning and petting what looks 
like a marmot instead of running from the carnivorous tyrannosauruses who are right next to her. 
The dinosaurs that she’s actually, “historically,” Flintstoning along beside.
At the Creation Museum in Petersburg, Kentucky, this is human history. Co-existence 
with herbivorous dinosaurs. Ken Ham, the creator and founder of the museum, was especially 
invested in bringing dinosaurs in, and insisted that they were “taking the dinosaurs back from the 
evolutionists,” who had been using them to excite and then hoodwink children into believing in 
evolution. Cue my mental image of evil evolutionists wearing DARWIN pins and rubbing their 
opposable thumbs together as they twist the dinosaur to their millions-of-years-of-gradual- 
change tune.
Perhaps I’m a bit bitter, or just bemused. According to a much-cited Gallup poll, forty 
percent of Americans believe that God created humans in the form we exist today in the last ten 
thousand years. Textbook brawls and school board debates paint the concept of evolution as both 
morally and socially dangerous. Battle lines of FACT have been established, rooted in ideology, 
seemingly immovable.
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The conflict between science and religion, especially when it comes to evolution, is a 
struggle over who gets to author the story. When I wonder why evolution in particular is the 
sticking point for some Christians, I realize that the concession to evolution means removing 
authorship of the creation story from the Christian narrative. No wonder there’s debate over the 
time frame and a huge difference between 6,000 and 4.5 billion years. We don’t want our world 
to predate our awareness by a period of time that large and incomprehensible. Why admit to a 
merely metaphorical creation story when metaphor and reality are already perfectly intertwined, 
lyrically explained and passed down in a direct line of inheritance of belief?
*
My high school biology teacher paced in front of our lab tables as we opened our 
textbooks to the next chapter and saw “evolution” written in bold letters on the first page. A key 
term, which we would copy down and define later that night. But first, she gave us a disclaimer.
“You can believe what you want,” she said. “And truthfully, it doesn’t matter whether 
you do or don’t believe in evolution. It won’t really affect you either way. But for state testing 
I’m required to teach you about evolution— so you will be expected to learn about it and will be 
graded on your knowledge.” The biology teacher looked around the room, her raised eyebrows 
asking, are we done here? We nodded.
A student behind me whispered, “I don’t want to learn about this stuff.” Frankly, he 
didn’t want to learn about Punnett squares the week before, so I didn’t really see the difference.
*
When I had first started to learn about evolution in middle school, debates raged amongst 
my friends. Factions began to form as we realized that we’d never agree completely. I remember 
waiting by the lockers outside of science class as the previous students filtered out. My friend
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Brookesany leaned in close to me and asked me what I thought about evolution. I shrugged, and 
answered, “I think evolution’s right.”
“Exactly!” she responded, scrunching her face to adjust her nose ring and pushing back 
black hair dyed with red streaks, “Evolution is right, so Christianity must have it wrong.” I 
paused, and started to question her “must,” but the students swarmed the hall between us and 
interrupted the thought. When I caught Brookesany’s glance again in the classroom, she flashed 
me a conspiratorial smile. As I watched her jot down notes, I suddenly realized what my friends 
meant when they talked behind her back, brainstorming ways to get her to come to their 
churches. I later overheard my friend Shayna telling Kelsey, “I asked Brookesany if she believed 
in God and she said ‘no.’” Brookesany was the first atheist I knew. Secretly, I feared that my 
own support of evolution— along with the questions I had that couldn’t be answered, and the way 
liturgical phrases sometimes fell dead from my tongue on Sunday morning—united me with her.
Shayna and Kelsey once flanked me on the way to class, and began talking about how 
their youth group leader wanted them to bring one new person each week.
“I don’t think we have that,” I said.
“What do you mean?” Shayna asked.
“My pastor’s never asked us to bring new people,” I said.
“How do you spread the Word?” Kelsey asked.
“Spread the word?” I responded.
“Yeah, you know, like convert new people?” Kelsey answered.
“Oh, well my dad said Christians don’t have to convert people,” I said.
“But, then how do you save people from Hell?” she responded.
“I don’t believe in Hell,” I said by way of an answer.
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Shayna and Kelsey looked at me, shocked, and began referencing passages from the 
Bible that talked about Hell, salvation and the afterlife. I asked them why people who’d never 
even heard of Jesus were supposed to go to Hell, and they answered that those people could 
know him in their hearts even if they hadn’t heard of him.
Again, scientific knowledge rammed against religious—I couldn’t recall a teacher who 
answered a student’s leading question, “how are we supposed to learn this?” with “you can know 
the dinosaurs of the Jurassic Period in your heart even if you haven’t heard of them.” Though I 
had learned the history, and discussed theology with my parents, that seemingly incontrovertible 
phrase, “know Him in your heart,” eluded me. What did I have left to know? And how could this 
knowledge differ from the wrong-knowing of evolution, which Shayna and Kelsey told me with 
equal certainty, “wasn’t real”?
As part of a Religions of the World Girl Scout badge, I asked my friend, Mobeen, who 
was Muslim and wore the hijab, to tell me about Ramadan. She described the ceremony softly 
and cautiously, as if  suspicious of my interest. I had noticed that she never talked when we 
brought up Sunday School, Bible studies and baptisms around the cafeteria table. Surrounded by 
Non-Denominational, Baptist, Presbyterian and Wesleyan Christians, Mobeen was an obvious 
outlier. She only spoke with me about her religion once, and I didn’t broach the subject further, 
only noting the long sleeves under her choir dress and the hijab that was perfectly matched and 
pinned to her neckline. I wanted to ask whether she could believe in evolution, wanted to know 
how her creation story was told, and what she thought about in science class.
As I moved between friends, never committing to a faction, I began to suspect my own 
boundary crossing. I could confide in difference with Brookesany and Mobeen, while also 
blending in when I wanted with my other Protestant friends. The shift made me uncomfortable,
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and my friends seemed to silently beckon me to choose. How was I doing justice to faith by 
relying on research? And why study science if it all boiled down to belief, to a man in the sky 
creating it all?
Integration
I reclined on my bunk bed, arms stretched up and fists grabbing the bottom slats of the 
top bunk, a position that helped give action to my thoughts in middle school. I wondered how a 
person who said “religion is wrong” could be friends with a person who said “evolution isn’t 
real,” and how I ended up in this strange circle of friends who all loved punk rock and weren’t 
crazy about middle school, but disagreed wildly whenever talk turned to religion.
My father came home and walked down the hall, dressed in khaki work pants and 
carrying his briefcase. I called him in the room, hoping for clarification. He threw his bag in his 
bedroom and sat on the edge of my bed, crouching so that his head fit under the bottom bunk. I 
reached out and pulled his name tag so that it whipped back on his retractable reel clip, stalling 
while I thought of my question.
“Dad?”
“Yes?”
“Is evolution real? And if it is, how can God and evolution both exist? Doesn’t evolution 
mean that we don’t need God?”
My father looked at me and thought a moment, smoothing down his mustache before 
responding. “Which is more powerful,” he asked, “a God who makes all the animals and human 
beings and everything on the earth and then places them down as is, or a God who sees the shape 
of the world and designs a system that makes all those things develop over millions of years?” 
“The second, I guess. But does God do if those things happen on their own?”
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“I like to think of it as a set of dominoes. God is like the first push on the first tile that 
sets everything in motion. The dominoes fall on their own, but God is behind it all.”
The argument stuck with me, and I brought it out among friends when I returned to 
school. But the discrepancy between the Biblical account and the Great Domino Pusher wasn’t 
easily resolved by my Baptist/Wesleyan/Presbyterian/Non-Denominational/Muslim/Atheist 
circle. That’s not Christian was chanted from multiple sides.
To be fair, the domino theory resembles the deist argument of the great watchmaker, 
which describes God as the force that winds up the clock and then ignores his interaction in the 
world from that point on. The deists sometimes proffered this metaphor as a way to acknowledge 
the faith their culture either expected or required while continuing to use the empirical model to 
study the natural world. Their argument dovetailed nicely with scientific pursuit, because to 
study the components of the watch was to understand God’s mechanism. Science was an act of 
faith that was separate from faith.
*
I’ve resided so long in the space between the separation, constantly moving forward and 
back and attempting to view one extreme at a time while keeping one foot planted in each camp, 
so it's difficult for me not to write an apology, difficult to resist defending religion or science 
against the other. On my more melodramatic days I feel like I’m in the center of a tug of war, 
trying to keep the forces at least evenly pulled, keep the flag over the starting line— switching 
sides when I see one weakening, phrases like “well, from the other perspective” and “if you think 
of it their way” heavy in my mouth. Granted, my tug-of-war occupies only a seed of a space in 
the field, but the forces are insistent and ever-present in my day-to-day.
*
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The conflict theory, as it’s called by theologians, historians and scientists who study the 
relationship between religion and science, gives a limited view of the religion and science no 
matter what your perspective, because it ignores socio-political reasons for people of faith 
clashing with people of science. The clash between Intelligent Design and evolution is actually 
more of a political battle over the interpretation of separation of church and state than it is a sign 
of the incompatibility of faith and science. We can’t talk about science and religion without also 
considering the conflict between the individual and the government. W e’re guilty, on both sides, 
of choosing key examples and not examining the events surrounding them.
The prime example of the religion and science conflict is Galileo Galilei. As the story 
goes, Galileo collected observations through his telescope, coming to the conclusion that the 
Earth orbited the Sun, not the other way around. The Catholic Church checked their Bibles, 
reading Psalm 104:5, which says, “the Lord set the earth on its foundations; it can never be 
moved.” So they disagreed. The Inquisition banned his work and he was imprisoned.
What’s left out of the story, however, is the hubbub of the Protestant Reformation, which 
made the Catholic Church— a large supporter of science in the Renaissance— more suspicious 
and stricter on doctrine. Galileo wasn’t a threat to religion—he was a threat to the establishment 
of Catholicism. He wrote in Italian, not Latin, and he suggested that believers should use their 
own judgement when interpreting scripture. The Pope in his time, Urban VIII, was actually a 
supporter of his work, but he warned Galileo not to insist that the heliocentric model was the 
only logical model. Galileo ignored him, and created a character named “Simplicio” in his 
Dialogue Concerning the Two Chief World Systems who repeated the Pope’s arguments and was 
blatantly mocked. Calling the Pope a simpleton took Galileo’s disobedience a step too far.
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Galileo’s showdown with the Catholic Church was actually more about human authority 
and institutions than it was about religion and science as a whole. It was political. Science and 
religion share central questions about the source of knowledge, the nature of the world and the 
best means of discovering more about ourselves. The systems are placed at odds when we must 
decide who has access to that knowledge and who has the power to act on it. Stories surrounding 
religion and science are retold and simplified, and have accrued the veneer of myth. Set in 
classrooms across the country, the hero changes depending on which side of the line you occupy, 
the line that’s been chiseled into a gap. The hero may be the professor who embarrasses the 
young believer using reason, or the young student who stands up to the pretentious professor by 
proving the impossible. In our viral social media stories, the gravity-dependent chalk 
miraculously doesn’t fall to the floor. Or the obstinate, mouthy student is silenced.
What isn’t as often discussed is how intertwined the origins of science are with religion, 
and how both seek to counter our assumptions and reveal a center of deeper, more consistent 
meaning. As I remember my friend Mobeen’s silence, I think about the Islamic scholars of the 
Middle Ages, who established the principles of mathematics and astronomy in their search to 
determine the direction of Mecca and the correct time for prayer. As Thomas Dixon argues in his 
book, Science and Religion, “religious teachers, as much as scientific ones, try to show their 
pupils that there is an unseen world behind the observed one— and one which might overturn 
their most settled intuitions and beliefs.”
*
Gregor Mendel, a perpetual invalid— or hypochondriac depending on your reading of his 
letters—was confined to his bed for years at a time while his father, Anton Mendel, rose to tend 
the fields. To put his son through an elite secondary school, Anton plowed and planted every
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day, and the farmer’s son flourished, excelling in physics and mathematics. I imagine that the 
two were polar opposites: Gregor was a gaunt, congested young student, and he’d pester his 
sister and parents endlessly, repeating the day’s lecture on laws of motion to a kitchen full of 
pseudo-students. Anton, quiet by rule, would always be dressed in the same tan sack coat, and 
he’d brush dirt from its edges and bounce his soft felt hat on his knee as he worked to stay awake 
during Gregor’s mock lectures, his back stiff from crouching over a shovel.
In the orchard, however, Gregor and Anton connected. Anton treasured his pride and pet 
project— a set of fruit trees that he’d grafted and transplanted himself. Under Gregor’s admiring 
gaze, Anton cut a long T in the bark of a tree, revealing the green flesh underneath. Anton 
handed his son a scion, a tree bud that had yet to bloom harvested the previous year, and watched 
silently as Gregor carefully placed the scion in the T-incision, without exposing the core of the 
tree to air or dirt. Father and son wrapped twine around the trunk and pulled tightly. Every few 
weeks one of them would return to loosen and re-wrap the bindings, giving the sapling room to 
grow, waiting until the tree fully accepted the implant.
Anton continued to work to put his son through school, and teachers continued to give 
Gregor high grades in his classes. Yet just as Gregor finished secondary school and began 
studying at philosophy and physics at the University of Olmutz, Anton was injured in a farming 
accident. He couldn’t tend the farm or bear long hours standing outside, so he surrendered 
control of his land to his son-in-law. Gregor received news in the middle of his program, and 
realized that his father soon wouldn’t be able to send a monthly allowance. Tutoring overtime 
just to make enough to eat, Gregor became undernourished and weak. By the time of finals, 
Gregor was confined to his bed once again and couldn’t take his tests. Because of the school 
policy, he had to surrender credit for the whole year.
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His sister, Theresia, gave up part of her inheritance so that Gregor could finish school. 
Gregor Mendel graduated with the highest grades in each of his subjects except for philosophy, 
where he was second-highest. Realizing that he must either find another source of support or 
return to the farm, he sought a path that would give him a greater chance to make a mark. He put 
on an ankle-length black soutane robe, wrapped a belt around his waist, and joined the monastic 
order of Augustine.
For Gregor Mendel, the monastery was a gateway to science. His abbot, Franz Napp, 
brought together a community of scientific intellectuals, and the halls there were crowded with 
experts in physics, biology and herbology. Gregor remembered his father’s hybridized apple 
trees and took courses at the university in fruit growing, turning the knowledge into service by 
helping the other monks teach the local farmers. Napp fostered Gregor, especially in the area of 
botany where their interests overlapped. I imagine Napp as a father figure, the intellectual 
counterpart of Gregor’s farming father. The trees that Gregor had grown as a child gained 
meaning, and the fruit became more than a product to be sold—it was a biological indicator of 
the patterns of inheritance. Gregor and Napp talked endlessly about crosses between plants, how 
to study the changes in breeding and tried to find the right subject for a true study of inheritance. 
The Augustinian creed guided their experiments, their discussion, their reading and their prayer: 
Per scientiam adsapientiam, or “from knowledge to wisdom.”
It began not with plants, but with mice. Gregor brought cages of the creatures into the 
lower levels of the monastery, where the heavy stone walls held in cold air that penetrated the 
thick fabric of his robe. He recorded their colorings, ear size, species and tail length, then began 
pairing them off, meticulously noting the characteristics of their offspring to try to figure out 
what parents passed on to their children. The bishop of the order was not happy when he
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discovered that a supposedly holy monk was bringing in cages that reeked of mouse droppings 
and watching the animals mate. It wasn’t a violation of the oath of celibacy, but it came close 
enough. He ordered Gregor to stop his experiments.
Seeking a new study subject, Gregor stumbled, in one of the luckiest moments in 
biological history, on the pea. The pea plant was small and grew quickly, which allowed him to 
grow a large enough sample size so that he could be sure of his results. In the greenhouse, which 
was warmer and fresher than the mouse-dropping infested basement, Gregor examined the green 
sprouts lined neatly in rows. He leaned over the ceramic pots, the folds of his sleeves collecting 
bits of soil that he’d later scatter, unaware, through the halls of the monastery. With one hand 
holding back the excess cloth of the overgarmet that draped over his shoulders, and carefully 
poured an equal amount of water on each sprout, lifting trapped leaves with a fingernail and 
repositioning them in the light.
When a plant matured, he created a seed parent, the “mother” that received the pollen, by 
delicately clipping the tops of its stamens, preventing the plant from producing its own pollen 
and self-fertilizing. Then Gregor collected yellow dust from a chosen pollen donor on the end of 
a paintbrush, his breath held to prevent cross-contamination, and swept the hairs of the brush 
over the lips of the seed parents pistil—the female part of the plant. On that tiny curved vase at 
the center of the flower, pollen would travel down the style to the ovary of the flower and 
fertilize the plant. The whole process was a miniature version of Gregor’s early days in the 
orchard. Gregor was noted seed shape, pea color and number as well as flower color and stem 
length, bringing the groundskeeper in on the experiment, who watched Gregor expertly splice 
and replant his wards, and thought “gardeners should apprentice under him.”
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Gregor Mendel sought to answer the question that botanists and biologists had been 
asking: Why aren’t hybrids just an equal mix of both their parents? He wondered why offspring 
sometimes had traits that neither parent displayed, like the green-eyed daughter of two brown­
eyed parents. Mendel discovered a ratio that was well-received at the time, but would dominate 
and revolutionize biology hundreds of years after his death. He realized that each pea plant 
carried dominant and recessive genes, which meant that peas could pass on characteristics that 
they didn’t show, like a pink-flowered parent hiding the capacity to produce a white flower.
When Mendelian genetics later combined with Darwinian evolution, it gave biology the 
tools to track the development of living things across time. Evolution provided the outside 
rationale and genetics provided the inside mechanisms. Today inheritance and external change 
are seen as complementary forces, and scientists deal daily with this divide and interaction 
between Mendelian genetics and Darwinian evolution. Though the environment selects creatures 
based on the traits they demonstrate, a recessive gene can still get passed along in a population. 
Scientists assumed for years that inheritance and natural selection were mutually exclusive, that 
development was either shaped by the parents, or by the environment.
Biologists today integrate both into their understanding of living things, particularly 
humans. We are formed by family as much as we are shaped by our surroundings. I am as much 
a daughter of Christian evolutionists as I am a daughter of my hometown of Eden, namesake of 
the Biblical garden. According to the story, knowledge grew there, and we ate it even though we 
were told not to, and that it made us ashamed, but also made us like God. The story contradicts 
and twists—is it the fault of the snake or the fault of the woman? How could we sin without 
knowledge of good and evil? Did we first notice nakedness and feel vulnerable, or feel 
vulnerability and attribute it to nakedness? The questions will never be resolved. We are left with
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tangled origins, whether they come from religious texts layered with centuries of culture and 
politics, or from scientific texts that test the limits of our cognition. Our story will always be too 
large to fully hold in the mind.
*
When Charles Darwin originally proposed natural selection, he told his readers to call 
upon their faith to help them comprehend the complexity of evolution. Darwin used the telescope 
as an example, citing the long history of experimentation with concave and convex lenses, of 
transparent surfaces polished to a shine and positioned within a long frame, of angles 
recalculated and re-oriented, of glass blown in bulbous shapes with layers painted to meet 
specific astronomical orders. The telescope evolved from Galileo’s instrument, named teleskops, 
or “far-seeing,” which revealed the spots on the sun, to the large “Leviathan of Parsontown” of 
Darwin’s time, which could detect a galaxy’s spiral, to today’s Large Binocular Telescope, 
which enables us to see back to near the beginning of time, its twin lenses resembling a pair of 
giant human eyes staring upward.
If we can accomplish this with the telescope, Darwin asks, why couldn’t a Creator 
engineer greater feats with the human eye? Despite the achievements of the telescope and its 
long-reaching vision, the mechanism of the eye is vastly more complex. “Let this process go on 
for millions on millions of years” Darwin writes, “and during each year on millions of 
individuals of many kinds; and may we not believe that a living optical instrument might thus be 
formed as superior to one of glass, as the works of the Creator are to those of man?”
On a recent visit home, I joined the choir of Leaksville Moravian once again, sweating 
through my heavy blue polyester robes. When I flipped to the hymn number listed halfway
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through the service, I was surprised to see the words “May we all Science and Truth, / with 
Eager Minds Explore. / Lead us alike in Age and Youth, / Thy wisdom to adore.” A rumbling 
baritone behind me intoned “Science,” and I heard my father and grandfather echo the phrase in 
their higher tenor. As I joined, the melody atop their harmony, I recognized the subtle 
reconciliation in those words, and sang out louder in confirmation. The Moravian church has 
often been called “a bridge church,” meaning that it offers a compromise for couples who come 
from different faiths. Through bringing my parents together, in a sense, that compromise forms 
one of the roots of my inheritance, like a scion placed in a hybridized tree—no less whole 
because it is two-in-one.
I gazed at the stained glass in front of me, and unfocused my eyes so that the jeweled 
geometric shapes swam in my vision. I recreated the famous Yale stained glass, recasting the 
characters playing Science and Religion: Darwin gazed downward, perfectly still as to not 
disturb the finch perched in his outstretched hand. Mendel kneeled in front of him, pointing at a 
pea plant that had breached the soil below. Three figures, hazy and haloed, stood above them: 
Inheritance, Change and Patience. To their right Saint Augustine stood, holding a pear in one 
hand and a quill in the other. Eve sat on the grass beside him, head bent over an apple— she was 
stuck in the moment before the first bite. Their angel choir read as Humility, Knowledge and 
Wisdom. I could not tell, in my dream-stained-glass, who stood for what.
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Breaking Circuits
My father sat on his side of the couch with an amateur HAM radio manual beside him, 
static buzzes and clicks firing out of his laptop speakers. Resting a hand on a brown beard 
streaked with gray, he peered through his bifocals, blue eyes sparking with interest. After the 
how-to video he was playing ended, I caught his attention. “Learned all that yet?”
“Enough to pass the certification test, definitely,” he answered. “Just watching a few 
videos I’m curious about. This guy was able to listen in to conversations on the space station 
with just a HAM set and a homemade antenna.”
“It’s a lot to go through, isn’t it?” After getting a drone, my father had discovered the 
wonders of quadcopter racing, where hobbyists strap cameras to their four-propeller helicopters 
and then use virtual reality headsets to fly as if  they were in the cockpits of the palm-sized 
copters. He decided to build his own, but since they operated on HAM frequencies, he had to 
study up on the material so he could pass the operator’s license exam.
“Well, this is what I enjoy,” he said with a shrug and a smile. “I honestly like reading 
these manuals and learning how it all works, how it all comes together.” He flipped through the 
pages of the HAM manual before closing it and locking eyes with me again. “There’s this 
commercial for CISCO—you know, the big phone operations company— and the whole premise 
is ‘these are the kind of people we hire.’ When it opens there’s a woman sitting next to her kid, 
who’s in the bathtub, and she’s reading the CISCO phone manual aloud to him. Then there’s a 
shot of another woman, all comfy in a robe and slippers, sipping her hot cocoa. And she’s 
reading a technical manual and pausing every once and a while to look up and say ‘fascinating.’ 
And you know, these could be my people.”
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The previous night, my sister and I had asked Dad to give us some questions from the 
HAM test, and after getting lost in a sea of acronyms, our only piece of wisdom had been, “All 
of the above—it’s always all of the above!” It wasn’t all of the above. As my dad began to 
explain why you wouldn’t relocate a transmitter to prevent radiofrequency radiation, my sister 
and I launched into a spontaneous fake coughing fit, drowning him out.
“You two don’t actually care, do you?” He quirked an eyebrow, betraying that he already 
knew the answer.
“Well, no,” my sister said.
“Obviously,” I teased. “We just wanted to see if we could beat you.”
Dad grinned. “Not a chance.”
I am intimately familiar with pride in technical knowledge. Growing up, that was the 
currency of my father’s stories. He circled back to the years spent in his medical technology 
residency, describing his transition from college to the hospital lab, when he had to put his 
knowledge into practice. My father doesn’t like to dwell in the world of abstract theory long, so 
he had impatiently waited for a chance to prove his skill.
About a week into his residency he was placed on a chemistry rotation, and was expected 
to learn the procedures and equipment of the hospital’s chemistry lab. The residency supervisor 
introduced him to a new piece of equipment as a part of his training, running him through the 
basic operation by showing him how to load a specimen and collect data.
“That’s the gist of the functions,” she said. “But if  you want to know more, the manual’s 
right there—I’ve never read it all, but you’re welcome to take it home and look through it.”
As soon as he finished his rotation, my father hung up his lab coat and stuffed the manual 
into his briefcase. Over the course of the week, he focused on learning the ins and outs of the
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machine, poring over the diagrams and dense technical language as he sipped his morning 
coffee. During the 5 AM quiet in his college apartment, he mentally dissected and reassembled the 
wires, tubes and displays of the machine until he learned the role each part played. He read the 
manual cover to cover.
At the end of his chemistry rotation, my father’s lab supervisor asked him to explain how 
the machine worked to check on his progress, while her boss, the lab director, peered over her 
shoulder. He began explaining, and kept going on past the basics to details of construction and 
design, touching on the mechanics and expounding on possible problems. Out of the corner of 
his eye, he saw the other medical technologists gather closely in, their attention captured, 
soaking in the knowledge as if  they were listening to the machine’s inventor himself.
When he finished, the lab coordinator looked to her boss and confessed, “I didn’t teach 
him that.”
The lab director propped her hands on her hips. “I  didn’t know that.”
Power source Simple Circuits
A circuit is a roundabout journey that ends and begins at 
the same place. Electrical circuits carry electricity back to 
its origin, and the circuit diagram is a map o f  that 
journey. We get trapped in circuits o f  behavior, too: trial 
and failure, creativity and imitation.
Electromagnetic Coil
Eight years old, I crouch on the floor with my strange Christmas present, the bumps of 
the blue mottled carpeting scratching against my face. I coil copper wire around a nail, lining 
each circulation carefully against the next. After attaching each end of the wire to a battery, I 
hold a bar magnet near the nail. The electricity running from the battery through the coil should
produce a magnetic field, pulling on the magnet in my hand.
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Yet when I place the magnet on top of the nail to see if the two will attract, it drops to the 
floor instead. I recoil the wire, keeping the distance between rounds equal. Cool metal pressed 
into my palm, I run the magnet over the length of wire. Nothing happens. The copper wire is 
now kinked from multiple tests, the cheap coloration chipping away. I consider asking my father 
for a replacement wire, or advice, but I want to do this myself. This is my first step to an 
electronics shop full of wires and calipers like his, to his steady soldering hand—to leaving 
behind the technologically helpless little girl who has to ask her father to fix her toys.
I try to coil the wire once again, yanking it in tight circles around the nail. A weak point 
forms in the wire and it snaps—leaving me with a half-coiled, useless electromagnet. I finally 
put the wires, resistors and circuit board with its large guidance numbers back in the box, 
shoving the entire hobby set into the back of my closet behind my rock collection— adding to the 
accumulation of science experiments that I haven’t visited in years: A secondhand microscope 
encased in an opaque vinyl cover, passed down to me by my engineer grandfather. Dust-coated 
books on rocks and minerals. A half-completed paleontology kit. Reminders of the scientific 
heritage that I desperately want to pass on. But the wires and connectors scattered in front of me 
aren’t parts of a magically-combining whole.
Throughout my childhood, my mother would complain that my dad couldn’t ever show 
her how to do something—he’d just say “give it here” and fix it himself. “That’s not what I 
wanted,” she’d repeat. “I want you to teach me how to do it.”
“Then watch me,” he’d say, brandishing a pair of pliers. A miscommunication, you might 
say—my mother didn’t want a demonstration so much as a walk-through of the steps. As an 
educator she sought some scaffolding: I  do, we do, you do. My father didn’t have much patience 
for the second two steps. As a student he earned Cs and Ds, but once he found the instruction
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manual, he taught himself, understanding the material faster and better. The problem was that he 
expected everyone around him to learn the same way, and, just like my mother, I got lost as I 
struggled to turn my dad’s demonstrations and incomprehensible lists of steps into skills.
When I tried to learn stick shift, my father began by extemporizing on the mechanics of 
the manual transmission, instructing me to fe e l  the engine straining and sense when I needed to 
change a gear. After stalling time and time again, and rocking the car back and forth on his frame 
until my dad shouted “CLUTCH, CLUTCH,” I finally confessed that I just couldn’t feel it. He 
stared straight ahead in the passenger seat, arms crossed in front of him and I stared at the grease 
collected under his nails until he finally pointed to the stick shift. “Try it again.”
Resistance
To resist is to endure, to figh t against. In the circuit, 
resistors cause electricity to struggle. That work produces 
light and heat, making bulbs glow and stove tops heat up. 
Human paths with high resistance are difficult to navigate, 
but from  above, we see the work that’s being done.
When my dad was young, he was fascinated by my grandmother’s deep fryer, which she 
had strictly set as off-limits. Once, before she fired it up she banned my father from the kitchen, 
drawing an invisible line along the tile floor that he was not to cross under any circumstance. He 
peered into the kitchen, hands folded politely behind his back, watching as she rolled up 
doughnuts on the counter. My grandmother turned away briefly to grab a plate, when she heard a 
small whimper and whipped around to see her son standing stock still, his hands folded behind 
his back and his tears dripping on the floor. He held back sobs until his curly head of hair shook 
from the effort.
“Jeff, let me see your hands.”
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He held out two bright red burns. “You told me not to touch it, then I just wanted to touch 
it so bad,” he said between sobs.
My grandmother tells this story again at the Christmas table, drawing sharp lines through 
her palms with a fingernail to show us how the deep burns stretched across my father’s hands.
“I had to run your hands under the sink while you just screamed,” my grandma said. 
“Then you shouldn’t have told me not to touch it,” my dad said.
“Oh, sure. Like that would’ve stopped you.” She turned to me. “Your father couldn’t 
keep out of anything. He wanted to take things apart so he could find out how they worked. I still 
remember that circuit set.”
“That set was so cool,” Dad revived a childish grin, “Taught you how to create an alarm 
system with a motion detector.”
“Oh, yes, it was wonderful.” She tried to elicit sympathy from my mother. “Every room I 
walked into, he had that thing wired to go off and I could never figure out how to get it to shut 
up. Pieces scattered everywhere.” Pointed to my grandfather, she added. “It’s your fault. Getting 
him into all that hobby stuff.”
“You should see our basement,” my mom said, laughing. “He never grew out of it.” 
Grandma muttered, “I probably still have that thing somewhere,” before disappearing 
upstairs. She produced a large box from her attic and blew the dust off the top, revealing an old, 
1970s-era circuit set. Dad flipped through the instruction book, identifying the experiments he 
had successfully completed. Our two circuit sets covered the same material: basic design and 
construction. Dad’s old gray circuit board had a series of holes, evenly punched and carefully 
numbered to help guide the intrepid young scientist toward a complete circuit. Or, in my father’s 
case, toward mayhem. As we continued to talk, Dad threaded wire across the board. Down
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through number four, up on the eighth and around, through and out in a perfect rectangle, until 
both bare ends of the wire touched a bulb.
“Ta da,” he said, offhand, as the light bulb flared to life.
He continued to twist wires together, engrossed and only half-listening as we talked about 
other Christmas presents gone awry. My mother watched the pieces come together in his hands 
and then looked to me, asking, “Megan, you remember the circuit set we got you like that?”
Dad looked up from his work. “That was a wasted gift.”
I flinched, and stared into my wine glass. Something stopped me from asking whether he 
thought it was wasted because I was now a writer, not a scientist, or because he’d seen the set 
crammed in the back of my closet, half of the components still trapped in the plastic bags they 
came in. Wasted, like the time I spent trying to manipulate the tiny gears in my micro RC car 
before I gave up and handed it to Dad. Like hours spent constructing a theatrical set piece the 
wrong way, until he corrected me and I had to start over. Like days spent watching his sleep- 
inducing shows about factory assembly and concrete, like the tractor and snowmobile I wrecked, 
like the melted screws, cracked wood and superglued fingers I left in my wake. The mistakes 
piled up, and anger kept pace with disappointment.
As my father continued to speed through the circuit book with wires and resistors spread 
out on the table in front of him, I began to believe his story of a wasted scientific sponsorship.
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Disconnection
The switch stops and starts the flow  o f  
electricity. When closed, there’s a complete 
connection to the source. When open, there’s 
no connection a t all. Communication works 
the same way. I f  there ’s a broken 
connection—failure to speak, failure to 
receive— then the flow  halts completely.
During my last year in high school, I weighed the advice of parents, teachers and advisers 
as I chose a college and a major. Ultimately it was the negative advice that steered me, like the 
music teacher who warned me that I didn’t have enough piano experience to cut it in her 
profession. I’d been a part of the local community theater for six years, but I took the words of 
my biology teacher to heart when she reminded me that there was only one theater teaching 
position at each school—if that. My advisor held up STEM fields like they were dog treats and I 
was a golden retriever.
My parents wanted me to be happy, wanted me to explore, but I also knew that they 
wanted me to be employed. I looked to my mother, who was newly unemployed and leaving a 
career that had drained her completely. I looked to my father, who hadn’t been unemployed since 
he was nine—his paper route led to a job at a dog daycare, which led to summer jobs at the 
hospital, which led to positions in medical technology before he forsook biology and began work 
on the hospital’s computers— and I envied his stability, the direct route that showcased his 
resolve, and I thought of him as a looping circuit wire, as the central strand of our family. My 
mother, sister and I were transmitters sparking current across gaps, and lightbulbs that flickered 
on and off—unstable and in constant motion—but he carried our voltage.
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After another day of high school filled with early admissions deadline reminders, I came 
home, slinging my backpack against my desk. I pitched face-first onto my bed, willing my body 
to enter a world where I’d never have to make another decision ever again. “Choose a college. 
Choose a major. Choose a job,” I chanted under my breath, mimicking my advisor’s clipped 
vowels. “Then die!” As I rolled over, I examined the corkboard surrounding my vanity mirror. 
Swimming medals hung next to a birthday cards, photos from music camps and the medal the 
Daughters of the American Revolution gave me for my essay on Sacajawea. In the lower right- 
hand corner, a letter addressed to my hometown’s city council was carefully pinned. In ninth 
grade I had asked the council to consider implementing plastic bag recycling, citing plastic waste 
statistics and urging environmental responsibility.
The letter pulled me closer to an option I’d considered. Crossing my room, I pulled a 
thick envelope out of my backpack, and spread the early application materials for Western 
Carolina University out over my bedspread. I scanned the list of majors, stopping at 
Environmental Chemistry. Pulling the cap off a highlighter with my teeth, I coated the major 
with a yellow streak. It was the perfect hybrid of scientific inheritance and an undefined need to 
make a difference. I dreamed of saving the environment, and then imagined accepting a medal 
on a curtained stage for my pioneering work combating climate change. I failed to take real stock 
and see that my actual means of making a difference wasn’t in the lab, but in writing.
Once, on a long car ride home after I had moved away from chemistry, my mother asked 
me if I chose Environmental Chemistry because of my father. She broached the topic gently, 
either unsure whether the idea of emulation would upset me, or if  it would spur considerations I 
hadn’t yet entertained. Instead, I said, “That’s probably a part of it.”
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In part I envied my dad’s technical skill, and I remember watching him reassemble 
computer towers in the basement as I rested my head in my hands, elbows propped on the table 
beside him, falling into a kind of trance as he adjusted screws and spliced wires. Every move 
seemed deliberate and each decision was confident. I didn’t necessarily want to inherit his skill, 
but his assurance in it. I wanted to settle into a craft like sliding on an old sweatshirt, fitting into 
it comfortably without even thinking.
There was always something traditionally masculine and unattainable about stepping into 
my father’s shoes. Often I couldn’t separate my vague wish to gain his skill from my wish to 
break away from a cycle of daughters who major in “softer” fields, who are the artistic antithesis 
to their fathers’ empirical lenses. Above all, I longed for my dad’s authority. Every holiday a 
relative would come sit near him and begin, “so my iPad’s been acting up,” and my dad would 
send them away with a fix and sometimes a mini-lecture on Apple software.
Though we were both soft-spoken, he could silence a room just by deciding to share a 
piece of knowledge, and I listened for that respectful attention in my own life. I wanted, above 
all, to be not simply trusted, but believed because I conveyed a sense of wisdom, a sense that I 
had done my research, a sense that I could impart knowledge beyond conflicting opinions. My 
father could lead without having the characteristics of a leader, and without the distance to see 
what I saw: the effect his actions and insight had on others. I wanted to be like my father, yes, 
and carry expertise on my shoulders without even speaking.
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One After Another
When two bulbs are placed on the same path, 
they ’re in “series. ” Because the power from  the 
source is split evenly between all elements, one 
bulb dims the light o f  the other. They ’re drawing 
on the same inheritance, doing work on the same 
path.
The Christmas break after my first semester as an Environmental Chemistry major, I 
talked to my dad while we waited in the grocery store parking lot for my mom and sister. He 
asked me about the labs that I’d conducted in my introductory chemistry course, pausing to 
describe a molecular analyzer he had in undergrad, making it sound as exciting as a piece of 
retro-futuristic technology from Star Trek.
“What instruments do you have at Western?” he asked.
“Uh, not sure. Some sort of spectrometer thingy I think,” I said.
“Oh, we had one of those but I’m sure yours is much newer and more advanced. We were 
still working with punch cards. Computers have revolutionized these instruments— so much of 
the process is automated now—you have to be pretty versed in programming language to 
complete even simple analytical measures.”
“Great,” I thought, “as if stoichiometric equations weren’t hard enough.” I stared out the 
window, watching a store employee struggling to align the carts in the return carousel.
“Do you remember the most important rule in chemistry?” Dad asked. I panicked as I 
thought back to my first day in the lab, trying to remember the basic safety rules.
“Wear safety goggles?”
“Nope. Don’t lick the spoon,” he said, adding, “my Chem professor used to tell that one.”
I rolled my eyes.
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“What labs are you doing?” Dad asked.
“Oh, you know, basic stuff. We did the one where you set the different metals on fire and 
observe the effects.”
My dad began talking about some of his intro labs, and the students who pushed the 
safety rules to their limit. “There was one girl who had long blonde hair and the professor had to 
constantly remind her to put her hair up. She would still walk into lab and flip her hair all over 
the place while we were running analyses. One day we were working with some fairly volatile 
chemicals, and she bent down too close to her Bunsen burner. I smelled something almost like 
rotten eggs, and next thing I know, a huge chunk of this girl’s hair is on fire. Her lab partner had 
to wrap her in a fire blanket, and a portion of her hair was scorched clean off.” My dad laughed, 
shaking his head in disapproval. “She put her hair up after that.”
I twirled a strand of hair around my finger and sunk further into the passenger seat. 
Normally I reveled in these kinds of stories—the ones my dad had practiced and polished, the 
ones that made jokes out of human foibles. This time all I could think was please, please d on ’t 
let me be that lab girl.
Mirrored Resistance
The parallel circuit forces electricity down 
separate branches. A t each crossroad, electricity 
can flow  multiple ways. I f  one branch fails, like a 
dead bulb on Christmas string lights, the others 
still work, which gives that bulb time to rethink its 
choices, f ix  its filament and fin d  another power 
source.
My sophomore year I enrolled in Quantitative Analysis, taught by Scott Huffman, who
lectured in jeans and ragged t-shirts spotted with growing holes, each of which he would explain
using cautionary tales of dropped hydrochloric acid. He always wore a baseball cap, and at first I
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thought he was trying to gain our trust by dressing casually, but I later realized that he was just 
constantly coming from or heading to the lab.
The first day of class, Dr. Huffman told us that 75 percent of students failed Quantitative 
Analysis the first time, and some still the second. Judging from the embarrassed glances of 
students around me, I could tell that some people in the class were on their second or third wind.
I resolved to sit in the classroom only once.
“This class is the bedrock of the rest of your careers as chemists,” Dr. Huffman began. 
“Chemistry is about precision. The concepts you will learn are important, but more important are 
the skills you will gain in lab, where a hundredth of a milliliter makes a difference. You probably 
won’t pass, but some of my best students had to take this class two or three times.” I looked 
around for rivulets of sweat that matched mine as Dr. Huffman introduced our class-specialized 
tutor and told us to “get to know him well.” Then he launched into a defense of the field’s 
difficulty, arguing that the rewards outweighed the academic pain.
He drew a picture of a chicken on the board. “It’s all about problem solving.”
Dr. Huffman told us about his work with Tyson Chicken Nuggets, explaining that he was 
hired by Tyson to design a more efficient way to behead chickens. Unceremoniously, he drew a 
sharp line through the chicken’s neck, wielding a dry erase marker like a cleaver.
“Ordinarily they would hire an engineer to work with these kinds of problems,” he said, 
“but they stumbled across my research and decided to bring me on as a consultant. It’s all about 
thinking about the chicken a combination of particles. You’re looking for a way to preserve as 
many particles of usable chicken as possible, while discarding the useless particles. The current 
process took more than one cut.” He jabbed at the board, drawing dots that radiated from the 
chicken’s neck like simulated green blood. “They wanted to find a way to do it with less effort,
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in only one cut, without wasting chicken. So I thought about it like stoichiometry—you’re trying 
to find an unknown molarity, another word for the concentration of a solution, of the perfect 
beheaded chicken. And from there, I did some conversions and found out exactly where the 
blade should hit the chicken so that they could get as much chicken as possible with one slice. 
The process was more painless for the chicken, and Tyson paid pretty well, which gave me more 
funding for my own research.”
Just like that. I imagined the first Huffman-ed chicken, legs clamped between steel plates 
and threaded in an assembly-line rail. Drugged to hang still, his beak trembles within the 
anesthetic fog. Feathers float wistfully in the factory, his pink chicken flesh covered with 
goosebumps, and he reaches the blade. Despite his inevitable end, he is comforted by the 
knowledge that the slicer was designed with his composition in mind. As the silver blade flashes 
toward a two millimeter target area located just above the C2 vertebrae and below the C3, 
meeting with minimal resistance, the chicken sighs, content to meet its maker through a feat of 
engineering-meets-chemistry, breathing its last with thoughts of academic cooperation and 
programs that bridge specialization gaps to come up with more interdisciplinary solutions to 
global problems. His final thought, a metaphor: Sure, it hurts like hell, but being Huffman-ed is 
like dying in a custom ball gown.
Dr. Huffman left the beheaded chicken up on the board throughout the entire class. While 
he droned through syllabus policies, I contemplated the crude drawing and realized that chicken 
beheading was not the kind of problem I wanted to solve.
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Tripping the Breaker
Circuit breaker: prevents an overloaded circuit 
(one where the voltage is too great fo r  the 
components to handle) from  breaking the other 
elements by acting as an automatic switch.
When my father took Quantitative Analysis, he was working in the hospital lab at the 
same time, conducting medical tests that required maximum sterility and precision. Due to the 
requirements of his job, he developed a lab technique that met all codes. He never once dropped 
a flask of blood on the floor, staining the tiles and forcing the other technicians to shut down the 
lab for a full decontamination screen.
Pop quizzes, however, were his nemeses. At the end of the semester, despite having the 
highest accuracy rates out of anyone in his lab, my dad had a B. He went to his professor for his 
final evaluation, prepared to deal with the grade. As soon as he opened the office door, he saw 
his professor leaning back in his chair, staring at a stack of my dad’s quizzes.
“Jeff,” the Quant prof intoned, “right now you have a B in the course.”
My dad simply nodded, adding quickly, “I know, I—”
“I’m not done. You have a D average on the quizzes, but you got an A on the final exam 
and my lab assistant tells me that you have the best procedure out of anyone in the class. I’ve 
been thinking about it, and I decided that you’re terrible at taking quizzes.”
My dad nodded again.
The professor took the stack of quizzes and tossed them all in the trash can beside his 
desk. “You have an A now. Congratulations.”
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My dad repeated that story over and over, and before I started college, it held promises of 
generous professors who saw when talent didn’t quite fit established grade breakdowns. As I 
slugged through chemistry courses, I hoped for proof positive that I’d inherited my father’s 
perfect lab technique, handling pipettes as I’d seen him manipulate calipers— all just extensions 
of the hand.
When my parents came up to visit, Dad retold the story, mimicking his professor’s 
serious tone. My quiz grades were starting to match his, but I didn’t mention it. If I could do 
better in the lab and on the tests, then I’d just have the same story, passed down in an unbroken 
circuit of inheritance. I assumed that the story was a reassurance, and detected a hint of pride as 
Dad pointed to my shelf and asked to see my hefty Quant textbook. I handed it over, glancing at 
the bisected nautilus shell that I had watched swim in my vision like an oceanic mirage during 
one late night study session after another.
The second week in Quant lab, after we had gone over basic safety rules and lab 
procedure, Dr. Huffman assigned us a simple, seemingly self-explanatory lab: compose a 
solution. The solution is the start of nearly every lab in chemistry: you have a solute, or a solid in 
powdered form, like salt, and you have to dissolve it in the solvent, or the liquid part of the 
solution, which is usually water. Because it’s the starting point for a variety of analyses, 
including the titration we would conduct the next week, the measurements had to be absolutely 
exact for the rest of the lab to be reliable.
Dr. Huffman gave us our target concentration, so we worked backward to find out how 
many grams of solute (in this case the already-intimidating Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid, or 
EDTA) and milliliters of water we would need to reach the right proportion. I calculated the
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conversions, carefully marking long dashes and labelling units, and my lab partner trusted my 
result. We stared at the black countertop. Flasks crowded the sink, cleaning brushes left in their 
necks from the previous lab group, some upturned, damp and drying on paper towels. The groups 
around us were busily prepping their areas and reaching without deliberation for the needed 
elements. I watched them over my shoulder and grabbed the same glassware they were using 
until my partner found the page in the textbook that they were all referencing: How to Make a 
Solution, Appendix 1. I measured the solute three times, managing to spill white flakes on the 
surface of the scale every time, which corrupted my careful measurements. The girl waiting 
behind me removed the overcast solute with a brush that was laying on top of the scale, while 
sighing an exasperated huff.
“Sorry,” I mumbled. She ignored me, and I imagined that she’d never spilled anything, 
that she’d get the perfect solution on the first try. And then we’d all cheer madly for her, like we 
were in an inspirational science movie, and carry her out of the lab on our shoulders.
Dr. Huffman interrupted us to announce that he would grade the day’s lab based on 
accuracy. Each solution we created would be run through an analyzer and tested to see if it 
reached the target molarity. If we weren’t close enough for his standards, we would have to start 
from scratch and recompose our solution. My lab partner turned the sink on high and splashed 
water all over my textbook. I wanted to respond, “We may be here a while, Dr. Huffman. Can 
you stay the night?”
As I tried to dry my textbook with a paper towel, my partner and I shared a lost look of 
concern. I frantically grabbed a volumetric flask and poured water and solute down the long 
neck. Swirling our solution rapidly, I tried to speed the process along so we would still have time 
to redo the procedure if necessary. The liquid spun and collided in the rounded bulb of the flask
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and my safety goggles fogged and leaked condensation down my nose. The dark, unwindowed 
lab felt oppressively hot. I’d pulled my hair back so tight that it pinched my scalp, and I tried 
desperately to avoid touching my face or scratching my nose, which itched like fire. I distracted 
myself by focusing on the molecules of the solution being incorporated into the flask, but my 
nose just tickled more, and I was tempted to scratch it when Huffman wasn’t looking. We were 
second year Chem students—the stuff surely wasn’t that toxic.
I kept swirling, certain that the vigor of my incorporation method would convince the 
EDTA to be the correct concentration. My blue nitrile gloves were slick because of the water that 
had puddled on our section of the bench, and greased with the oily residue that the powdered 
chemist’s detergent left on my fingertips. Somehow the allergy-resistant gloves were both too 
tight and too loose and I thought about their constant presence in my life. I had bought them in 
the bookstore in preparation for lab after lab for the rest of my life, yet couldn’t bring myself to 
invest in a full box, so I carried around this absurd Ziploc bag stuffed with Blue Nitrile Lab 
Gloves Size Small in my backpack to and from class. I remembered a server at the cafeteria 
asking me if I was in lab. When I asked her how she knew, she pointed to the red creased mark 
that my safety goggles had left across my forehead.
For some reason I felt embarrassed when let my scientist-self show. Every time I told 
someone I was a chemistry major they would immediately step back, as if  I’d informed them that 
I’d sold my soul to study puppy murdering. I wanted to show people that I wasn’t unaware of my 
appearance, that I did consider my clothing beyond old t-shirts and torn jeans and closed-toe 
Chuck Taylors, that I left the lab on occasion, that I did other things, that I sometimes sang or 
played guitar or wrote a poem, that I wasn’t ju s t a chemist. Eventually, I predicted that I would 
become a pair of plastic safety goggles with dangling elastic straps and suction-cup vents. I
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would turn into a pair of Blue Nitrile Gloves Size Small because everything I handled had a high 
acidity, was toxic, was basic enough to burn.
In the lab, surrounded by hoods and neat rows of rods used to hang glassware for storage, 
I felt pressured by the need to know it all, to recognize the labels on various solutes and squeeze 
bottles. The professionalism of my surroundings made me feel important, yet inadequate. I was 
still swirling, and my grip on the neck of the flask was slipping. Searching for my MIA lab 
partner, I turned away from the circling glassware, and saw her back at the scales. When I came 
back to the solution, I watched as my fingertips squeezed away from the neck, slipping together 
while the gravity-dependent glass fell to the floor and shattered.
“Shit,” I said, and everyone looked my way, their chemist heads propelled by the clatter.
My partner rushed back with the glassware dustpan as I started to clean up even more 
frantically than I had swirled. Now I was the klutz who dropped flasks, the first student in the lab 
to break a glass. I imagined that Dr. Huffman thought of funding funneling down the drain 
because of stupid, unreliable lab girls. I looked for the glassware disposal and sank into dread at 
the thought of re-starting the solution when my lab partner stopped me. “Um, you’re bleeding.”
I looked at my hand, which was split by a dark red slash that tore through my Blue Nitrile 
Glove. Its color contrast and symmetry looked almost artistic.
My lab partner convinced me to report the cut to Dr. Huffman while she cleaned up. I 
walked to the front with my hand held out in front of me like I was turning in my palm as an 
assignment. Here you go, Dr. Huffman, I sliced it up real good. Sacrifice for the team. Now you 
know the effect of hard tile floors on volumetric flasks filled with half-dissolved solutions.
I presented my hand to my professor, quickly letting him know that I was fine, that my 
lab partner was just about done clearing the bits and pieces of glassware that coated our station
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like a failed mosaic. He grumbled, “Go wash that out. Use the sink outside. Plenty of soap. 
Where’s our first aid kit? Clean hand. Go.”
I took my time walking to the bathroom and pried the ruined glove off my hand, letting 
the blue fragments flutter into the trash can and settle on top of tissues and tampon wrappers. I 
saturated my hand with soap, running hot water and nearly banging my head on the mirror in 
frustration when I couldn’t get the chemical catalyst properties of soap out of my head. It’s a 
shortcut for the reaction, filling grease enzyme holes like forced puzzle pieces to make the 
reaction run faster— Goddamn it, I thought. Even after a mortal injury I can’t stop trying to be a 
chemist. I scrubbed the hand far longer than was necessary, letting the water steam the bottom 
edge of the bathroom mirror and contemplating the girl who stared back at me in her black, torn, 
bleach-stained Science Olympiad t-shirt, failing as both an environmentalist and a chemist.
Apparently I stalled for too long, because my lab partner met me in the hallway, and told 
me that Dr. Huffman sent her to check on me and make sure that I hadn’t passed out in the 
bathroom. I wondered if he said that to the whole class— some sly joke about the fumbling girl 
who broke his glassware. Now I was the flaky, bumbling, clumsy type who would cut up her 
hand and pass out in the bathroom because of slight blood loss and the mere sight of red 
corpuscles coursing out of her open palm—just to make everything more difficult, the paperwork 
longer, the medical professionals necessary, which would take him away from valuable time 
with students who cared and knew what they were doing and were careful with their volumetric 
flasks.
“I told him you were fine,” my lab partner said, laughing and rolling her eyes.
When I returned to the classroom, the claustrophobia closed in on me again and Dr. 
Huffman greeted me with two layers of gauze, which he secured using scientific labelling tape,
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pulling long strands from the dispenser and wrapping them around my palm until they stuck 
together and clumped. He pressed down on the ends of the tape, securing the chaotic first aid job, 
which looked like I had suffered a gangrenous, life-threatening laceration and then stuck my 
hand in a streamer factory.
“Come see me if you get nauseous or dizzy or light-headed or whatever,” he said.
Still staring at the mess that was my hand, I nodded and returned to solution-making. My 
lab partner had already gathered the equipment and washed a new flask. She seemed genuinely 
sympathetic as I struggled to pull a glove over the wads of gauze. With a sigh, I returned to the 
back of the room and began scooping out a portion of solute.
We didn’t meet the target molarity—in fact, only one group managed to create the 
solution to Huffman’s satisfaction, so he extended the lab and teach us about the fundamentals of 
solutions in more depth the next week. My hand healed quickly, and by the next lab there was 
only a thin scab line left. My professor, however, seemed to eye me even more suspiciously, 
waiting for me to fling acid in my lab partner’s face, or set fire to my clothing.
The next week we started a titration lab and began the agonizing process of dripping acid 
into a base, stirring it until a dye indicator turned it just the barest shade of pink. If the base was 
too pink, or bright magenta— as we once managed—we had to start over. After one successful 
pale pink titration was completed, we moved on to repeat the process for nine more trials. As the 
acid dripped from the long buret into the beaker below, I chanted along to the plops to pass the 
time: I hate chemistry. I hate chemistry. I hate chemistry.
After the third week in a row we spent on titrations, I sat down with a complete print-out 
of the majors that my college offered. I took a pen and began crossing out programs. 
Environmental Chemistry (B.S.) was the first to go. After I was done, the pages looked like
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they’d been thoroughly censored, but I had narrowed the list down to two: English and 
psychology.
My final grade in Quantitative Analysis, after titration followed by titration followed by 
will-this-stupid-solution-ever-turn-pink-so-I can-start-my-life-again titration, was a D+. I 
definitively decided to change my major, but I didn’t know how to tell my parents.
When they arrived on move-out day, I stopped in front of the mirror in my dorm room 
before heading downstairs to let them in, and saw my father’s blue eyes reflected back. I 
wondered whether he would pause and examine me with the same expression he saved for 
malfunctioning programs and misrouted phone systems, and if my mom would remind me to 
prepare myself for a career I could stay invested in. All of my certainty ran out of my sleeves in 
rivulets as soon as I saw my father holding a fold-up handtruck— always prepared to help me 
move my things, ready with physical support where needed, forever a force I relied on and 
strived to equal.
My mom asked me about my final grade in Quant on the elevator ride up, as I’d already 
warned her that I might not pass.
“D+.”
“Oh, Megan,” she said sympathetically.
“It’s okay. I’m changing my major. And I know, I ’ve already talked to the Honors 
College advisor and she says I’m still okay, and that it shouldn’t matter for jobs or grad school if 
it’s on an irrelevant part of my transcript. And I’ve talked to professors in English and 
psychology and they say I can still graduate on time if I switch now,” I took a deep breath and 
immediately looked to my father’s face.
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“Oh, okay. Sounds good,” he said. I wasn’t prepared for his nonchalance, the lack of 
surprise in his voice.
“Are you surprised at all?” I asked him.
“Actually, we kind of figured,” my dad answered.
Relief was followed by confusion. How did they know before me? And why didn’t they 
tell me? After I officially changed my major, I considered whether I should be insulted by the 
implied assumption that I would fail. My efforts to conceal half-finished science projects were 
completely transparent. Instead of inheriting the technical skill passed down in my family, I was 
just another character in my father’s stories, fooled by a lack of talent that everyone else could 
see.
Unequal Resistance
Imagine a circuitous story told over and over. At 
each telling, the node splits, and the story either 
illuminates a bulb or ju s t produces resistance in 
the form of red-hot anger. No matter what, the 
story ends back at the beginning.
I’m standing in my driveway with my mom and dad, and they’re waiting for me to get in 
the car and drive back to college for my final year. An uncertainty causes me to stall, convinces 
me to wait and mark this moment before starting the four-hour drive. My dad’s reflective, full of 
coffee and early morning philosophy.
“Your last year of college. Did you think it would be like this when you started?”
“Well, no,” I answer. “I thought I would be a chemist when I started.”
“I think you made the right choice,” my mother says, “so much of your life we 
recognized your writing talent and encouraged it. We were surprised when you went in a 
completely different direction.”
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I think of the circuit sets, the paleontology kits, the museum trips and the encouragement 
to join Science Olympiad. To be fair, there aren’t many Writer Sets that are worth stuffing in a 
stocking. While my parents had read my papers and creative projects, reinforcing my instructors’ 
positive critiques, they also tried to keep other paths open, reminding me of the need for stability, 
for a career.
“You were never a chemist,” my father says.
“That’s for sure. If only I would’ve recognized it earlier.”
My father looks at me, considering my statement, “But you could’ve been.”
Taken aback, I ask, “What do you mean?”
“You could have,” he repeats. “I think part of it was that you always did well in school 
and didn’t have to push that hard. Then you got to Quantitative Analysis and were challenged by 
something that didn’t come easily to you, throwing you off. You certainly had the capacity to do 
it, though. Had you wanted to.”
Immediately after he finishes the thought, I feel a pang and the tug to leave. I quickly say 
goodbye, and exchange hugs.
“I’m proud of you,” Dad says, and I simply smile, wave and get in the car to drive back. 
When I look back at that moment, I remember my dad’s comment replaying in my head, 
drowning out the Sunday jazz station I was tuned to. My first response was vindictive—that he 
only said that to be self-congratulatory, to call attention to the difference between teacher- 
approved intelligence and his rarer, more imperceptible hands-on intelligence. Did he think I 
didn’t try? I told him how I camped out next to the professor’s office, how I poked and prodded 
my titration curves until they lined up with the expected results, how I tried tutoring sessions and 
still saw Ds on quizzes and tests.
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The statement “you’re not a chemist” transformed into “you’re not like me,” and I 
wanted him to take back that divide between us, or to at least attribute our diverging paths to 
interests instead of effort. I longed for my father to acknowledge the effort I put into trying to be 
like him, to try as hard to understand my world as I had tried to enter his.
He still told the story, still reminded me of the time when a Quant professor showed him 
a little mercy, and I fumed as I wished that I had been in contention for a B, still jealously 
craving a more forgiving grade so I could feel like I chose to switch majors of my own free 
will—instead of being ejected, landing face-first in limbo, left to choose anything else but 
chemistry. The repeated story suggested that I’d left something unfulfilled, that I had yet to earn 
that old professor’s approval, and yet to see those failures swept in the trash, erased.
I continued driving, turning up the jazz radio station and remembering that it had been 
my father who introduced me to jazz, playing NPR on every car ride. I had agreed with him in 
between muted trumpet solos, reacted with him while accompanied by the constant rhythm of hi- 
hat cymbals, constantly judging and misjudging the silences between us. And I think for so much 
of that time I was trying to impress.
Then I remember a letter my father had sent me the year before, when I was taking a 
first-year seminar on the literature of family, home and belonging. Enclosed was a copy of one of 
my assignments that I’d left on the coffee table at home, a letter that I’d written to my mother 
modeled after an essay by Barbara Kingsolver that we’d read in class. Dad included a note: “I 
found this at home and wasn’t sure whether you wanted your mom to have it yet, so I’m sending 
it back in case you need it for class. I’ll admit that I read it, and it made me cry. I’m sure your 
mother will absolutely love it.”
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When I first read that note I had simply smiled, and printed off a new copy of the letter to 
mail directly to my mother. As I think back on those words, I notice that their simplicity, the 
scrawl of my father’s nearly-illegible handwriting, has remained in my memory. The comment 
was acknowledgement of a type of emotional power that his technical knowledge couldn’t 
produce, of an authority over truth in memory.
The Parallel Return
Two lightbulbs in parallel shine ju s t as brightly 
on their different paths.
Back when I was considering a major switch to English, I sought the literature professor 
who had assigned the Barbara Kingsolver-inspired prompt, Dr. Fenton. She ushered me into her 
office, keen to have me officially change that day if possible. Her desk was stacked with books 
and crowded with paperwork, and I smiled as I saw that half were surveys of Milton, culled from 
an entire bookcase packed with his work and commentary. Dr. Fenton was a Milton scholar, a 
description that still sounded theatrically academic to my ear—yet I reveled in the specialization, 
awestruck that a person could live devoted to textual companionship with one author they 
admired, discovering new meanings each time they re-read the work.
As Dr. Fenton shuffled through papers to find an up-to-date course list, I examined the 
potted plants gathered around her sill, some of which acted as organizers for yet more books and 
papers. A corkboard crowded with thank-you notes hung above me, and a miniature Milton bust 
peered at me from behind a computer monitor. Dr. Fenton found the paper and turned around 
with a stern expression, squinting at the list through the reading glasses perched low on her nose.
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When she saw me locking eyes with Milton, her sternness vanished and a grin illuminated her 
face.
“So we’ve won you over.” She disguised the remark as a question, but her smile 
suggested certainty. I took in her artistically draped scarf, tailored blazer, and polished bob, 
realizing that the picture of professorial sat in front of me, exuding confidence. This was the 
authority I’d been seeking, the power and grace that had captivated me in my father’s stories of 
college. The sharp cascading shatter of a volumetric flash on a tile floor had empowered me to 
recognize that authority when it came.
Dr. Fenton was waiting as I processed and came to a decision. “Yes,” I said.
“We can walk over to the advising center right after this and get you changed over.” Dr. 
Fenton started piling papers in front of me, chatting about upcoming courses and credit transfers. 
I asked her about career opportunities in English, trying not to betray my fear that there was 
some truth in the coffee barista stereotype. She described the jobs of recent graduates, and said 
that there was always a need for good writers in all areas.
“One thing I tell students at all levels,” she said, fingering her necklace as she thought 
aloud, “is that you should keep one foot planted on the thing you love, on your passion, and the 
other on what you can do with that.”
Her image revealed an imbalance that I had ignored, and I realized that for all my 
emulation of my father, I’d forgotten the key to his technical knowledge. He had an obvious 
interest that I hadn’t inherited, which wasn’t going to magically materialize. The advice stuck 
with me, and I learned to treat writing as my anchor, as the point from which I could venture into 
new territory and learn its features, and writing eventually led me to circle back to science again.
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Where my dad had invested in application and practice, I looked at concepts and cultures, but 
there was still connection, like a spark flying across a gap.
As I looked around Dr. Fenton’s office again, I imagined sitting behind her desk, 
surrounded by books that I’d read cover to cover and coated with annotations. I nodded, thinking 
that these could be my people.
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Decoherence: The Metaphor in Physics
“My soul is an entangled knot,
Upon a liquid vortex wrought 
By Intellect, in the Unseen residing,
And thine doth like a convict sit,
With marlinspike untwisting it,
Only to find its knottiness abiding;
Since all the tools for its untying 
In four-dimensioned space are lying,
Wherein thy fancy intersperses 
Long avenues of universes...”
-James Clerk Maxwell, “A Paradoxical Ode” (1878)
In order to prove each other wrong, physicists have killed cats in boxes, separated twins 
and placed one in a high-speed rocket, and shot monkeys from trees with blow darts. Physicists 
craft these absurd scenarios in order to demonstrate a flaw in a theory, or to visualize a new 
understanding of the world’s laws. Thought experiments play a key role in physics: When 
picturing particles too small to manipulate, or when considering hypotheses that physicists don’t 
yet have the tools to measure, they must create an experiment of the imagination. They cue 
others to run the same scenario not with equations, but with narrative.
Schrodinger’s cat is the most famous example, and it reveals what happens to a thought 
experiment when it gains traction in popular culture. Schrodinger originally created the scenario 
in order to prove the ridiculousness of quantum mechanic’s Copenhagen interpretation, the idea 
that a physical object exists in all states until it’s observed, which causes it to collapse into just 
one state. Finding the idea ridiculous, Schrodinger envisioned a physicist closing up a cat in a 
sealed box, his big green eyes and quiet mews failing to inspire pity. Poison with a small amount 
of radioactive material is encased in a glass vial inside the box, along with a mechanism that 
detects radiation. Since the amount of radioactive material is tiny, there’s only a fifty percent 
chance that the mechanism will record radiation. If it does, a hammer is set to smash the vial,
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releasing the poison and killing the cat. If not, then the vial remains whole and the cat remains 
alive. With no means of observation, or no way of looking in the box to tell whether the cat is 
alive or dead, the cat is supposedly in a state of “superposition,” meaning that it’s technically in 
two states at once. The answer to the curious listener’s question, “Is the cat alive or dead?” is 
“yes.”
Once Schrodinger’s thought experiment entered public consciousness, we all became 
consumed by his penchant for murdering cats in claustrophobic situations. A key detail was lost: 
people assumed that Schrodinger was demonstrating that a cat could be both alive and dead, 
when in fact he was poking fun at the Copenhagen interpretation by revealing how ridiculous it 
would be if the idea was scaled up from the atom to the cat.
In one sense, the thought experiment successfully brought people to physics through 
jokes and t-shirts and stuffed cats, peeling back the layer of dense equations that often 
discourages people from learning about the field. But the popular depictions also made the 
complex laws of the universe seem simple enough to stuff in a box. For physicists, this is the 
lurking fear—that thought experiments will always stay thought experiments, and that without 
the support of real-world experiment, physics will never leave the box.
In the early nineteenth century, thought experiments were integrated naturally into 
physics because of the field’s roots in philosophy. While philosophers created men who stood on 
train tracks poised to kill either ten strangers or the love of their lives with the flip of a switch, 
the new scientists constructed boxes (physicists love boxes because they’re free from outside 
factors) and exposed the hypothetical figures inside them to the rigors of gravity and shocks of 
electricity.
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James Clerk Maxwell, who came up with the theory of electromagnetism and equations 
we still use today, created a theoretical being, like Schrodinger, in order to win an argument. 
Maxwell saw a flaw in the second law of thermodynamics, which states that in every system the 
entropy, or disorder, of particles will either increase or remain the same. A system can’t become 
more orderly, which is the reason that, as physicists say, “you can’t unscramble an egg.” Or, as 
Maxwell said, “i f  you throw a tumblerful o f  water into the sea, you cannot get the same 
tumblerful of water out again.” So once hot gas particles have been mixed with cold gas 
particles, they’ll become a more disorderly mix of warm gas, but they’ll never separate out again 
into an “orderly” set of hot and cold particles.
To test the second law of thermodynamics, Maxwell asked his readers to “conceive of a 
being whose faculties are so sharpened that he can follow every molecule in its course.” Then 
Maxwell gave that being a box with two sections. Between the sections was a trapdoor that the 
being could open or close at will. This super-being could, in theory, sort the molecules in the box 
so that the faster ones went on one side, and the slower on the other. The system of the box 
would become more orderly, not less, poking a hole in the second law. Later, physicists would 
argue that opening and closing the trapdoor was technically adding energy. Lord Kelvin refuted 
Maxwell’s argument, calling the being a “demon,” and said that the thought experiment was 
useful for understanding the mechanics of particles, but that the demon was essentially a 
“creature of imagination,” and should be kept in the world of fiction.
Beginning o f  Thinking-Feeling
Before the people came, a box was built around a patch of meadow dotted with trees. The 
walls were thick stone, pitch black and perfectly smooth. A line was drawn across the middle of 
the box. Here, the Wall was built to separate the meadow into two equal sections. The Demon
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came and carved a small opening in the center, sealing it with a slab of stone and smoothing the 
gaps so that the opening was invisible. The Demon attached to this a great length of rope, which, 
when pulled, would swing the door open.
The Demon took a seat on top of the Wall, out of sight, while the people were added to 
the box. The Demon pointed, sorting them according to their type. On one side went the 
measurers, the observers, the calculators. On the other side went the feelers, the sharers, the 
creators. The Demon called them Eyes and Hands.
The Eyes learned to stare and stretch their arms to judge how far the sun was from the 
horizon. They watched a tree’s shadow, noting how it grew shorter when the sun was higher, and 
longer as the sun moved down in the sky. The Eyes measured distance by stretching great 
lengths of string between trees and examining where each ended.
When the Demon sent lightning down to the Eye’s world, the ground caught fire and the 
Eyes huddled far away, watching the flames flicker. Then the Demon sent rain, and the Eyes saw 
their world grow wet and spongey, the flames dying quickly. An Eye dipped a finger in the ash 
residue, and noticed the black mark it left behind. The Eyes figured out how to use the ash to 
mark measurements, covering the coarse surface of a boulder with black marks.
The Hands learned how to sit in a circle, with toes touching, and they sporadically 
emitted tones from their throats. They lay on the grass, brushing their cheeks against the green 
blades. A pair of Hands carefully caressed each other, stroking from ears to neck. When the 
Hands’ tones created accidental harmony, the pair ran quickly from the grass to the Wall, stirring 
up breezes that caused the other Hands to stretch their spines up to the sky.
The Demon noticed one Hand tapping the ground in rhythm, with a tap for each blade of 
grass that brushed its cheek. The behavior was strange to the Demon. Eventually a breeze made
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it sit up and stretch, and the Demon relaxed. Yet, the Demon also saw that one Eye rolled the 
measuring string between thumb and fingers, feeling the softness. Only in between Eye duties, 
but still. The Demon sent dark storms to disrupt these transgressions, but the Hand just counted 
raindrops instead of grass blades. The Eye moved faster and faster through the shower until it 
broke into a sprint. The Demon noticed that the look on its face was not unlike joy. The Eyes and 
Hands were becoming more disorderly. The categories were breaking down. The Demon gripped 
the rope that opened the door like the reins of a horse, ready.
The Demon waited until the joy-running Eye wandered close to the Wall. The Eye was 
touching objects to feel their textures and had moved on to the smooth cold surface of the Wall. 
As soon as the Eye reached the space of the Wall where the door was concealed, the Demon 
drew back the door rope with a snap, and sent a strong southwest wind to suck the Eye into the 
world of the Hands, slamming the door shut behind it.
The Hands crowded around their new companion, and the shocked Eye soon relaxed as it 
felt the caresses of Hands on its cheek. The Hands welcomed the Eye into their song circle, and 
the Eye found that it could emit throat tones that sounded like soft grass blades, or the scratch of 
a mark added to the measuring stone.
Soon, the counting Hand also ventured near the Wall, placing one foot in front of the 
other carefully, adding up the number of feet it took to walk from a tree to the Wall. The Demon 
smiled, knowing the system would soon be sorted again. When the Hand stepped into the space 
of the door, the Demon again snapped, sucked and slammed the Hand into the world of Eyes.
Eyes noticed the Hand immediately, and crossed to circle around it. The Hand still had its 
arms outstretched and stood motionless from shock. The Eyes measured it north, south, east, 
west and around, and the smallest Eye cut an equal part of measuring string and gave this to the
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Hand, who was shaking and making rapid throat tones. The youngest simply pointed to the 
measuring string. The Hand stopped and paid attention as the Eye demonstrated how to use the 
string, seeing something familiar in the patterns. Hands and Eyes soon settled into recognizable 
behaviors again, and the Demon loosened its grip on the door rope, leaning back to watch the 
measuring and listen to the singing.
But the Hand often glanced back to the Wall, remembering caresses and circles of song.
It finally left its measuring string behind and headed back to the Wall. When the Eyes noticed 
that the Hand had left and was standing near the Wall, running fingers over its surface, they 
joined, curious about the new Wall experiment.
The obsidian Wall also loomed behind the displaced Eye, and it remembered the 
satisfaction of a measuring string perfectly stretched and inked measurements on rough stone. 
The Eye stood and beckoned the other Hands toward the Wall with a loud, high throat tone. The 
Hands echoed its tone, and developed a harmony that resonated like a battle cry.
The Hands marched to meet the Eyes on the other side of the Wall. Hands watched as the 
Eye slammed against the Wall, pushing against its rough surface. A Hand joined in and they 
began fighting the Wall together. Soon every Hand was pushing against the Wall and the Eye 
began to conduct them using short, rhythmic throat tones.
On the other side, Hand-Turned-Eye ran back and forth, trying find a gap that would 
allow it to go back to the other side. The Demon smiled when it found nothing. The Hand rocked 
its head back before hitting it on the Wall with a crack. The force hurt down to the bone and it 
matched the feeling of not finding the doorway, of knowing that its family of Hands was on the 
other side of the Wall that stretched to the boundaries of the closed-in world. Then the Hand
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heard its crack echoed back. The sound seeped through the solid stone. The Hand heard a 
repetition, and a pattern.
The Hand shouted and beat the numbered pattern into the Wall. The Eyes watched, 
marking numbers on the counting rock until one curious Eye stepped beside the Hand and joined. 
Other Eyes, drawn in by the numbers, stepped forward. All of the Eyes counted and pushed.
The Demon rocked back and forth, holding tightly to its door rope just so he could stay 
on the Wall. The pushing of the Wall sent vibrations all the way up to its perch, and the Demon 
looked down at the ground with worry. This Wall, it realized for the first time, was imperfect—it 
was made up of the same stuff as the Hands and Eyes, stuff that could ripple, bend and break.
The Demon could not hold on. The pushing rocked the Wall so much that great white 
cracks appeared on its sides. The Demon was jolted from its perch and fell, only to be caught by 
the door rope. It dangled from the rope, which was pulled taut by its weight. It frayed, stretching 
under the strain before finally breaking. The Demon disappeared. The door between Things-We- 
See and Things-We-Feel slammed open. The Hands ran forward, searching for their lost one.
The Eyes held back, but then grabbed their measuring strings and ran to meet the Hands. Eyes 
measured the Hands, and the Hands felt the new faces, noticing the sameness of noses and the 
curves of lips.
Soon enough, Hands and Eyes intermingled so much that who was who was forgotten. 
Some talked about Feeling-Through-Seeing and Seeing-Through-Feeling, and the new 
generation learned both how to use a measuring string and how to run breeze-blown over grass. 
The Hands and Eyes composed throat tones about grass blade measuring and painted marks to 
measure faces.
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Both Hands and Eyes ventured outward, spurred by the Eye’s desire to know and the 
Hand’s desire to experience. Only by breaking down the first Wall between them did the Hands 
and Eyes have the strength to fracture and break the other walls around them. They told stories of 
the opening of the box, and how measurements blended with thoughts, and also how opening the 
box paradoxically allowed them to see their own limits. The Eyes couldn’t, after all, measure 
without feeling the right way to do it. The Hands couldn’t emit throat tones and create harmony 
without understanding patterns and numbers, even if they didn’t know their names. They argued 
about the best way to measure new distances and express new feelings they had about their 
world. However, the box was broken, and neither Hand nor Eye wanted to go back to living life 
apart from each other and divided from this new complexity.
Stand fo r  Something
In Physics as Metaphor, Roger Jones argues that physics cannot escape metaphor, and 
that our understanding of reality always boils down to representation. He outlines the “cardinal 
metaphors,” the basic principles that all physicists depend on: space, time, matter and number. 
Jones argues that these principles aren’t concrete facts as we often assume, and to illustrate this, 
he asks us to begin with the simple task of measuring a table, to get at the objective, definable 
“reality” of that table.
Simple enough—we get out a meter stick and measure 1.21 meters, the perfect size for 
our tablecloth. But science strives for the most exact measurement, the closest to reality. And we 
have to quibble some to get there. First of all, what if  we zoom in to the molecular scale? Then 
the separation between the table and the surrounding space isn’t so clear. If we try to measure 
length on the level of the atom, we’re confounded by the fact that there’s no way to tell exactly 
where an atom is at any point in time. Secondly, there’s no possible way for the end of our meter
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stick to perfectly match the beginning of the table, because two points cannot exist in the same 
space at the same time. Our measuring stick, no matter how precise we are, will always be beside 
the beginning of the table. And third, before we can buy our tablecloth, we must settle on the 
social agreement that the number we assign to the table will represent its length. We have to 
agree on the number of decimal places, the scientific notation and a unit of measurement. 
Numbers are like language in that they aren’t the thing itse f—they’re representative. They’re 
metaphors. Although we talk about lengths like they’re one-to-one descriptions of physical 
objects, as Jones writes, “we cannot define length without already knowing what it is.” In other 
words, we have to understand the metaphors we’re working with.
In the search to understand the physical world, physicists, scientists and non-scientists 
sometimes say that their goal is to “uncover” or “reveal” the truth, like the truth is a shell buried 
in sand, discoverable with the right toy shovel. Instead, scientific discoveries are more relative, 
and they are becoming increasingly difficult to imagine. This is not to say that science tells us 
nothing definite about our world, or that all theories are equal. But understanding the languages 
and metaphors that make up science allows us to reach higher levels of precision, and to add to 
our layers of understanding.
These layers, however, are stacked infinitely deep. There will always be a referent, and 
we will always view the world through human eyes and communicate about it using human 
language. Some question whether it’s even possible, given infinite time, and an escape from 
human limitations, to peel back enough layers to reach a layer of reality that allows us to 
understand and represent the world exactly as it is. As we deconstruct the essential metaphors of 
physics, we must also question whether those metaphors are getting us to ask the right questions,
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or whether they deceive us into thinking that the world can be packaged and sold in neat little 
boxes labelled PHYSICS.
PHYSICS 290-2x
In a dark classroom with black countertop tables, Every Physics Professor sets up the 
lecture demonstration. Students funnel in from calculus, trying to calculate their highest and 
lowest possible midterm grades. Sun-tanned Ultimate Frisbee intramural players follow behind, 
neon discs wedged in their backpack straps. The elective-takers, who are in the course for fun, 
who Everyprofessor calls “the gluttons for punishment,” dash over from the arts building across 
campus. The physics students take their seats.
“Today we’ll talk about light particles,” Everyprofessor announces. “I’ve set up a laser 
and mirror system here that reflects from the back of the wall to the front of the room. Note how 
all you see is a dot on the wall.”
Armed with two chalkboard erasers, Everyprofessor dashes to the back of the room, 
clapping the felt pads together and releasing puffs of white dust that clump in amoeba-like 
clouds and then fall, revealing a shimmering stream of light that writhes as if  flea-infested.
“Woah,” an intramural player comments.
Everyprofessor begins to explain how light reflects off of the chalk particles in the air, 
how the laser’s light particles collide with the chalk and are sent off in all directions, but the 
students are watching the laser beam disappear and thinking about Star Wars and spy movies.
“Can you do that again?” a student—who estimates that he made somewhere between 60 
and 99 percent on his Calculus midterm— asks.
Everyprofessor sighs, and refuels the erasers with a quick swipe on the board. Pacing in 
between the lab tables, Everyprofessor once again reveals the green dashed line of light, and
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students reach out to block sections of the laser with their hands. An art-student-glutton sticks 
her hand in the beam and then fakes pain, holding her hand, mouth open in a silent scream. 
Everyprofessor gives her that look and then continues drawing diagrams that illustrate the wave 
frequency of light.
Later, as Everyprofessor packs up the laser set and mirrors, they wonder whether the 
demonstrations and theoretical ramps and tennis balls they use to represent particles are all 
adding up. Everyprofessor wonders this especially when grading tests. Everyprofessor fears that 
the classroom metaphors are both the only way and the worst way to teach physics, and that they 
simplify concepts that elude imagery.
Everyprofessor has modeled the atom using hula-hoops and bowling balls, has explained 
gravitational waves by equating space time to a stretched blanked, has opened and closed the 
classroom door many times in order to demonstrate force, has pointed to condensation on a glass 
of ice water— all to push every student to see physics on the way to class, to think about the 
rotation of skateboard wheels and the passage of sound waves through dorm room walls.
Realizing that we think in metaphor, communicate in metaphor and that metaphor can 
shape the way we view the world, Everyprofessor uses the tool with caution, knowing that they 
must also equip students to handle changes in metaphor. Everyprofessor bemoans the fact that 
even the common language of physics is laced with ambiguity, and subject-verb necessity 
implies that particles and forces have agency, and could be construed as beings. When describing 
an object “at rest,” Everyprofessor tries to stop students from thinking of objects sleeping on 
their desks. Everyprofessor groans when explaining that “overcoming friction” in physics isn’t 
an act of rebellion but simply a mathematical inequality of forces. Even common words like 
“action,” “energy” and “flow” have multiple meanings, leading to fallacies and pitfalls.
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Particles are not billiard balls, Everyprofessor explains, adding that the model that 
worked in high school is simplified. Everyprofessor invokes the electron cloud and fears that the 
art student is doodling cumulus patterns in her notebook because she can’t stop trying to picture 
it all, and hold the laws of the world in her mind’s eye. Everyprofessor laments this tendency in 
faculty meetings, worrying that thinking of the particle as a mathematical construct is too elusive 
a concept for third-year students.
“I have to give them an image,” Everyprofessor says. “But if  I give them an image, they 
won’t fully understand. But if  I don’t give them an image, they won’t see.”
The Paradox o f  Metaphor
There are two ways to resolve a paradox: “either-or,” or “both-and.” In parsing the phrase 
“This statement is false,” the answer cannot be “either-or,” because if the statement is true then 
it’s not, and if the statement is false then it’s not. So the answer must be “both-and”—the 
statement is both true, and false. Paradoxes force our human minds to occupy multiple states of 
being at the same time, which is both a tricky business and also necessary for getting us to think 
of alternate dimensions, of physical laws unseeable and of answers that don’t conform easily 
with our psychology.
Ultimately, metaphor is a paradox. It is both the thing that brings you closer to true 
meaning and propels you away by being “other.” When humanists and writers use scientific 
phenomenon as metaphors for language or social experience, we succeed in integrating science 
more fully in our world, but we also transform these phenomena into something they’re not— 
making them symbols when we should instead be using mathematical symbols to deconstruct 
their inherent complexity.
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Despite the connection between metaphor, paradox and the thought experiment, 
physicists still fear the metaphor. Rightly so, because language has the power to shape us without 
our knowing. Just as we cannot observe particles without altering their position and direction, we 
cannot observe the cultural influence of language without changing its effect on our society. Due 
to its spiraling, high-velocity change, we cannot observe language in just one moment in time 
because its meaning shifts twenty times over as soon as we try. We can only hold up our 
dictionaries and style manuals as recent relics.
James Clerk Maxwell, in an attempt to crack the electromagnetic field, employed every 
metaphor in his power. Magnetic forces were the currents in water, potential electromagnetic 
energy was a stretched rubber band, electrons became ball bearings, and the whole 
electromagnetic system was a well-oiled machine with gears and wheels like the ones that 
surrounded him during the Industrial Revolution. However, even as he cautioned other scientists 
to beware placing too much credence in their metaphors and reminded them not to forget that 
their metaphors were representations, Maxwell became obsessed with the idea that his 
mathematical “ether,” or the energy transferred from one electromagnetic system to another, 
must be physical and real. He tried to search between planets for proof, but found none.
As a child, Maxwell often looked at toys or machines and asked “what’s the go o’ that?” 
and if the answer didn’t satisfy him, he’d add “what’s the particular go of it?” Despite being 
entrenched in mathematics, Maxwell would later write:
Man requires more. He finds x and y innutritious, Greek and Latin indigestible, and 
undergrads nauseous. He starves while being crammed. He wants man's meat, not college 
pudding. Is truth nowhere but in Mathematics?...Must Nature as well as Revelation be
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examined through canonical spectacles by the dark-lantern of Tradition, and measured 
out by the learned to the unlearned, all second-hand?
Maxwell challenged experts and pulled apart his own models, but was haunted by the demonic 
unidentified variable. In trying to define the soul, he explained that it was like the driver of a 
steam engine pulling levers and determining where the body goes. He wasn’t able to escape his 
machinery and, according to modern physicist Alan Lightman, was “seduced by his own 
metaphor.” While his formulas were substantiated, he replaced the secondary object of the 
metaphor with the thing it originally stood for—the primary object that was supposed to be the 
focus of his studies.
Forgive Maxwell. After all, he was still hugely successful. Maybe science needs people 
like him, theoretical sacrifices that are drawn in by the power of their own metaphors and can 
fully give themselves to their study. Imagine the pure mathematician believing in the reality of 
the algebraic symbol or the imaginary number, whispering in your ear, “you worry about the 
practical application, I’m going to commit to the abstract without reservation.”
The danger with metaphor in physics, in Lightman’s view, is that physicists build the 
world from scratch, discarding any and all assumptions about how mechanics and forces operate. 
Unlike our colloquial metaphors, like “blanket of snow,” where all we have to understand is 
bedding and weather, in physics there’s no referent. The metaphor is in danger of becoming the 
concept. Tell a group of college students that the electron is a ball and they’ll believe you, 
feeling slightly betrayed when they get to higher levels of physics and learn that it’s not.
Lightman reminds us to remember that when we use metaphors in science, “We are blind 
people, imagining what we don’t see.” Yet it’s our only recourse when a blackboard full of 
equations leaves us no closer to understanding the whole, but rather fractures our knowledge into
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indiscernible parts. As Albert Einstein explains, when attempting to imagine concepts like 
relativity, gravity or electromagnetics, “the universe of ideas is just as little independent of the 
nature of our experiences as clothes are on the human body.”
Quantum Suicide/Immortality
In thought experiments, death seems like a rather binary event. Every quantum particle, 
or quark, which makes up the proton, which makes up the atom, has a spin. There is a 50% 
chance the spin will act in a counter-clockwise direction; 50% chance it will act clockwise.
An experimenter who has quite literally dedicated his life to science stands in front of a 
gun. A device is rigged that will go off if  the quark spins clockwise, and will stay jammed if the 
quark spins counter-clockwise. The experimenter’s hands shake as he climbs into a box and lets 
his research coordinator close it up with an unceremonious “been nice knowing you.”
First event. The mechanism whirs, measuring a split-second encounter as the physicist draws his 
knees to his chest and rocks slowly, attempting to squeeze his eyes out of being. The gun moves 
upward on its lever, aimed point-blank at the physicist’s head and he thinks “at least I won’t 
make a mess in this box.” Then the gun clicks off harmlessly.
Second event: The mechanism whirs, the gun 
lifts, the physicist thinks about how tidy his 
death will be, and the gun clicks off harmlessly.
Third event: Whir, Third event: Whir, 
tidying thoughts, tidying thoughts,
gunshot, dead. click.
4th event: 4th event: 
dead. click.
5th: 0 5th: 1
6th: 0 6th: 1 
0 1 
0 1
If there are multiple universes, then the physicist will live forever because he cannot experience 
existence past his own death. If there is only one universe, he will have committed suicide.
Second event: The mechanism whirs, the gun 
lifts, the physicist thinks about how tidy his 
death will be, and the gun fires in a sharp 
report that echoes disturbingly hollow in the 
steel box, while the research assistant sighs.
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Committing to the Abstract
Metaphor in physics, Alexander Haitos and Deborah Streahle write, is “how individuals 
utter what they feel yet cannot say. It is at once an expression of links beyond words and also the 
first step to introducing new elements into linguistic life.” Physics doesn’t just report the facts of 
the world. It is an act of creation. Positioning metaphor as secondary to reality does disservice to 
the possibilities of physics.
When he formulated the theory of general relativity, Albert Einstein revolutionized not 
only his field, but our way of seeing. Einstein stated that time and space are inexorably linked, in 
four dimensions, and came up with the name “spacetime.” Often a stretched blanket is used to 
represent spacetime, and balls of different sizes stand in for planets and stars. The larger the mass 
of the object, the more it stretches the blanket, bending spacetime, and the more objects with 
smaller masses spiral in toward the object with the larger mass. However, physicists today reject 
the blanket metaphor, saying that it ignores time, and misrepresents the “stretching” dimensions.
Nevertheless, Einstein’s findings in general relativity continue to affect us today, whether 
or not we understand the mathematical underpinnings. Before inventors could coordinate 
communication between satellites and newly-designed GPS systems on Earth, they had to 
understand relativity and how time would work in the communication delay. Einstein changed 
our understanding by asserting that the shape of the external world depends on the position of the 
observer, or more simply, that physical objectivity is a myth. His ideas impacted not only 
technology, but literature as well, and the idea of being stuck in subjectivity later sparked James 
Joyce’s Ulysses. Just as Einstein demonstrated that the observer’s position changes the spacetime 
of what is observed, the position of Joyce’s narrator changes the style and delivery of the text, 
deepening the inner consciousness. Einstein and Joyce warn us that we’re caught in the tide of
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our own stream of consciousness, tied up with our own metaphors. It’s like being born on a boat 
in the middle of the sea, with no reference points to speak of—you’ll never be able to tell how 
fast you’re going.
Another strain of General Relativity is, of course, the famous equation E=MC2. The 
fundamental truth led to the realization that a large amount of energy could be produced by a 
small amount of matter. Matter the size of say, an atom, and energy powerful enough to destroy, 
say, the city of Hiroshima.
Einstein didn’t invent the atomic bomb himself, and wasn’t even the first to make the 
connection between his formula and the possibilities for warfare. When the connection was 
pointed out, however, he nodded and signed a letter to Franklin D. Roosevelt that essentially 
encouraged the President to fund the construction of the bomb before the Germans beat him to it. 
General Relativity reached far beyond the world of metaphor in that moment, and no one could 
look back to the moment before the letter was signed and dated, or before “E=MC2” was 
sketched in chalk, to determine whether those two conspiring events were crucial to the bomb’s 
development. Perhaps the steps were already in place, and if not Einstein, it would have been 
another scientist five or ten years down the line. All we can say for certain is that since the box 
has been opened, it can’t be closed again.
Corporeal Choirs
Richard Feynman— science popularizer, theoretical physicist, Nobel Prize winner and 
professor— once gestured to his physics classroom at Cornell University grandly, signaling a 
shift from nuts-and-bolts Feynman to a kind of physics mysticism—the discovery of Secrets of 
the Universe that lends physicists their Power—and the students leaned in to hear his words.
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“It requires a much higher degree of imagination,” Feynman began, “to understand the 
electromagnetic field than to understand invisible angels. ... I speak of the E and B fields and 
wave my arms and you may imagine that I can see them ... [but] I cannot really make a picture 
that is even nearly like the true waves.”
His students swarmed around him after the lecture, requesting that he explain elements of 
electromagnetic waves once again, and asked him what the waves actually did. Feynman 
chuckled, running a hand through his long wavy hair as he cracked jokes about angelic 
electromagnetic waves. “Physics,” he told them, “is like sex: sure, it may give some practical 
results, but that's not why we do it.” He reassured the students that it was okay that they couldn’t 
see the real-life effects of electromagnetic waves yet, and just reminded them to avoid picturing 
angels in the meantime.
Two days later Feynman enters PHYS 290, sets down his materials and stares out at the 
group of students before him. He straightens a pile of papers, collecting notes and adjusting his 
shirt collar before taking roll.
“Jennifer?”
“Here,” she responds.
“Allen?”
“Here.”
Bemused, Feynman notices that a name has been added to his roster, just a first name, 
with a parenthetical (audit) listed beside. He murmurs a complaint about the TA adjusting his 
course list without letting him know, and then calls the name, “Angel?”
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A chorus of harp-heavy vowel-only music haloes down around students and professor in 
response. The air shimmers in every dimension and Feynman feels a sensation like a down 
feather breezing by his cheek, brightening the room’s fluorescent lights to a glow comparable to 
that of a lens flare. Feynman looks up at the rows of desks tiered above him in the auditorium. 
Sitting in between students are actual, visible angels that keep wings tucked in close to 
accommodate flip-up auditorium desks.
The chorus continues in four-part harmony on perfect pitch. Feynman’s face deepens a 
few shades, and he unbuttons another button on his dress shirt.
“Professor Feynman, are you okay?” Jennifer asks.
“I’m perfectly fine,” he responds. “Simply.. .at a loss.”
Gold glowing threads emanate from the angels’ mouths, forming equations to answer 
Feynman’s questions before he even begins the lecture. Their robes extend beyond probable 
length, forming a white baby-skin scented silk carpet that the late students entering the classroom 
slip on in droves, dominoing onto the floor in clumps of backpacks and legal pads, and 
scrambling to get up like they’re sliding on greased roller skates.
The auditorium is filling up quickly, and Feynman just lectures, doing his best to ignore 
the emotional epiphany of a student in the back row who believes he has recognized a long-dead 
grandmother. Surrounded by dove-wing fluttering, haloes that emit a slight ringing sound and 
ruffled religious studies students muttering about pervasive cultural depictions, Feynman 
teaches. He fills the chalkboard with proofs of Newtonian mechanics, trying to convince his 
students that the reasoning behind these fundamentals matters, that physics is not plug-and-chug 
science. At the same time, he must convince the angels that mathematics exists not only in the 
abstract, and that it led Newton to the conclusion that a force in motion will remain in motion
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unless acted on by an equal or opposite force. For angels, who float everywhere and who have 
almost forgotten the hard-and-fast physicality of their human existence, the application is 
difficult.
After class, the angels accompany Feynman through the hallways of Cornell. He is 
disconcerted because they don’t ask questions, but merely hover and glow around him. He 
wonders if  his fellow faculty members are jealous of his angel entourage. The angels follow him 
to the lounge, and stay in his office past office hours, refusing to leave or speak English.
Eventually Feynman looks up from his work and turns to the host of angels in his office. 
“Why are you here?” he asks. The angels sing a major chord. Feynman gives up asking, and 
decides to talk until the angels get what they came for.
He starts talking about his life, about growing up in Queens and his days at MIT in the 
fraternities. When he reaches his time with the Manhattan project, the angels ruffle their feathers 
and golden threads spool out of their mouths in the shape of the Bethe-Feynman formula.
“You know my work, then,” Feynman says, jokingly. “Yes, I developed that formula so 
that we knew exactly how much energy a fission bomb would release. Built off of the work of 
Robert Serber before me, and Einstein before him.”
The angels stop emitting golden threads, their song suddenly silenced.
“People ask how I really feel about the atomic bomb, and I usually say that I don’t look 
back and moralize or paint that whole chapter of my life with regret.” A perfectly shaped feather 
is loosened from the wing of an angel, and it floats onto his desk, where he studies it before 
continuing, “You’re not satisfied with that answer, I suppose. I don’t know whether angels are 
regret-free.”
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Feynman rests a finger on his upper lip before muttering, “I was the only one who saw 
the bomb. In Los Alamos, I mean.” The angels nod. “I had a whole team of students working 
under me, and we ran a series of calculations. They fed reels of punchcards into IBM machines 
on sequential loops, trying to fix problems as they went so we wouldn’t lose time, so we 
wouldn’t miss our deadline. I was only 24. I was driving back and forth from the test site to the 
hospital, because my wife was sick.
“I borrowed a car from my friend, Klaus Fuchs so that I could drive back and forth. In the 
computer room we worked in, everything was locked, secured, confidential or sealed off. 
Between that and those bare white hospital walls, I felt trapped. So I started pulling pranks. I 
figured out how to crack safes. It began with the easy ones that were still on factory default.
Then I started on the easy date passcodes. A lot of them were locked with 27-18-28, based on the 
natural logarithm e. I wrote up all these puzzles and coded notes and left them in the safes. The 
other researchers began suspecting spies. Later on the FBI asked Klaus who might be a double 
agent there, and he named me. Actually, the agent was Klaus. I’d borrowed a spy’s car and 
stirred up confusion and distraction for him. That earned me a whole file with the FBI that I’m 
honestly pretty proud of.”
Reaching his reason for talking to the angels, Feynman continues, “In the whirr of the 
computer room, while these young kids, top of their high school class in mathematics, while they 
were running around with stacks of color-coded punch cards, telling me to leave them alone so 
they could keep all the paths straight, they sent a guy in. Some guy who walked up to me and 
whispered in my ear that my wife was dying and I ’d better get there soon. Leukemia.
“I remember,” he says, as the angels fold their wings patiently, “how we’d come up with 
experiments to pass the time in the hospital room. I wanted to see whether humans could do what
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bloodhounds could do. So I’d leave the room and give my wife a stack of books that had been 
sitting there and say, open one and touch it. Then I’d come back in, smell them all, and pick out 
the one she’d touched. Humans have a fresh, soft smell—not musty and sharp like the unopened 
books. I got pretty good at it too. Did it with Coke bottles, some clothes.”
The angels adjust their golden cords, looking at Feynman expectantly as he recognizes 
their glance. “That’s not it,” he says, searching, and the self-assured physicist pauses. “I was with 
her four hours before she died. Then I had to go back, because they called me back for the test.
So I got on a plane. Flew back to Los Alamos just in time—they wouldn’t even allow me to go 
up to my room. Just handed me a pair of dark glasses.”
On the test site, as soon as Feynman slipped the glasses on, he realized he wouldn’t be 
able to see a thing through the thick dark lenses. Unafraid of the bright light, he slipped in a truck 
so that the windshield would block the ultraviolet radiation. The flash of light was sudden and 
unbearable to look at, and Feynman shielded his eyes behind the dashboard. A purple, dot- 
specked puddle holographed on the floor of the truck—the afterimage. He sat up in time to see a 
cloud lit from within, expanding outward, neon yellow gas spilling out and fracturing the cloud 
as if it was bursting at the seams. Black vapor pillared in the center, forming a column pointed 
toward the sky that fed into the larger cloud, which flattened and contracted. An orange fire 
burned as plumes of smoke began to take over and reduced the show into the murky, ashy after 
effects of fire.
“I was the only person,” he says, “as far as I know, to see it unaltered, in the moment. Is 
that what you came for?” The angels are silent, unused to explaining themselves. Feynman stops 
talking, and stares out the office window, still thinking about how collaborative the project was, 
how the blame was spread between all the physicists and engineers gathered there. His idols
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were implicated too: Niels Bohr and Robert Oppenheimer. The sites were spread across the 
country, the technology developed in secret pieces so that nearly no one understood the whole. 
Even his formula is still considered secret intelligence.
He might just as well have asked his class to imagine the definite origin of the atomic 
bomb rather than electromagnetic waves. Guilt is difficult to locate in bent spacetime—it’s 
warped and stretched, and Feynman’s own life is inexorably tied to the Manhattan Project. 
Events blur in his memory, and the Trinity Test is now linked, in his own subjective experience, 
to the death of his wife. Bringing up the Germans, or the other scientists involved, or the 
insignificance of his contribution shifts the conversation away from the fact that he was there, 
that he contributed, that he was a part of that neon orange cloud that spilled outward over 
everything, and whose radiation still leaks out over Japan.
Oppenheimer once wrote in reference to the bomb that “In some sort of crude sense, 
which no vulgarity, no humor, no overstatement can quite extinguish, the physicists have known 
sin.” Being on the project meant breaking down a wall between physics and history, and this 
time the breakdown did not symbolize connection, but transgression. The danger of the 
Manhattan metaphor was the illusion that what they completed could be constrained to last 
resort, could be kept in the realm of theoretical physics, could be controlled. They constructed 
walls to delay consideration of the devastation that could result from the project. Physicists 
encased themselves in laboratories and computer rooms across the country.
On August 6, 1945, those walls were revealed to be a transparent fiction. On that day, no 
American could remove their humanity from the equation.
A year after his wife’s death, Feynman wrote her a letter. “Please excuse my not mailing 
this,” he wrote, “but I do not know your new address.” Above the signature he wrote two
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sentences: “I love my wife. My wife is dead.” It sounds like the beginning of a thought 
experiment, but there’s no paradox to solve.
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Stuffed Microbes
In September of 2016, millions of honeybees in South Carolina were killed in the name 
of proactive protection against Zika. Apparently the officials in Dorchester County decided that 
the threat of mosquitos carrying Zika warranted a full chemical spray, and with a prop plane, 
they coated the skies with a fine mist of Naled, a chemical insecticide. Particles of the chemical 
remained in the air, lighting on mosquitos and sending a flurry of messages to the neurons in 
their brains. The toxin—which in larger doses works the same way as the nerve gases used in 
World War II— over-stimulated the insects’ muscles, triggering whole-body spasms. Naled 
successfully killed millions of mosquitos in South Carolina, but as it drifted over backyards and 
farmland, it also killed over 2.5 million bees in the area. Local beekeepers woke to a strange 
silence, an absence of the customary daily buzzing, and to yellow and black carcasses lying 
lifeless on hexagonal honeycomb.
While trying to save pregnant women and unborn infants—those placed most at risk by 
Zika—the officials also accidentally damaged the livelihoods of South Carolinian beekeepers. 
The county administrator, Jason Ward, only responded passively, “I am not pleased that so many 
bees were killed.” He refused to take responsibility, and argued that the county sent out a press 
release and called beekeepers in the area, warning them to cover their hives. But some 
beekeepers weren’t called, some didn’t have enough time to fully protect their hives, and others 
pointed out that the recommended precautions could only do so much, since Naled could enter 
water or food supplies. The officials also misjudged the bees’ active hours, scheduling the spray 
for 6:30a m , when bees rise at dawn.
Biologists say that the beekeepers’ outcry wasn’t an overreaction, since Naled could 
affect wild bee populations as well, which have recently declined drastically. Bees don’t only
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support the lives of their keepers. They’re key pollinators that fertilize eighty percent of 
American crops, contributing to the growth of a third of the American diet. Yet in fear of a 
microscopic virus, we choose to kill this link between animal and vegetable in droves. The CDC 
report on Naled is full of reassurances that the chemical is harmless for humans, but it doesn’t 
mention the wider effects on the ecosystem, and the indirect ways that Naled can harm us. All 
too often we trade immediate defensive action for long-term ecological cost.
Fear rages on both sides: fear that we’ll let a potentially deadly disease run rampant, and 
fear that we’ll affect the environment in a way that can’t be repaired. In many ways, we still 
think of our relationship with other organisms as an active war or a tenuous peace. But bee 
carcasses scattered on the battlefield in our backyards can only be considered casualties if we 
forget our ongoing relationship with them.
The story, unfortunately, is an old one. For example, in India the tiger was originally 
revered and worshipped. Standing with its tail raised and teeth bared, the tiger was inscribed in 
lead on the back of early Indian currency. Since 2500 BCE, tigers were featured in paintings, 
included in royal seals, and placed beside the gods in Indian myths. The ruler Tipu Sultan carried 
a banner into battle that read “the tiger is God.” But all the attention given to tigers also sparked 
a tradition: tiger hunting. Indians began killing tigers to show prowess and ensure prosperity, and 
when a rash of safaris began in the 16th century, the tiger hunt also became a noble pastime, 
stacks of pelts signifying status. As Sharon Guynup writes in her history of tiger hunting, instead 
o f divine, royal creatures, tigers were described as bloodthirsty animals with “an unquenchable 
desire for human flesh” in order to justify the sport. Tiger killing was seen as service for the 
Indian states, not the destruction of a cultural symbol.
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Colonization made it worse, as it often does. British dignitaries took up the tradition in 
order to prove their hunting skills to the Indians, and they thought of a successful tiger kill as 
representative of the defeat of an Indian ruler. Tiger hunting became a pre-cursor to conquering 
and colonizing, and King George V himself travelled to India and bagged 39 tigers in just over a 
week. Another colonel killed over 300 tigers— adding to the grand total of 80,000 killed in just a 
50-year period between 1875 to 1925. Populations dropped, and because of the tradition, the 
tiger became endangered.
Our view of microbes, those single-celled creatures that are the oldest form of life, has 
followed the same pattern. First, we admired and idolized them. Then we realized their power, 
and began to fear and destroy them. Now we’ve struck a balance between admiration and fear, 
and have moved toward understanding the role microbes play in the ecosystem. W e’ve 
personified microbes as tiny creatures, harmful invaders, and helpful disease-fighters, but each of 
these personifications fails to encompass the diversity of microbes: the viruses, bacteria, fungi 
and protozoa that take up residence in humans and animals alike.
As the headlines about Zika roll in, I consider what role the tiny yarn-ball-like virus plays 
in our understanding of microbes. I try to filter out articles that seem more intent on inciting fear 
than improving understanding. While thinking about how to change the narrative around Zika, I 
consider how my own personification of microbes has changed, and seek out the time when I 
finally saw them as more than just the green “germs” depicted on hand-washing posters at my 
elementary school. The shift in my own mind began in my university cafeteria, with a nurse-in- 
training.
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As I stuff honey-mustard drenched salad into my mouth, my friend Megan, the nursing 
major, demonstrates the movement of microbes. Her fingers skitter by my plate as she puffs 
bursts of air, mimicking the sound the microbe might make when swimming through freshwater, 
if  we were able to hear an organism that tiny. Megan and I are gathered in the cafeteria at 
Western Carolina with our friend Lindsey, who is also patiently listening to a re-hash of Megan’s 
microbiology lecture.
“Well that’s paramecium,” Megan says, flaring her fingernails like they’re cilia. She 
explains that paramecium use the tiny hair-like cilia to move by displacing the liquid around 
them. “It’s like they’re canoes with hundreds of little tiny oars,” she adds. Next Megan whips her 
palm back and forth, disturbing our silverware with a clatter.
“What’s that?” I ask absent-mindedly, hoping that I’m not stuffing it into my mouth.
“Salmonella,” she says in between whooshing noises. Lindsey wrinkles her nose, looking 
at me with the lost hope that I’ll end this lesson before the details get too gruesome. I stop 
chewing briefly but then shrug and take another bite.
Megan continues on, unfazed, wagging her fingers in demonstration. “This is a flagellum. 
It’s like a little tail that spins and propels the body of the cell. Like a tiny motor.” Megan flicks 
flame red hair back with her fingernails, intent on educating me and Lindsey on the full range of 
blobs, cylinders and corkscrews that live in our food and do the backstroke in our stomachs.
“That’s an upgrade from the paramecium, then. Motors instead of oars,” I say as I cut my 
porkchop.
“Gross,” adds Lindsey astutely, as she checks her chicken for pink spots.
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“Well you don’t just get microbes from your food, you know.” Megan laughs at 
Lindsey’s concern and points to a red cut near her fingernail, explaining how microbes enter and 
exit the body.
We poke fun at the noises and gestures Megan invents to remember her microbiology 
lectures, but as the weeks progress, and more and more microbes are added to the routine, I grow 
fascinated by the differences in their locomotion and shape. We explore the algae present in 
brackish water, look at the lining of the lungs to see cilia clearing out mucus, and invent a game 
where we try to guess whether Megan’s radiating jazz hands represent fungi or bacteria. As she 
walks us through a fraction of the organisms that take up residence in humans, the ecosystem of 
my own body begins to take shape, and its population is overwhelming. I’m used to picturing 
microbes floating in a petri dish, isolated, but that’s far from their usual habitat. I still fail to 
understand how flexible and variable the tiny organisms can be.
In her book On Immunity, Eula Biss recalls the time her son came home and said, “We 
talked about germs in school.” As her son explains that germs make you sick, and that they’re 
the reason why he has to wash his hands, Biss realizes that her own knowledge o f  “germs” 
doesn’t extend much further. “The conversation ended there,” Biss writes, “in part because my 
two-year-old had, in the span of a few simple sentences, completely articulated my entire 
knowledge of infectious agents.” Megan exhausted mine in a few minutes in our first post­
microbiology conversation. Yet I also felt my nose scrunch in disgust, almost instinctually. I 
wanted to keep thinking about microbes as trapped in petri dishes, not collected in a zoo in my 
stomach.
When microbes were first observed in the late 1600s, scientists marveled at the tiny 
creatures that could only be seen through the lens of a microscope. Eyes strained to see orbs and
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cylinders dash through test tubes filled with blood, or brackish water, and because they looked so 
like little lively animals, scientists gave them the Latin name “animalcules.” Those early 
scientists were more like naturalists than doctors, because back then, it was absurd to think that 
creatures invisible to the naked eye could make a person cough blood. Only later would that idea 
change the way scientists looked at the bobbing, spiraling and merging jellied blobs.
As I watched Megan dance the microbe beat, I realized that like those early scientists, I 
still had to divorce sickness from microbes in order to keep up my fascination. When Megan 
mentioned a virus, I first thought of days nestled in blankets, mucus pouring out of all my 
orifices as I crouch over a bucket. I couldn’t think of microbes without feeling vulnerable. As she 
described skin-burrowing parasites that lurk in lake water, Megan cast a horrific pallor over 
family lake trips I took in previous summers. Now that we know their power, we can’t gaze at 
microbes in the same way as those early biologists.
After her first microbiology lab, Megan models the scraping method the students used to 
collect samples from the inside of their cheeks and noses. “W e’re going to culture our own 
bacteria, and see what grows,” she says, and jitters at the thought of the next week, when they’ll 
observe their own microbial tenants under the microscope.
A week later, when the results come in, Megan’s surprised to see the purple, grape-like 
clusters of Staphylococcus aureus through her lens. As soon as I meet up with her and Lindsey at 
the bottom of the cafeteria steps, Megan taps the side of her nose and tells me with a smile, “I 
have Staph!”
“You have a Staph infection?” I ask, concerned and also ready to back up a few feet.
“No, just in my nose,” she says proudly.
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As I pry further, I learn that Megan’s not beset by boils, or rashes, or suffering the effects 
of food poisoning. She explains that people can carry the bacteria, which is most often found in 
the nose and mouth, without getting the infection. A quarter of the population walks around with 
the same grape clusters of bacteria, often unaware and unaffected. Megan, who’s the next nurse- 
to-be in a long line of health professionals, probably had the bacteria passed to her from her 
grandmother or aunt.
“I was the only one in the lab who had Staph bacteria,” she said, “the TA was 
impressed.” I laugh at Megan’s pride in her bacteria nose colony, and I’m reminded of the first 
time I visited her room in our dorm.
As part of a first-year program, I was assigned to be Megan’s upperclass mentor. On 
move-in day, we agreed to meet on the first floor of our dorm so that I could show her around 
campus. As soon as I approached, she announced, “Good, my mentor is here,” and hastily said 
goodbye to her family members.
“Don’t you want to—” I began, looking at her parents, but she interrupted me.
“Nope. Let’s go!”
I walked her around campus, showing her where her classes would be and taking her to 
get textbooks. She immediately asked me what professors were like, whether I had a tattoo and if 
I was dating anyone, poking and prying information out of me. To honor our shared name, we 
called ourselves the Megan Mentoring Team. I didn’t quite know what to make of her, but as we 
parted ways at the dorm, I invited her to dinner with me and my roommate.
When Lindsey and I knocked on her door the next day, Megan immediately swung it 
open wide, standing proud in a brown polka-dot bra with pink lace and matching underpants.
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“Do you still want to go to dinner?” I stammered, staring pointedly at the wall behind her.
“Sure!” she responded, in her three-vowel Appalachian drawl. As soon as she shut the 
door to grab jeans and a t-shirt, Lindsey and I exchanged a wide-mouthed look of shock, then 
turned away to muffle our laughter. Yet as Megan re-opened the door, fully dressed and 
beaming, I couldn’t help but admire her.
As Lindsey and I spent more and more time around Megan, we learned that her 
exhibitionism wasn’t an isolated incident. She inherited Staph in place of modesty, and she 
opened up conversations that I would have never ventured on my own. I knew the size and 
crookedness of her boyfriend’s penis, the results of her latest bowel movements, and the 
effectiveness of her medication. She stripped away social protocol and revealed the absurdities of 
the body, but also the absurdity of our guardedness. Slowly I began to share my own organic 
quirks: how my jaw popped constantly, the weird clicking noise my throat made when I leaned 
back, and a diaphragm that cursed me with frequent hiccups. Megan examined our odd rashes, 
and felt our throats when we were sick. Truly, we had our own nurse-in-training, though I drew a 
firm line when she offered to tweeze the hairs that grew out of the birthmark on my shoulder.
Megan managed to simultaneously reveal my timidity about my body and my ignorance 
of the microbes that lived there. I realized that the two were intertwined: I failed to talk about my 
body because I didn’t know, and I didn’t know because my fear of biological invaders kept me 
from seeking out the information. I used the five-second rule, and I would drop a piece of food 
on the floor, pick it up, blow off the dirt, mention the rule to anyone listening and then eat it.
When Megan cringed and launched into an explanation of why the “rule” is a myth, I 
would smile and admit, “I don’t care.” I wanted to have my germs and eat them too, unaware of 
what I was really stuffing into my mouth. My microbial ignorance was freeing. It let me kiss
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with abandon and strew tissues about my dorm room without worry. Yet Megan’s persistent 
charades and excitement made me think I was missing something.
One day in the cafeteria, I caught Megan staring into her water glass after a study session, 
seemingly lost. When I asked her what she was looking at, she slowly lifted her head, looked me 
dead in the eye and answered “I was looking at the ice cubes in this glass and thinking that they 
looked a lot like amino acids in interstitial fluid.” She deadpanned, “and then I thought about 
how I’m going to kill myself.”
I looked at her, momentarily concerned, and then she began laughing and I could tell that 
she was in the crazy stage of the study process, her thoughts consumed by the parts of the cell 
and the movements of protozoa. She had just spent four hours prepping for an exam with 
multicolored index cards, hand-drawn diagrams and textbooks scattered in a circle around her as 
she sprawled on her rug and obsessively whispered words ending in -ium and -zyme.
I’d spent too much time with my own index cards, trying to memorize the causes and 
symptoms of all the STDs for my Human Sexuality course. We needed a break before we 
became muttering mad-haired scientists, so we jumped in the car and picked a direction, letting 
our minds stretch away from the cramped quarters of dorms and classrooms, and letting study- 
related guilt slide off us like a solvent leaves a semipermeable membrane in osmosis.
We headed as far west in North Carolina as we could, and reached Cashiers. The town 
was nearly empty, but we peeked into the touristy shops, turning down overpriced 
monogrammed necklaces and Vera Bradley bags. We played house, choosing homemade oak 
furniture to fill our imaginary summer mountain home with a Blue-Ridge-overlooking
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wraparound porch, rocking chairs and fireplace. Her animal prints clashed with my geometric 
mission furniture, but we made compromises.
A small toy store was tucked in between a line of shops. As soon as we entered, Megan 
picked up a puppet from the window and gave it a voice, her day care experience bleeding into 
her interaction with me. We worked our way to the back of the store, and while I was examining 
a set of Jacob’s ladders, I heard a slight shriek. I turned around to see Megan cradling a strangely 
shaped stuffed animal in her arms.
“Look, it’s E. Coli!” she said, with more excitement than anyone should have for an 
intestinal tract bacterium. She cuddled the brown football-shaped stuffed microbe, the yarn 
strands of its flagella draped over her freckled arm. Two black glassy eyes stared at me as she 
searched the sale rack and found Salmonella typhimurium, Helibactor pylori and Staphylococcus 
aureus.
Over the next few months, Megan’s collection of stuffed microbes would quadruple, to 
the point where I’d joke that if  there were to be a classroom demonstration, her comforter could 
be the stomach lining containing the most representative and equally diverse gut microbial 
community ever observed. Streptococcus pneumonia, a bright pink blob, peered through the slats 
of her railing with hooded eyes, and the yellow snowman-shaped MRSA leaned against her 
pillows, its “superbug” cape— a reminder of its skill at resisting antibiotics—lovingly arranged. 
Megan’s fuzzy, multicolored colony stared out at me with glassy eyes from the top of her lofted 
bed, and I couldn’t decide whether the whole assemblage was cute or creepy.
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I was sitting on Megan’s futon watching The Twilight Zone and trying to come up with an 
idea for a verse assignment for my poetry course, when I saw penicillin, the new stuffed microbe 
she had ordered, leaning against her desk and suddenly got an idea. “Can I borrow this?” I asked.
Megan looked at me, puzzled, and then nodded. I rushed downstairs and drafted a poem, 
in the terza rima form, about penicillin, personifying it as a tap dancer smashing away disease: 
“Flap heel spank toe-tip leap / to syphilis, bye to / the coiled spirochete.”
The poem was silly and some of the chain rhymes simplistic, but when I showed the 
piece to Megan, she immediately squealed, delighted that I had engaged with one of her 
passions. My way of access was personification, a mix of biology, dance and poetry that at least 
advanced my mental image of microbes beyond the isolated petri dish creatures, or the tiny red­
eyed green monsters from hygiene posters.
Alexander Fleming also engaged with microbes through art, although he’s much more 
famous for discovering penicillin by accident. After he found a strange fungus growing on 
contaminated petri dishes he had clumsily stacked in the corner of his cluttered lab, Fleming 
peered closer and saw that the fungus had killed the surrounding staphylococci colonies. “That’s 
funny,” he muttered to himself. He examined the fungus and cultivated it, finding that it could 
kill other microbes, including those that caused scarlet fever, pneumonia and gonorrhea.
Fleming wasn’t aware that his discovery marked the beginning of antibiotic development, 
and he actually theorized that penicillin would be too slow-acting and weak to survive in the 
human body long enough to cure disease. As he began to abandon the project, he turned to a 
rather unconventional form of art. Fleming used the lab techniques he gained culturing bacteria 
to create petri-dish art, painstakingly creating each “germ painting” by choosing the correctly- 
colored microbes like swatches from a palette, and arranging them in a pool of gelatinous agar,
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which would allow the bacteria to feed and grow. He positioned the bacteria using a “loop,” a 
slender, scalpel-like tool with a ring of wire instead of a blade, arranging them in the shape of 
fighting stick figures, or a mother nursing a baby, or a uniformed soldier. Growing the image 
required careful timing, and Fleming worked out when to “inoculate,” or feed, each type of 
bacteria so that they would be the right size for the image at the same time.
However, when Fleming finally showcased his work at St. Mary’s, the hospital where he 
worked with syphilis patients, few were impressed. The Queen had just arrived for an official 
royal visit, and Fleming showed his art to her proudly. She was not interested in Fleming’s 
microbial pointillism. Observers said that Queen Mary “hurried past it, even though it included a 
patriotic rendition of the Union Jack in bacteria.” Not all are microbial art appreciators, it’s fair 
to say. I imagine that Fleming was slightly deflated by that encounter, but the Queen was 
probably more interested in the status of the patients suffering from a disease that was, at the 
time, incurable and potentially fatal. Fleming found that aesthetics would never conquer fear 
when it came to microbes. The empathetic impulse to cringe at even the mention of boils and 
blisters, along with the more basic biology of disgust, is simply too strong. Disgust serves an 
evolutionary function, preventing us from eating spoiled food, or pooping where we sleep. Why 
should we build up resistance to disgust? And what can the microbial world offer us in return?
In 1876, when Robert Koch found the microbe responsible for the anthrax that broke out 
in cows, other scientists also began to make definite connections between animalcules and 
common diseases. Instead of admiring the microscopic creatures, we began to fear them, and 
tried to cleanse ourselves of them completely. Germ theory led to a hand-washing crusade 
among medical professionals and patients, implementation of pasteurization processes that killed
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disease-spreading bacteria, and sterilization of instruments used in surgery, which brought down 
infection rates immediately. Because cleanliness was associated with the home, women were 
able to gain a foothold in social education by leading the hygiene movement, and they later used 
it as a stepping stone to enter politics since it proved that they had as much power and drive to 
change cultural consciousness as men.
Exploding outward over the course of the next century, handwashing and sterilization 
became more than good practices—they became mandatory. Megan once described teaching 
children to wash their hands from her work in daycare, practicing a short song set to the tune of 
“Row Your Boat” to help them remember to scrub until the germs were gone. Kids would crowd 
the bathroom, standing on stools positioned in front of the sinks, singing off-key and in a 
discordant round, “Wash, wash, wash your hands. Soap will make them clean. Scrub the germs 
‘til they fall off. Germs go down the drain.”
Megan admitted that the song didn’t capture the way germs actually worked, and that it 
taught kids from an early age that microbes were “bad things” that had to be removed, but she 
would also shrug and say, “You have to get them to wash their hands somehow.” Ever the 
practical nurse, she placed healthy behavior above understanding, recognizing that sometimes 
you have to do what it takes to place the patient on the track to health. That practice, however, 
creates a gulf between patients and healthcare professionals, who grow out of the disgust model 
of germs faster than anyone else. Megan, often enough, didn’t admit that the pressure of hygiene 
and cleanliness promoted by her healthcare ancestors was successful mainly because humans are 
already programmed to feel disgust, and we just learned to associate it with people not washing 
their hands, or a person sneezing into someone else’s mouth. And sometimes she realized it, but 
thought it was much more entertaining to ignore the disgust of others completely.
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One of the benefits to being friends with Megan was getting to watch new people 
experience her complete lack of disgust for the first time. “I talk like this to my nursing friends 
and no one blinks an eye,” Megan said. “But y’all think it’s weird for some reason.”
One evening Lindsey made the mistake of inviting a theater friend to sit with us during 
our microbiology-themed dinner on the day Megan learned about intestinal parasites. He chewed 
mechanically for a while as she described the pinworm, which lives in the small intestine before 
travelling to the anus to deposit eggs in the skin folds.
“They don’t really cause any noticeable symptoms, so you could have pinworms for 
years and not know it! And the eggs they lay can be transmitted through the air, so you could 
also swallow them without realizing,” she said with enthusiasm.
Lindsey’s friend stared, his fork halfway to his mouth as he contemplated whether or not 
he should try to finish chewing. Megan moved on to tapeworms, oblivious or possibly amused 
by the one person at the table whose face was reduced to a pucker. Lindsey and I carried on, 
inculcated by Megan’s daily microbiology lectures and easily able to separate our personal 
digestion from the public digestion discussion. In contrast, Megan was simply too fascinated to 
pause, hoping that she could pass on her knowledge of the body to someone new.
He never sat with us again.
Later that year, the three of us were hanging out in the dorm one day when Megan 
suddenly felt her chest vibrating, and her heart beating in short quick bursts. Her sentences 
trailed off as she stopped to regain her breath. She looked at me, with one hand on her chest and 
a strange expression.
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“Maybe I should get this checked out,” she conceded. Lindsey was parked next to the 
building, so she drove all of us to the emergency care facility just down the valley. The staff 
there took her pulse, asked a few questions and then discharged her, saying that it was likely an 
anxiety attack. If her heart was still beating faster than normal that night, the Physician Assistant 
told her to go to the ER.
Lindsey and I took her back to campus and monitored her, wrapping her up in a zebra 
fleece blanket and bringing up soup and Gatorade to her dorm room. She put away her textbooks 
and pulled her The Twilight Zone box set, ready to settle in to the familiar beats of shows she’d 
seen dozens of times. Lindsey and I went to the adjoining suite to play Mass Effect, circling back 
to check on her every thirty minutes, at which point Megan would wave as if to say should I  get 
a baby monitor fo r  y ’all? At nearly midnight, Megan walked through the bathroom to Lindsey’s 
room and stood in the doorway, steadying herself with one hand on the metal frame.
“Guys, my heart’s beating fast again,” she said.
I did my best to feel her pulse, fingers searching for a hollow space along the ridge of the 
windpipe, where the carotid artery throbs through the skin. My fingertips shook slightly, and all I 
knew that her pulse seemed erratic, seemed dangerously fast. The skin bulged against the pad of 
my index finger, the rhythm like an engine failing to start. Lindsey and Megan both looked to 
me, and I realized with a shock that they were waiting. On a Sunday night, three college girls in 
pajamas forgot homework for a concern we didn’t think would be realized. Lindsey adjusted her 
glasses, brushing her hands against her sweatpants repeatedly, waiting.
“Let’s go to the emergency room,” I said.
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When the nurse called her back to the emergency room to be examined, Megan asked me 
to come with her, and Lindsey apologized but asked to stay in the waiting room, because of bad 
associations she had with the smell of disinfectant and the shine of needles. I walked back, 
through the maze of desks and nurse’s stations and cots, and past the room that was mostly filled 
with health professionals, but where a couple patients reclined, ensconced by full-length white 
curtains. The nurse on duty gave Megan a hospital gown and a pair of no-slip socks. Megan let 
him know right away that she was a nursing student, her way of both establishing a connection 
with another nurse and also signaling to him that she would take no shit.
As soon as he left, Megan pulled off her top and unhooked her bra, and I laughed to 
myself because I now thought of her direct, no-nonsense way of changing as a part of who she 
was—unlike my own habit of minimizing my exposure, of covering myself with a towel or doing 
an awkward choreographed twist so I could change without exposing myself.
“Can you help me with this?” Megan asked, holding the thin cloth gown in front of her. I 
threaded her arms through the sleeves, pulling the open back together and knotting the twill tape 
ties in the back, closing the gap over her Cheshire Cat tattoo and freckled shoulders.
“All ready,” I said, and she smiled in return.
Another nurse came in and strapped a blood pressure cuff to Megan’s arm, inflating it 
until the neoprene bladder tightened around muscle, dial spinning to its mark. The nurse asked a 
few questions, narrowing down the possibilities, and then retreated, leaving the two of us in the 
room, waiting. I looked around and joked about spending a fun Sunday night in the ER, and 
Megan returned that hopefully she’d get to spend more time working on the other side.
“Maybe I should have shaved my legs this morning,” she said, looking down at the black 
stubble that the knee-length hospital gown revealed.
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“I don’t think they much care,” I said, “would you?”
“No, probably not,” she said, laughing.
“Has this ever happened before?”
“I’ve had some fast heartbeats, but usually it goes away. It lasted longer this time.”
“Hopefully they’ll find out what caused it.”
“Probably not for sure. It’s the ER. I’ll have to see my GP next time I can.” Megan 
looked at me, and must have seen me press my lips together. She folded the hem of her blanket 
and smiled goofily at me in reassurance.
I relaxed a little, and turned the conversation to the caps-lock scream of a poster on drug 
addiction. “Going a bit overboard with three exclamation marks, aren’t they?”
“Could’ve done just the one, you’re right,” she said.
As I looked around at the tubes and arresting sterilized gleam of the trauma room, I 
remembered walking down a hospital hallway at age nine in a gown and surgical cap, enveloped 
by the piercing smell of disinfectants. I was only there for a low-risk outpatient surgery on my 
mouth, but the disorientation of counting up from one to three while surrounded by busy 
surgeons and nurses, then suddenly waking up alone in a darkened, empty room still lingered, 
and tinged my interactions in hospitals with confusion and burgeoning worry. Megan’s casual 
interest and Lindsey’s distancing fear both made sense.
When the nurse finally returned, he handed Megan a cup with high-dosage pain relievers 
and a cup of water, and let her know that she was fine to go home. Though the staff wasn’t 
exactly sure what had caused the high heartbeat, she was in the safe range and, according to 
another reading, it had gone down during the wait. He prescribed a long night’s sleep and the 
next day off of classes.
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We drove back through Sylva, up the road that curved through the mountains, now dark 
and speckled with house lights. Rock faces creased by rain runoff pressed in on us as we 
threaded through the valley along the highway. In the rear-view mirror, Megan stretched out in 
the back seat, yawning and pulling at her hospital bracelet. She’d be in scrubs not long from 
then, and I remembered the common saying that “doctors make the worst patients.” At the time, I 
simply hoped that she wouldn’t have to be a patient at all, but now I wonder why that’s often 
proven true. Why is it that the patients who know the most about what is happening to them are 
also the worst at dealing with it?
In a study conducted by Peter Ubel, Andrea Angott and Brian Zikmund-Fisher, doctors 
were first asked to choose a treatment option for a hypothetical patient with colon cancer, and 
were then asked to imagine themselves as the patient and choose again. The doctors tended to 
choose the less risky option with more side effects for the patient, while picking the treatment 
with a higher death rate but fewer side effects for themselves. Faced with the immediacy of 
infections and invasive, painful surgery, the doctors ignored probability and saved themselves 
from the added pain. It was much easier to consider the patient’s situation from a rational 
perspective, without having to imagine long periods of unconsciousness and bloody stool.
As Eric Manheimer writes in his article about the time he contracted throat cancer and 
shifted from the doctor to patient role, “when it comes to their own health, doctors are as 
irrational as everyone else.” Manheimer explains:
For my doctors, it was all about the numbers, the staging of my cancer, my loss of weight 
and strength. For me, too, it was about the numbers: the six feedings I pushed through the 
syringe into the plastic tube in my stomach every day; the number of steps I could take by
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myself; how many hours I had to wait before I could grind up the pill that allowed me to 
slip into unconsciousness.
For Manheimer, illness became experience, and he understood how patients with a chance to live 
could choose to forgo more hours of body-wracking chemo, and how the body could rebel 
against odds and percentages. Before Eric Manheimer saw his world “progressively shrinking to 
a small, sterile, asteroidal universe between the interminable nausea and the chemobrain that left 
my head both empty and feverish,” he had only biological knowledge of cancer— of mutations 
causing human cells to divide beyond control— and secondhand descriptions of its pain scribbled 
as numbers ranked from 1 to 10 on patient charts.
Perhaps part of the reason why people who work in healthcare make bad patients is the 
fact that they must come to terms with their bodies as both biological and emotional truths. It is 
no longer possible to separate empathy from reason, or divorce microbial understanding from the 
life-size disease. The metaphor that compares the microbe to an invader makes sense in those 
moments. Diseases caused by bacteria and virus feel invasive, and both doctors-turned-patients 
and patients want medicines that will figh t what is wrong and destroy it completely, leaving no 
trace so that they don’t have to experience that internal war ever again. Often we experience 
complex knowledge and personal experience through the lens of a microscope—we can only 
focus on one at a time. In moments of illness, we cannot help but be human.
As Megan locked eyes with me in the mirror, I wondered how she didn’t get exhausted 
by the idea of poking IV tubes into tiny infant arms and helping people who felt like their bodies 
were rebelling against them.
“I was worried,” Lindsey said, “you were back there a long time.”
Megan nodded. “I think it’s okay now.”
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After I graduated from college and moved on to grad school, Megan ventured beyond the 
lecture hall and into the hospital for her practical training. Her stories shifted from gross 
anecdotes to tales of horror. As she described the patient who pulled her to the ground by her 
hair, I felt the sharp yank and sudden fall. When another patient coughed on the back of her 
scrubs, I saw the red mist of blood particles and phlegm coat the fabric.
She was tired, on every level, not just from night shifts and five hour days. Pushing the 
plunger on medication, moving patients over empty bedpans, easing slender and furrowed arms 
into hospital gowns—the repetition of other people’s illnesses seeped into her. I remember 
seeing her over Skype after long hospital shifts, eyes red and unfocused. This wasn’t the same 
exhaustion that I had seen after long study sessions and all-nighters.
As soon as she officially entered nursing school, Megan’s tonsils flared, and when she 
swallowed, hot needled pain coursed down her throat. An Ear, Nose and Throat physician told 
her that she needed to get a tonsillectomy as soon as possible. Her tonsils had swollen to the 
point they were touching, threatening to close off her throat if  they weren’t removed quickly, and 
the ENT told her he would soon be ethically obligated to remove them—whether or not she had 
the money to pay for the procedure. Mucus buildup formed a spider-web at the back of her throat 
that made it impossible to eat or drink, and could soon make it impossible to breathe.
But when Megan asked her grandmother, who financially supported her, for the money 
for the surgery, her grandmother said no. A former surgical nurse, Megan’s grandmother worried 
about the risk involved in the tonsillectomy procedure, and didn’t want her granddaughter to go 
under the knife and risk anesthesia. Megan reasoned and argued, attempting to explain how 
technology had made the procedure safe and routine—doctors used lasers instead of scalpels, and
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substituted general anesthetic for local. The tonsillectomy had also become an outpatient 
procedure—Megan would be fine to go home as soon as the surgery was complete. Her 
grandmother couldn’t escape fears of uncontrolled bleeding, or infections that spread and caused 
whole-body fevers. She imagined her granddaughter slipping under an anesthetic fog, and no 
amount of understanding could help Megan convince her grandmother that everything would be 
fine. A gulf formed between the former nurse and the nurse-to-be, so Megan used her own funds 
to cover what insurance would not.
After a delay that stretched on too long, Megan had her tonsils removed and she texted 
me in between ice cream sessions and Percocet-drugged sleep. The surgeon had decided to send 
Megan’s tonsils to the lab for a pathology exam, since her tonsillitis had become severe so 
quickly. A lab technician sliced a thin sample from the tissue mass, and peered at the cells under 
the microscope, probably looking for the common bacteria that cause tonsillitis: the grape strands 
of Streptococcus pyogenes, the bacteria that causes strep throat, or an orb covered with flower­
like knobs, the sign of the herpes simplex one virus, the same culprit that causes fever blisters.
Since the tonsils are the body’s first line of defense against disease-causing bacteria and 
viruses, they are also the most vulnerable to infection. Tonsillectomies have been performed for 
thousands of years, and in early cases of Hindu medicine, a doctor would clamp forceps on the 
tissue, and slice the swollen tonsil with a semi-circular knife. The procedure was imprecise and 
painful, as no anesthetic was available, and often the patient would die from blood loss, or too 
much tonsil would remain and the infection would return with fervor.
In human thought, the tonsil evolved from an offensive organ that was imprecisely 
removed, to a tissue mass that was just left alone, to a bacterial fortress wall that must sometimes 
be sacrificed. The one section of tissue has changed, not in function, but in our own conception.
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Even in the forty or so years separating Megan’s world of medicine from her grandmother’s, the 
risk involved in tonsil removal had been drastically reduced. However, when the lab technician 
peered at a slice of her tonsils, she didn’t see what she expected.
Instead of grape clusters or viruses that looked like tiny toy Hoberman spheres, the lab 
tech saw short purple rods radiating outward from denser clumps, like a child’s pen scribblings. 
She peered closer and identified it as Actinomyces israelii, a result that was conclusive but 
strange.
“So, I got the pathology report back on my tonsils,” Megan texted me, “I had a rare 
parasite that only comes from third world countries living in my tonsils. It's what's been making 
me stay sick, causing my heart problems, and causing my tummy problems for years.”
Confused, I asked her about the parasite. She sent me a link to a page that described the 
strand, a parasite usually found in tropical regions. Though it could live in the nose or mouth for 
years with no effect, if it broke the barrier of a body cavity, Actinomycosis, a particularly strong 
bacterial infection, could disrupt the stomach, affect the heart and infect the tonsils.
“The doctor thinks I got it in Mexico when I was 7,” Megan added.
At the time, I was relieved and hopeful that Megan’s medical problems would be solved 
by her tonsillectomy, and I told her to relax and enjoy her ice cream therapy. Just two years 
before, we had walked out of the ER with reassurances but no real answers. The well-known 
medical slang, “when you hear hoofbeats, treat the horse, not the zebra,” comes up in times like 
these. The phrase is used to remind doctors to look for the most likely cause of the patient’s 
symptoms and treat that, rather than wasting time searching for odd, uncommon diseases. 
Unfortunately, this also means that some patients are treated again and again for horse- 
conditions, while the zebra causing them gallops in the background, ignored and untreated.
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How strange and unlikely, to pick up a microbial hitchhiker and have it ride around in 
your mouth for ten years until it starts causing problems. On top of that, Megan was forced to 
wait another three years until the parasite was discovered by accident. If it hadn’t infected her 
tonsils, and forced her doctors to remove the throat tissue that the parasite had burrowed into and 
called a home, she might still be unaware.
Zebras, to be fair, cause problems, and not just for the medical professionals who 
unknowingly ignore them. The rational response is to treat the most likely cause of illness, in the 
hopes that the patient will improve. Tests can’t always be run, and sometimes the disease 
threatens to out-pace the detection. Hospitals can’t operate like the fictional world of Dr. House, 
in which every case is extraordinary and requires fast-paced brainstorming sessions with a team 
of the center’s top-level physicians, who have a remarkable amount of free time available to 
gather together and discuss one patient for hours, despite long patient lists and procedural times.
To complicate things even further, the media’s more likely to focus on zebras over 
horses. The new zebra is the Zika virus, which is transmitted by mosquito bites and is primarily a 
threat to pregnant women, since the virus can cause a severe birth defect. I read headlines to see 
how the metaphor we use to represent microbes has evolved, and where the language that we use 
to talk about disease stands. The most popular theme is still fear. The most common word in 
Zika headlines is “threat,” and mediaQuant found in their analysis that news outlets mainly focus 
on Zika’s size and the worry that it “can’t be contained.” But when Zika is compared to the flu, 
the horse in the equation, the number of Zika cases is significantly lower. Zika seldom poses a 
risk of death, except in cases where it causes a rare disease. While the flu leads to 4,000 deaths a 
year in the U.S., only one American has died of Zika—though the threat of death and birth
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defects is much higher worldwide. What’s more, the flu can spread around the world in a short 
time span, and the only way Zika has made it to the U.S. is from travelers returning home.
Headlines and news pundits, in contrast, use language more closely associated with 
apocalypse than manageable risk. The main reason is the novelty of Zika, and the way it’s been 
speedily turned into a buzzword that connotes fear of the other, third-world disease. Headlines 
imply a threat even when it’s not directly stated: The Guardian posted “‘Nobody’s Looking’: 
why US Zika outbreak could be bigger than we know,” and in the usual style, Zika is 
“spreading” and we must “fight” the “invasion.”
Though the image is certainly successful—the idea of evil red-eyed green germs 
marching into our mouths and attacking our insides—it’s misleading. Microbiologists today 
suggest that the hygiene movement that taught us to fear germs has, in fact, led to damaging 
over-cleaning. The rise of high-power hand sanitizer, the constant presence of disinfectant and 
the massive commercialization of clean has left what’s called our “microbiome” less diverse, and 
has possibly driven some microbes to extinction. The number of commercials that tell us to clean 
floors until they sparkle, to remove 99.9% of germs, to sanitize and prevent and quarantine the 
sick, have changed the way we think of microbes. More than ever, we want to kill them, to 
obliterate them, or, if we can, prevent them from even reaching us.
By contrast, microbiologists are finding that microbes play an important role in the body. 
Microbes make up half our composition, meaning that there are as many microbial cells in our 
bodies as human. What’s more, many of those microbes actually help fend off disease rather than 
causing it. Even supposedly harmful bacteria, like Streptococcus pneumoniae, can live in the 
cheek without any adverse side effects. As in the case of Megan’s staph culture, in contrast to her
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long-time visiting parasite, location matters. Just as we must admit that animal extinction will 
cause more environmental effects than we can completely understand, we must see that microbes 
impact us in more ways than we know. As soon as we kill them all, we begin to see that disease 
resurges and overwhelms us. We seek a difficult balance that lies between fear and fascination, 
and a new metaphor is emerging in which we think of microbes as animals in microscopic 
ecologies. A place to begin may be in examining what the world looks like from the perspective 
of an organism only 1 to 2 micrometers wide: a thousand times smaller than a grain of sand.
T.D. Luckey, author of an article introducing the microbiome, asks that we “abandon 
anthropocentrism for the microbic view,” if only briefly. From the perspective of the microbe, 
the human body isn’t one whole entity—it’s a collection of ecosystems, including the rainforest 
of our armpits and the desert on our scalps. Each habitat contains its own microbe population, 
and for the most part, the microbes living there are successful. Success for the microbe means 
living sustainably and obtaining enough nutrition without harming their host. Even when we 
accept the new microbial view, a cold can make us go back to the old metaphor of a great battle 
between good and evil being waged inside our lungs. For the microbe, however, disease is like a 
tropical storm—it disturbs the environment, disrupts the home. Microbes that cause disease 
actually do harm to themselves, unlike the microbes that are able to live and reproduce in the 
body for years in a symbiotic, or at least zero-impact, relationship with the neighboring human 
cells. This is why disease-causing microbes are a minority in the human body, and why some are 
found living successfully in human biomes where they don’t affect the health of their host.
When I asked Megan, my go-to health consultant, about the fad around microbial 
diversity that’s risen as a result of these studies, she confessed that she was afraid that either it 
wouldn’t last, or that people would take it too far.
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“You have parents who are having their kids eat food off the floor, or exposing them to 
diseases on purpose to ‘train their immune systems,’” she said, “and that’s not how it works. We 
don’t know enough to say for sure whether that’s safe, or even at all helpful.”
The information around microbial diversity is staggering. Fecal transplants—where 
“good” bacteria are transferred from the intestines o f  a healthy donor into the gastrointestinal 
tract of the patient using stool samples—have been successful in curing some diseases. So 
successful, in fact, that a trial was stopped because the researchers thought it was unethical to not 
make the bizarre poop treatment available to the larger public. Nutritionists have started 
promoting microbial diversity, emphasizing variety and bacteria-rich foods like yogurt and 
cheese. Alongside vitamins and protein, w e’re counseled to take “probiotics” containing 
beneficial bacteria, and “prebiotics” to feed the probiotics. Microbes may also have an impact on 
mental health—recent studies have found that those with autism have less diverse microbiomes, 
and studies on mice suggest additional links to anxiety and depression. W e’re getting used to 
thinking of our bodies as unique environments whose inhabitants affect us in more ways than we 
know.
In middle school, when I first started learning about the basic parts and functions of the 
body in detail, my father used to tell me his one big takeaway from biology courses and work in 
the medical field. “The human body is so vast and complex,” he would say, “and so much can go 
wrong, that you find yourself wondering how it all ever goes right, and works together. It’s 
amazing to me that there’s anyone out there who’s healthy at all.”
As I write this, a cut forms under my fingernail and I start to bleed without warning, 
staining my notes with blood drops that seep outward on the paper. I draw a circle around them
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with my pen and watch my red blood cells travel outward to meet the mark until the stains look 
intentional. The red blood cells under my fingernail clot, grouping together to stop the bleeding 
in a manner of minutes. A small group of bacteria gather at the site, “colonizing” as the 
microbiologists say. Too many, and the cut could become infected. But if  just the right amount 
gather, and if they communicate effectively with the white blood cells already preventing 
infection, then the healing process is faster and safer. Within twenty minutes, before I’m even 
able to figure out what happened (a papercut?), there’s no sign of injury on my finger. I echo my 
father’s sentiment, adding my own, “It’s amazing how quickly it all happens.” For so long we 
were harmed and healed, caught sickness and recovered, before we realized the immensity of the 
mechanisms of our own bodies.
What will we do with this new ecological metaphor? With our first, we peered closely at 
bits of ourselves and became enthralled. With the second, we scrubbed ourselves clean and 
stemmed the tide of disease immediately. Maybe we’ll undo some of what we’ve accomplished 
with this last ecological metaphor. W e’ve already resurrected a fear of vaccines, but we’ve also 
recognized that we overuse antibiotics, which makes disease-causing microbes more resistant to 
our drugs. W e’ve questioned what we consume, but also consumed questionable things.
The true test of any new metaphor is to see the effect it has on society. But I can’t help 
but think that we also must ask what the microbe does for the individual. I began by re- 
envisioning my own body, as not holistic but full of crevices and environments and ecologies 
that I adjust unknowingly as I eat and breathe.
A mosquito in Miami, Florida dips her proboscis into a freckled arm, drawing out candy 
red blood, and with it, the octagonal orbs of the Zika virus, each of which is nearly 160,000 times
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smaller than its mosquito carrier. Viruses are said to be “at the edge of life” because they can’t 
reproduce without a host—placing them somewhere between living and inanimate. Seeking more 
iron to help her eggs develop, the mosquito bites a pregnant woman, expelling Zika into the 
woman’s capillaries. The virus attaches to a blood cell, clamping on like a lunar lander, and 
injects a single strand of RNA. Zika holds the cell hostage, taking over its functions and using its 
energy to produce more genetic material and proteins, which are assembled like puzzle pieces 
and sent out to kidnap more cells. Some travel through her body and to the placenta, where it can 
reach the developing brain of the fetus, causing a rare birth defect, an underdeveloped, 
abnormally shaped head, called microcephaly.
A researcher in Madison, Wisconsin is hoping that her team can develop a new vaccine 
before the Zika outbreak takes its course and their test population is lost. She hopes that they can 
learn to control the virus in this cycle, preventing any future international epidemics. Biologists 
carefully culture cells infected with Zika in petri dishes, tweaking methods and mediums. They 
learn how to extract the DNA from the virus, and inject the material into human cells, which 
follow the blueprint of the genetic material, and assemble scarecrows of the virus which 
resemble the original, but aren’t harmful. College students hoping to make extra money stand 
outside the doorway, waiting to receive test samples of the vaccine.
A beekeeper in Summerville, South Carolina stares at honeybees scattered, feet-up, at the 
entrances of his oak boxes. Their transparent chitin wings lay splayed, paralyzed after mid-flight 
convulsions. He’ll later peer at jars of amber honey, the meager results of the few hives left 
intact, and shake his head at humans so ready to see tiny organisms as harmful, who ignore the 
yellow and black pollinators who allow their food to grow. The beekeeper observes the lack of 
boundary between the microscopic and the human—he has felt the full-body effects of a
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stinger’s sharp jab—but also recognizes our dependency on everything small. He worries that 
our first defense, the insecticide, will travel up the food chain just as easily as Zika jumps from 
host to host.
The chain that connects the mosquito, the Floridian, the microbiologist and the beekeeper 
reminds us of the essential interconnectivity of health with disease and environment. Above all, 
their stories encourage balance and understanding in our response.
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A Mosaic on Tears
1. The Unsympathetic Dry Eye
I worry about getting caught in a situation where I should cry, but can’t. When I was 
younger I used to practice crying on cue, just to see if I could do it. I imagined the saddest scene 
in my favorite movie: Mufasa fell from a cliff into a herd of stampeding wildebeest, and a little 
lion cub attempted to nuzzle under his father’s lifeless paw. Pinching the skin on my forearm, I 
squeezed my eyelids together and chugged gulps of air. Nothing. My nose felt a little tickly, and 
the fast breathing made me lightheaded—but that was it.
When at junior high summer camp, a counselor summoned me to the main office for a 
phone call (campers weren’t allowed to have cell phones because we were supposed to be 
“communing with nature”). Over the phone my mom told me that my great-grandpa, the guy I 
had only seen silently sequestered in an old armchair for most of my life, had passed away. She 
followed the news with a careful, appraising question, “Are you okay?”
“Yeah,” I said, the words bursting out of my mouth before I could give an appropriate 
weighty pause. My counselor adjusted her Laurel Ridge baseball cap, obviously trying to conceal 
her disappointment in the unfeeling—positively chipper—little brat who stood before her.
Silence leaked out of the phone, the plastic receiver heating my ear in a hot embrace.
My mom finally responded like she’d been waiting for a hint of sadness, and her voice 
sounded hollow in that small cabin office. “W e’ve got to go pack now, sweetie, so we can go up 
to Pennsylvania for the funeral, but I’ll write to you and keep you updated.” As I read letters 
about the services and sadness of my dad and grandparents, along with the mourning of relatives 
I didn’t remember, I tried my trick again, hoping to release a few tears on the page. “If I could 
just cry,” I thought, “then I could be sad.”
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According to Tom Lutz, author of Crying: The Natural and Cultural History o f  Tears, 
there are two groups in American culture: the criers and the dry-eyed. Some tend to tears, while 
others don’t show emotion as easily. My mom’s always been a crier. On her Facebook wall alone 
she’s confessed to tearing up at my sister’s last high school marching band competition, at my 
sister’s last high school band concert, during two separate animated movies, while reading a viral 
post about a little girl writing a letter addressed to her dog in heaven and at the end of countless 
theater performances (even when she worked backstage and had seen them over and over).
As a lifelong devotee of both C.S. Lewis’ fantasy and theology, my mom waited years to see a 
decent adaptation of the Narnia series. Disappointed by the television serial produced by ABC, 
the animated made-for-TV movie, and the BBC television program that used crude animatronic 
puppets, she stayed cautiously hopeful when Disney announced their version of The Lion, the 
Witch and the Wardrobe.
We went to the theater on the first day the movie was released. Through stern attention, 
she willed the film to do justice to her childhood favorite. It opened with the Pensive children 
dashing to a bomb shelter as planes menaced in formation above them, then moved to a close-up 
of Edmund, the younger boy, who suddenly turned around and ran back into the house to grab a 
photograph of his dad in uniform. He made it back to the shelter just in time, and as Edmund 
crouched on an old mattress, clutching the rescued memento, I glanced over to get an early hint 
at my mother’s reaction. Her face was already streaming with tears.
Later, my father would claim that she started crying as soon as the opening credits began. 
My mother’s simple defense, “I knew it was going to be good.”
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My mom admits that she’s always been quick to tears. In college she once went to a 
movie with friends after drinking a couple of wine coolers. In the opening scene a woman waits 
in a diner, hoping to get back together with an ex. The shot cuts to the ex, who slips an 
engagement ring in his pocket before crossing the street. Then a car veers out of nowhere and 
kills him instantly. Naturally, that one scene caused my mom to cry through the whole movie, 
ignoring the jokes and pratfalls that followed. When the film ended, her friends teased her, 
repeating, “Melissa, it was a comedy!”
“But, but he died. They were going to get married but h e ...” she trailed off while sopping 
up tears. Her friends continued to pick on her, calling her mushy, weepy and sentimental.
She still gets teased for her waterworks, especially by my dad, who tells anyone who’ll 
listen that she was bawling during the opening credits of the Narnia movie. “Such a sap,” he’ll 
say while hooking an arm around her shoulders.
In the 1980s, as the second wave of feminism championed the critique of gender norms, 
the sociologist Arlie Hochschild came up with the term “emotional work.” She used it to 
describe the work that people put into either showing the emotion that society expects in certain 
situations, or the effort of suppressing inappropriate emotions. Mourners at a funeral do 
emotional work by shedding tears for the dead, as do customer service reps forced to fake smiles 
in front of irate shoppers, demonstrating the-customer-is-always-right heroism. Hochschild 
suggested that social groups require emotional workers who show the appropriate emotion and 
then, by example, encourage others to feel the same way. These emotional leaders unite groups, 
dole out comfort, and spur action—whether in correcting an injustice, drawing out an apology or 
dealing with a loss. Women, according to Hochschild, do the most work, closing the divide
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between what they believe they should feel, and how they actually feel. Tears are just one way of 
fulfilling those unspoken social rules.
Though Hochschild says emotional work only occurs when it takes some effort to put on 
the appearance of the appropriate emotion, I wonder whether there wasn’t some work involved 
in the tears that seemed to come naturally for my mother. The opening scene of the Narnia movie 
wasn’t in the book, so she wasn’t crying just because it was a faithful adaptation. Her tears 
instead recognized the importance of establishing Edmund’s stubborn attachment to the last thing 
he had of his father’s, an attachment that overrode all senses and caused him to run in front of an 
open window during a bomb raid. And as for the comedy, she remembered the tragedy of a 
proposal unfulfilled in an otherwise forgettable movie, refusing to let shallow comedy distract 
her from an opportunity for empathy.
Since reading Hochschild, I have re-examined my memories through the emotional labor 
model, and have seen the work my mother put into the emotional lives of my father, sister and I. 
On long drives, my mother’s emotional work drove our conversations deeper, encouraged me to 
confess fears and insecurities, and strengthened our relationship. One of the few times I saw my 
father have a long, open, audible cry was just after my mother described how drained and 
frustrated she felt in her job, eliciting my dad’s tears with her own. Though I envied how easily 
my mother could tap into moments of immense emotion, I didn’t have a good sense of what her 
tears accomplished. I identified more with my dry-eyed father and felt that his tears were more 
valuable because of their rarity.
My grandmother saw things differently. She followed the feminist movement closely, 
and examined my parents’ domestic lives with a critical eye. When my sister and I were babies, 
she pulled my father aside and told him frankly that he needed to be more affectionate with his
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daughters, starting by hugging us more. She reminded him that he needed to encourage closeness 
now, to build a relationship with us and teach us familial love. “You’re right,” my father said, 
and I feel immense gratitude for the emotional work my grandmother did for our unit, and the 
emotional work my father did by later telling me that story.
While my own early attempts at practicing crying fit Hochschild’s definition more 
closely, I still rank my mother’s ability to surrender to rushes of empathy above my efforts. I 
base my definition of emotional work on memories of my mother reading the Narnia series aloud 
to me as I rested in the crook of her arm, feeling a slight shudder ripple through her breath as she 
described the Stone Table. I clutched the bedspread and imagined that I was Susan running my 
fingers through Aslan’s lifeless fur. Strands of straight brown hair stuck to the tears on my 
mother’s face as she taught me how to feel the words in an act of emotional sponsorship.
2. Battle Cries
At three different points in The Iliad, the entire Greek army sets down swords and spears 
and weeps together. The entire text of the epic poem contains 17 mentions of “cry,” 38 mentions 
of “weep” and 91 mentions of “tears.”
In Alexander Pope’s translation, Achilles refuses to enter the battle after Agamemnon 
disgraces him, and instead sulks in his tent in the Greek camp. His close friend, and perhaps 
lover, Patroclus, runs to him and as “streaming tears fall copious from his eyes,” he begs the 
weak-heeled warrior to rejoin the fight.
Achilles ignores Patroclus’ request and focuses on his tears instead, questioning their 
appropriateness, “Patroclus, say, what grief thy bosom bears, / That flows so fast in these 
unmanly tears? / No girl, no infant whom the mother keeps / From her loved breast, with fonder 
passion weeps.” Patroclus does not answer Achilles immediately. Instead he presents himself as
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an object of pity, and as a representative of Greece itself. How, he asks, can Achilles keep up his 
childish feud with Agamemnon while the Greek captains bleed out in their tents? This so-called 
honor, Patroclus argues, will only lead to slaughter and defeat. Patroclus compares his “unmanly 
tears” to Achilles’ coldness and challenges the warrior to tell him which is more noble: womanly 
sympathy or a stubbornness as indifferent as “the rock’s hard entrails.” With this simple reversal, 
Patroclus transforms Achilles’ greatest virtue—his tenacity in the face of opposition—into a 
weakness.
Since Achilles refuses to join the fight, Patroclus asks to wear Achilles’ armor and leads 
the Greeks in his stead. Achilles gives Patroclus a single piece of advice: Don’t try to fight 
Hector. Smoke rises over the Greek ships that the Trojans have set ablaze, which the Greeks use 
as their signal to surge forward while Achilles stays behind praying for Patroclus. Disguised in 
women’s robes, he offers a sacrifice and prays for his companion’s safe return, considered to be 
more like a mother than a warrior.
Of course Patroclus defies his companion on the battlefield, pushing their enemies back 
to the gates of Troy and engaging Achilles’ fated nemesis, Hector, the Trojan prince. As soon as 
Patroclus approaches the prince, the gods intervene and split him from the mold of Achilles’ 
armor. Hector, seeing an opportunity to weaken Achilles, advances through the ranks and gores 
Patroclus with his lance.
Patroclus, sent to death through his own tears, then inspired the tears of others. Achilles’ 
horses, upon the death of their newly appointed master, sensed the significance of fate made real 
and “wept, and shared in human miseries.” The weeping horses survived through several 
translations and retellings of The Iliad: in Merrick’s Tryphiodorus, the “inactive steed.. .weeps 
his associates and his master slain” and in Virgil’s Aeneid, a horse walks with “big tears rolling
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down his face.” Homer’s descendants recognized a powerful image. But the weeping horses also 
demonstrate the significance of the event—the animals, through supernatural power, gain a 
human characteristic. The crying horses suggest that human emotion must be aspired to.
Homer shows us that despite the gods’ omnipotence and control, the central scene is still 
that of humanity—and there is glory in mortality. When the stage is set, and creatures and 
immortals are called to attention, both pay attention to the emotional experience of the Greek and 
Trojan humans. If fate is predetermined, Homer suggests, then at least the tragedy and 
impossibility of avoiding fate rings sadly clear for all creatures. When a chief brings the news of 
Patroclus death, Achilles weeps:
The youthful warrior heard with silent woe,
From his fair eyes the tears began to flow:
Big with the mighty grief, he strove to say 
What sorrow dictates, but no word found way.
To brave Laodocus his arms he flung,
Who, near him wheeling, drove his steeds along;
Then ran the mournful message to impart,
With tearful eyes, and with dejected heart.
After hearing the news, Achilles refuses food and only stops mourning to avenge Patroclus by 
defeating Hector. He’s nothing like the broad-chested, stoic modern hero, demonstrating that we 
haven’t always linked suppression of emotions with bravery. Achilles cries in between battles, in 
front of the gods, and after the Funeral Games, which are supposed to signal the end of 
mourning. In fact, Achilles’ emotions, along with those of other Greek heroes, were supposed to 
elicit sympathy to make their stories successful.
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Pity and fear, according to Aristotle, are the central emotions that lead to catharsis, or the 
purging of sorrow. In order for catharsis to occur, the listener must relate to the hero, who must 
be essentially good, yet human, which leads to an error in judgement. Achilles is an exceptional 
warrior but he’s proud, and so he lets his ego override his duty. But his error only brings about 
the inevitable: Patroclus is fated to die because his death draws Achilles into the fight, who is 
fated to kill Hector. Greek audiences listened to hear how the hero would cope with his fate, not 
what that fate would be. The fact that Achilles’ loss could not be prevented heightens the 
audience’s catharsis as they attend to his lamentations. But, while the hero is tearful, it’s not 
clear whether the audience should actually cry with him, or if  their simultaneous emotional 
experience should be more internal. However, their attention came with a promise: full catharsis 
meant a true purging, leaving sadness behind in the amphitheater.
After Achilles fulfills fate and kills Hector, he drags the prince’s corpse behind his 
chariot in a fitting, yet cruel revenge for Patroclus, and he brings the broken body back to the 
Greek camp, throwing it on the ground without ceremony. In a pivotal scene, Hector’s father, 
Priam, enters the Greek camp, unarmed, to beg for the body of his son. Achilles thinks of his 
own loved-one’s body unreturned, and Priam asks him to think about what it would be like if 
Achilles’ own father had to beg for his corpse.
Priam breaks down in tears, kneeling before Achilles in his tent, and the hero’s tears soon 
follow. A deal is struck in saline, and Hector’s body is returned. Before Priam leaves, Achilles 
remarks on the thunder that shaking the tent. He mentions the contrast between the laughter of 
the gods that it signifies and the grief shared in the small shared space between the two sides of 
the war. According to the grieving Achilles, that is why the gods look on, and what makes 
humans exceptional: their mortality leads them to short, glorious lives that are significant enough
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to warrant tears. The gods, who don’t cry, whose lives are too lasting to experience true grief, 
will never achieve the same level of glory.
In the shame-based religion of the Greeks, tears were only truly validated or invalidated 
by their consequences. Patroclus’ tears earned him the trust and armor o f his loved one, with the 
fate that accompanied them. Priam’s tears earned him back the body of his beloved son traded 
through conquest. Finally, Achilles, the receptacle and subject of tears, cried to reach the battle 
again. Yet he could not forget the unanswered tears of Patroclus, the one promise half-fulfilled, 
and the one prayer half-answered.
The Greeks used the word lupe to refer to both pain and grief. The two concepts were not 
considered equal, but physical pain and psychological grief were certainly much closer together 
for the Greeks than they are for us. Aristotle decided not to include grief in his discussion of 
passions, possibly because he considered it an external sensation: grief was something that 
happened to you after a loss, not in you. He also may have excluded it because grief was 
discouraged in men, who were often expected to cry in private. Tom Lutz explains that Greek 
men and women both cried, but on different occasions. While both genders were expected to cry 
when a relative died, or when they reunited with an old friend, it was unmanly to cry because of 
fear or loneliness. But if  the name of the family was threatened or slandered, it was the man’s job 
to cry.
For both men and women, grief was limited. In his letter of consolation, Plutarch writes 
to his wife after the death o f  their son, and asks her to “in your emotion keep me as well as 
yourself within bounds.” At a certain point, according to writers like Plutarch, if  grief is allowed 
to overstay its welcome, it will become a permanent resident. The Greeks thought of the four 
humors as the seat o f  emotions, each a different colored liquid, like “melancholia,” the black bile
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that trapped humans in states of grief. Expel the liquid with the sympathies fictional heroes 
produce, balance the body, return to normal functioning— a simple three-step process for 
emotional health. It’s a tempting model today, and we still confess to it when we say things like 
“I need a good cry.” Yet tears are more than sadness leaving our bodies.
3. Composing our Saline Solution
*
A rounded oval that draws upward to a point—this is the immediately recognizable 
symbol for the tear, our evidence of emotion. But crying is more about the process than the 
product. Just above the eyeball, underneath the skin where the eyebrow sits, the almond-shaped 
lacrimal gland produces most of the tear fluid. Tears coat the eye in three chemically unique 
layers: one that allows tear fluid to stick to the eye, a middle watery layer that makes up most of 
the tear volume, and a surface layer of oils that prevents tears from evaporating. A total of 57 
glands produce this eyeball glaze, and as we blink, sniff onions and gaze at our loved ones, most 
of the fluid is drained away in the triangle of pink tissue in the corner, which is actually a group 
of small openings called puncta. The puncta drain into tubes about the width of a grain of salt, 
which carry the tears to the lacrimal sac, a channel that leads into the nose.
Excessive irritation or emotion overwhelms the pin-prick puncta and causes tear fluid to 
overflow the eye and flow down the face. Because tears squeeze out from this point before 
expanding and flowing downward, usually first following the natural pathway along the crease 
between nose and cheek, we see a shape with a pointed top and rounded bottom—the eponymous 
teardrop. But once the tear leaves this crease and treks across the cheek, the saltwater residue 
looks more like raindrops smearing a windowpane than the classic tear shape, an image that 
filmmakers haven’t hesitated to drive home. Tear-streaked protagonists stare out of rain-streaked
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windows, with their smudgy hands pressed to the pane, angling away so that the shadows of the 
raindrops mirror the teardrops on their faces. The trope is so pervasive that it’s been parodied: a 
rainy window is revealed to be a fountain, or a gardener spraying a hose.
All this confusion and conflation of tears and rain has led to the misconception that 
raindrops are shaped like teardrops. Actually, raindrops don’t have a point— at small sizes 
they’re spherical because water has a high surface tension, meaning that water molecules have a 
tendency to clump together, pulling inward toward the center of the drop. Since, laws of physics 
presiding, every force must have its equal and opposite, there’s another force acting on water 
molecules that makes them repel and break away. This force would overwhelm surface tension 
and prevent raindrops from forming if it weren’t for the secret in the center of every raindrop: a 
tiny imperfection. Sometimes this is a piece of sand, or grain of salt, or speck of soot that the 
water molecules can stick to. This helps the water molecules reach a large enough size, 
overwhelming the physical forces that would otherwise break it up. Water droplets condense on 
this dirt starting point and then fall, and as they fall, the air pushing on their bottoms causes them 
to flatten to a hamburger-bun-shape with a rounded top until the air breaks the surface tension of 
the water and splits one drop into two.
So, at the center of every raindrop is an imperfection, an impurity essential to the creation 
of rain. The entire water cycle is predicated on a tiny speck, or rather millions of tiny specks 
scattered throughout the atmosphere. Tears work similarly, using the dirt on our faces in the 
same way raindrops use dust in the air. Integral imperfection is an apt metaphor for the tear—we 
perceive something sinister in crying at times, or at least untrustworthy. We also cannot precisely 
determine the cause, or be sure that the effect is entirely positive.
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Over the years, scientists have proposed different theories to explain why we cry: Freud 
argued that we cry because our best efforts to obtain our desires are frustrated. James B. Watson, 
the father of behaviorism, claimed that crying is a learned behavior, and that children learn to cry 
because their mothers give them food and attention when they do, which just encourages them to 
cry more. To prevent this, Watson urged for “professional” mothers who left their children to cry 
unless they truly needed care. After the behaviorists, cognitive psychologists questioned the 
order of our emotional logic, wondering if we actually cry first, and feel sad later. The 
psychologists William James and Carl Lange argued that if our ancestors saw a snake, then took 
the time to process their emotions, realize their fear and then jumped back, they wouldn’t have 
lived long enough to perpetuate the species. Instead, James and Lange argued, we see the snake, 
jump back and raise our hairs on end—ready for fight or flight— and then interpret our posture 
and expression cognitively, reaching the conclusion, “I’m scared.” They applied their theory to 
all emotions, placing biological tears before the mental experience of emotion.
Because of the large number of uncontrollable factors surrounding tears, experiments 
have provided partial support for some of these theories, but no one theory has been completely 
confirmed. The chemical composition of emotional tears also differs from tears of pain and 
irritation, so we know that our emotions can affect our biology, and not just the other way 
around. Emotional tears contain a unique stress hormone not found in tears of irritation or pain, 
which suggests that crying helps us relieve stress, but it’s not that easy. The hormone is mostly 
re-absorbed or drained back into the body, so tears seem to perpetuate the Ferris wheel of stress 
rather than halting it.
Still, we give power to the tear. We think of it as pure, even though by nature it is not.
We buy tears made of diamond, crystal and turquoise and string them on silver chains around our
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necks. Brides are given single tears to represent the tears of joy that are socially expected of 
them, or as a symbol of tears shed over those who passed away and can’t be there. Permanent, 
frozen tears that act as permanent reminders of grief—sometimes grief felt for a particular 
person, whose initials are etched in the pearl with fine scroll.
Some ink permanent tears on their bodies directly, turning abstract emotion into physical 
pain. The origin and meaning of the tear tattoo is unclear, but it may have gotten its start in the 
gangs of California, where each new tear tattoo stood for a person the member had killed. As the 
tattoo’s popularity grew, its possible meanings became more diverse. For some, it was a personal 
memorial for a lost loved one, while for others it represented the isolation and humiliation of 
prison, or tears shed for a family member serving time. In some circles, an outline of a tear stood 
for attempted murder, but if  the outline was shaded in, the attempt was successful. In 2008, a 
defendant in D.C. appealed his case on the grounds that his tear tattoo caused the jury to convict 
him. Tear tattoos are full of contradictions: they are signs of vulnerability and grief, but also 
convey toughness and rebellion. The practice isn’t unlike that of Greek warriors, whose ability to 
fight through tears and pain supposedly made them seem all the more heroic. The simple shape 
on the cheek creates an unsettling, problematic blend of grief and guilt, but it is a reminder that 
we believe deep pain is etched permanently on our bodies.
W e’re told to remember our tears, so we make them permanent. W e’re told to treasure 
our tears, so we make our tears into treasures. The Romans took this quite literally, and began the 
tradition of the lachrymatory vial, a small glass bottle with a slender neck that mourners would 
fill with tears. The fuller the vial, the more valued the person. Though tears still evoke value, 
when the tearful Romantics gave way to the practical Victorians, we began to critique 
sentimentality and worried whether large quantities of tears were indulgent. In the 19th century, a
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new tradition was added to the lachrymatory vial: after the tears in the vial evaporated, the 
mourning period was declared over.
4. On Whether It’s Bad Luck to Cry on Your Birthday
I t ’s my party and I  ’ll cry i f  I  want to, cry i f  I  want to
Cry i f  I  want to, cry i f  I  want to 
You would cry too i f  it happened to you.
Lesley Gore, the artist who recorded “It’s My Party,” performed the song on Hollywood 
A Go-Go while the girls behind her performed a choreography complete with handkerchiefs and 
fake nose-blows. There were no tears in her eyes— she instead sang soberly about the time when 
her Johnny left the party with Judy and Judy came back “wearin’ his ring.” Later on in the song, 
the speaker reveals the additional insult by singing oh, what a birthday surprise.
On my ninth birthday I left my party in the basement, took refuge in the dining room 
beside a potted plant, and began bawling. My mother heard me come upstairs, and thinking I 
needed something for the party, looked for me.
“What’s wrong?” she asked.
“I. Don’t. Know,” I answered. Tears coursed down my cheeks, angry and hot, and I could 
feel my face getting puffy. Soon my thoughts shifted from my distress to the state of my face. I 
couldn’t possibly re-enter the party like this. My birthday had been ruined, despite careful 
planning and theming.
I had chosen film and theatre as the theme of my party, and it was to be my last themed 
birthday party— a tradition that cuts off strangely after elementary school as kids reach the
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double digits. My mom set up a camera and I raided my costume chest so that we could dance 
and improvise scenes in front of the camera.
I couldn’t say at the time what triggered the tears, and in reflection it’s even less clear. 
My sister’s forced presence at the party because of the older sister dictum to always include your 
sister could’ve been the reason. Perhaps I felt upstaged by Meredith, who had killed at the party 
with her snot joke. She took my green wig and said I t ’s sssssssnaturalin a nasally voice, wiping 
her hand from nose to wig. Maybe I was simply overwhelmed, or snottily underwhelmed by my 
presents.
When I re-consider, maybe the reason was my upcoming move from elementary school 
to middle school the next year—a graduation that was on my mind, even though we had nearly a 
whole school year left. Surrounded by elementary school friends, I was both afraid of losing my 
friend group and nervous that I never belonged in the first place. What if, as my peers got older 
and their parents stopped forcing them to come to my parties, no one came? Was I truly a part of 
my party, or had I just created an excuse for a group of friends to get together—while I remained 
on the outskirts? Either way, the status quo was shifting, and I had no way of knowing whether 
the people surrounding me dressed in glittery skirts stuffing Tragedy/Comedy cake into their 
mouths would save a space for me at the lunch table.
Rituals and rites of passage, like birthday parties, encourage tears and may even produce 
them. As Tom Lutz suggests, we cry because of “the impossible desire to go and remain, to 
celebrate and mourn, to embrace the new and hold on to the old.” And when a birthday is simply 
another day, when a year seems inconsequential, when it all seems gradations away rather than a 
space of true change, crying can give our ceremonies significance. We invest great time and
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energy into making transitions from boy to man, from girl to woman, from woman to wife, and 
from living to dead into realities rather than social constructions. We sculpt a living narrative and 
carve out the climaxes, sealing and stamping them with tears to make them official.
My mother comforted me as I sobbed, somehow working out reassurance without any 
information to go on. Whether through trial and error or a vaguely comforting response, she 
calmed me down and I went back downstairs to celebrate being one year closer to adolescence, 
starting by getting my green wig back from Meredith. From an evolutionary perspective, my 
tears signaled a circling of my pack, a sign that I was blurry-eyed and defenseless—unable to 
defend myself from the vicious fifth graders who had committed no perceptible wrong. But my 
tears were affirmed anyway, which is perhaps all I needed— confirmation that my emotion was 
justified if not easily explainable. Only one friend commented on my reddened eyes.
“Allergies,” I said.
5. No One Wants to See You Cry
In an interview for the movie Bridges o f  Madison County, Meryl Streep teased Clint
Eastwood about his performance in a pivotal scene. In the scene, their two characters are 
entwined, saying goodbye to each other before the husband of Streep’s character returns and the 
fantasy of their affair is ended. Clint Eastwood’s eyes fill with liquid, and then he turns away 
from the camera.
“Why did you turn away?” Streep asked in the interview. “Actors kill for that moment. 
The camera was right there, why didn’t you cry to the camera?”
“No one wants to see me cry,” Eastwood answered.
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The answer makes sense—no one wants to see Dirty Harry cry, to see The Man with No 
Name cry. And actors who mug for a single-tear moment aren’t difficult to find, nor are directors 
who encourage it. Moments like that add up to the phenomenon of “Oscar bait.” We in the 
audience feel w e’ve been emotionally manipulated, like the actor made us feel not in order to 
reach an insight about the world, but simply to earn that golden statue and have his own ability to 
fake emotion validated.
The phrase “earned emotion” accompanies the portrayal of a tearful moment much more 
often than a bout of anger. Tears can be seen as a shortcut to emotion, a placeholder instead of a 
true investment in character or self. The novel Mysteries o f  Udolpho by Ann Radcliffe was 
immensely popular in the eighteenth century, but when I read it with a group of graduate 
students, the tears and fainting spells that occurred every other page were humorous, not 
emotional. The brief explanation for the behavior—that the protagonist was overcome with fear 
from a sudden draft, or pain because she had to leave the lover she’d only known for six 
weeks—wasn’t enough for us. We immediately saw the crying as over-the-top, as a substitute for 
a more personal reaction that would’ve given us a better, truer sense of character. Maybe w e’ve 
become desensitized to tears and we should start by blaming the Romantics. Perhaps tears once 
communicated more than they do now, or others were more empathetic and able to hear what 
they were saying.
I am usually suspicious of the about-change of history, especially when it comes to 
something as fundamental as emotion. Let me see the evolution and the patterns of overlapping 
behavior and I’ll begin to believe you. In my first graduate writing workshop, I submitted two 
pieces over the course of the semester that both contained a scene in which I cried. Writers in the 
class brought up the idea of earned emotion, and though I vaguely understood, I wasn’t sure how
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to enact it. The context of my tears was entirely different between the two essays—pride and 
loss. But my peers said that for one that the emotion wasn’t earned, and for the other that it was. 
What surprised me was that the criticism I had usually heard leveled at fiction was now being 
applied to nonfiction. In life, I really did cry, in both the scenes I wrote about in my essays. For 
my classmates, the crying was truthful, but it wasn’t true. I gave the facts of tears without the 
underlying story and self-examination that probed at their existence.
In my first essay, I took tears of pride and made them seem like tears of loss and social 
isolation. I used tears that made me look sympathetic. I committed the literary crying sin. All 
writers must manipulate emotion—the danger comes when emotionality becomes completely co­
opted. As Debra Spark writes in “Cry, Cry, Cry: Handling Emotion in Fiction Writing,” 
“conveying emotion is not merely a matter of depicting emotion.” When the focus is not 
transferring the core truth of the emotional memory, but in shaping the tears beyond recognition 
and then simply using them to invoke a response, then emotion is not being seen anew, it is being 
destroyed.
6. A Space of Expectation
We pass a box of tissues around the car, as the hour-long drive to my grandmother’s
house stretches on. What was my grandmother’s house, I remind myself, and feel the snot
dripping down my nose, hitting my lips. The tears are hot, but I don’t want to wipe them away. I
need their evidence— I need to feel their presence, like they’re a reassurance of my feelings
rather than the results.
My sister is squeaking out tight-lipped sobs, and soon they actually become
uncontrollable, fast-paced hiccups. She sniffles between each one, but other than that the car is
silent. I can see how my father cries— splotches of water collected like puddles above his
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cheekbones. My mother’s slight rosacea makes her forehead and cheeks glow bright red, while 
tears make two long tracks toward her chin. I can feel the slight tremble in my chest signaling 
waves that haven’t broken. The car has suddenly become a place of pressurized emotion, 
surrounding and casting doubt on my own grief. My own tears feel simultaneously 
overwhelming and insufficient.
When we reach what used to be my grandmother’s house, my aunts and uncle and 
cousins are already gathered in the living room. Everyone is sitting knee to knee and on the floor 
to fit, not sprawled out like we are at family gatherings. I take a chair beside my mother and the 
quiet settles in around me. Relatives are in various states of knowing: some have just found out, 
and others have known all day. There are still some cousins who aren’t here, who are harder to 
reach—in Georgia and California— and haven’t yet read the panic-inducing message, “Call me 
as soon as you get this, I have something to tell you.” My uncle smiles as we join the circle, a 
cousin fidgets restlessly, and my aunt shows the red impressions of quickly-cleared tears. The 
faces of my relatives do not fit neat stages of grieving, and I search for common ground between 
the waterfall-criers, the sighers, and the neutral, narrow-lipped. I don’t know where I fall after 
hastily rubbing one last tissue under my eyes. Is all evidence gone? Should it be?
My uncle, Darry, was the first to know, as he had visited late the night before to check on 
my grandmother. He greeted the house and heard nothing, then ventured further in to check on 
my grandmother, who was in bed in her nightgown and robe at six in the evening. She wasn’t 
unknown for early bedtimes, but something stiller-than-still drew him closer, drew his fingers to 
her throat to feel for a pulse, then forced him to move aside her cross pendant and form a cross of 
his own on her chest, fingers laced and compressing the ribcage, performing CPR.
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In her house, Darry organized and decided on logistics. He made all the first calls and set 
up a phone tree, gathering us all. Now that we are here he wants to give us something to do. So 
he asks us to tell stories, to reflect on my grandmother’s life. “W e’ll want some things to tell the 
minster,” he says, since the new minster who’ll conduct the service only knew my grandmother 
briefly. The crags in his face, however, are still damp, so I think he just wants to replace the 
silence of grief with something more manageable. The knotty pine wood paneling makes the 
dark room feel like a cave, and I can feel the familiar scratch of shag carpet through my socks. 
Everything reminds me of her: the door frames scraped and by sharp wheelchair turns taken at 
top speed, her Bible with its quilted cover and dozens of bookmarks, and the greying slippers 
with worn toes that rest by her recliner.
“We need someone to write this all down, so we don’t forget it,” Darry says in between 
stories. He produces a notepad and hands it over to me. “Megan, you’re a writer. You can do it.” 
So I smile, take the pad and jot down fragments of memories, asking the occasional question. My 
mother starts talking about how stubborn my grandmother was when it came to washing dishes, 
and how she would refuse to leave the chore to anyone else, arguing that if  I or my sisters 
washed them, we wouldn’t rinse the soap off completely and would “poison us all.” Cousins and 
aunts laugh, longer than usual, louder than usual, and the fragility in the day cracks somewhat, 
exposes our silent preparation and readiness for this moment, hints at future acceptance.
Laughter, just the feeling and the sound of it, feels like a strange relief. My hyper­
awareness relaxes somewhat. This absence is not my own, I note, this is shared. Normally tears 
are considered an expression of grief, and laughter is used as a release. But my own laughter was 
tinged by both grief and release, just as my tears are both spurred by a sudden sense of loss and 
also integral to returning to function, to conversation, to life again.
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Later, as I burrow into my sleeping bag, face pressed against the raised stripes on my 
grandmother’s corduroy couch, I think about the summers and Christmases spent waking up to 
the sound of my grandmother’s wheelchair clicking upward as she reached for the pans on higher 
shelves. The metallic settling of pan meeting stove, oven door slamming, and the scent 
buttermilk biscuits reheating, eggs cracked and scrambled, breakfast prepared with thick 
oatmeal, grits and curved sections of fried fatback was always ready for us every morning 
despite my mother’s refrain, “Mom, you don’t have to do this.” Yet my grandmother would 
wake up at 5AM to begin preparing, and then would patiently wait for her late-rising family to 
join her at the table as she ate a simple breakfast of black coffee and oatmeal.
As I thought about the silence that would greet me at 5a m  the next morning, I slid further 
into my sleeping bag and released tears I didn’t know I still had. These were private tears, 
uneven tracks that slid dependably down my cheeks and into the polyester fabric below. They 
were tears that longed for my Grandma Whitlow to roll her wheelchair to me and ask me to “hug 
her neck” just once more as I watched my toes with concern, tears that acknowledged the 
impossibility of ever occupying that space again. If those private tears were selfish, they were 
compassionately so. If those tears were cleansing, then I hadn’t built up enough volume to fully 
cleanse. At the time, my tears felt ugly, prompted by the unfair fact that she died just after she 
got out of the hospital and was finally able to take care of herself on her own again. That day, 
relatives kept saying “this is how she would have wanted it,” to die in her house, in her sleep, 
unreliant on medical technology or caretakers.
But it wasn’t how I wanted it—I hadn’t talked to or visited her in months and assumed 
that she was safe because she wasn’t hospitalized. I allowed tears to coat my face, stopped
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wiping them off and settled into my sadness as I fell asleep to the insulating sound of my sister’s 
snoring and my own inhalations.
7. Tears for the Press Releases
On January 5, 2016, less than a month after the San Bernadino shooting, President 
Obama gave a speech on what the administration would do to improve gun safety within the 
bounds of the Second Amendment. The family members of the victims of mass shootings stood 
behind him as he listed the locations of massacres across the country, “Fort Hood. Binghamton. 
Aurora. Oak Creek. Newtown. The Navy Yard. Santa Barbara. Charleston. San Bernardino. Too 
many.” And crowd members echoed, “Too many. Too many.”
He chose, as CNN reporter Mel Robbins observed, to make it an emotional event. 
Reminding the viewers of other constitutional rights beyond the Second Amendment, Obama 
returned to Sandy Hook: “Our unalienable right to life, and liberty, and the pursuit of 
happiness— those rights were stripped from college students in Blacksburg and.. .from first- 
graders in Newtown. First-graders.” As he repeated that line, Obama reached up to the corner of 
his eye and wiped away a tear. “Every time I think about those kids it gets me mad.”
Robbins saw a powerlessness in those tears, and called them the tears of a president swiftly 
losing the power to make any real change on this issue. Others, who commented on the video, 
saw the tears as more nefarious.
AwakeningTruth
FAKE cry. Governments want your guns in order to control you easier.
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Mark Nutt
Is this seriously what America has come to? The President crying on TV? Mother 
fucking Roosevelt was shot in the chest and delivered a 30 minute speech without 
shedding a single tear. No country has respect for us now
Purple LR
Where's the tears for the drone strikes in the Middle East?
john sm ith
Soon Obama is going to start his career in Hollywood, this tears are fake like 
everything in politics. Only stupid people believe in politicians tears. How many 
people can be so naive ? More than one thousand like this vid. really????
T e comments suggest that our respect as a country is tied into our ability to control our 
emotions, placing the stoic Theodore Roosevelt against the tearful Barrack Obama in order to 
make a statement about the presidency. It’s the public nature of tears in particular that appears to 
anger Mark Nutt—not that the president cried, but that he cried on TV , unlike Roosevelt, who 
bravely held his tears despite the bullet lodged between his ribs. The ideal is wrapped up in 
expectations of manhood, as if  our president is supposed to be the ultimate man, which is a role 
that Roosevelt— as the Bull Moose, a hunter, an Army colonel and a cowboy—fit. Some want to 
be led by “men of action,” and tears aren’t seen as accomplishing anything. Purple LR, on the 
other hand, indirectly recognizes the power of tears, but disagrees with their purpose. Cry 
because of the shame of the violence you caused, the commenter suggests, not because of 
another person’s actions, however tragic. AwakeningTruth and john smith focus on the 
performance instead of the purpose, calling the tears manipulative and “fake.” They’re afraid of
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getting duped by tears, convinced that the display of emotion is hiding an ulterior motive. “Only 
stupid people believe in politicians tears,” john smith argues, as if  tears require an 
acknowledgement of truth on the part of the person who witnesses them. Without our agreement 
with, and approval of tears, they don’t exist, they’re not real, they’re “FAKE.” The commenters 
call tears feminine, weak, devious, and inappropriate, but they all indirectly admit that their 
president’s tears have an influence, even if that influence just leads to anger.
Obama has committed the offense at other points in his presidency as well: while talking 
to his campaign staff after winning his reelection bid; at the funeral of Vice President Joe 
Biden’s brother, Beau; after hearing Aretha Franklin perform “(You Make Me Feel) Like a 
Natural Woman”; and during the original Sandy Hook report. He reframed that initial report by 
saying that he first reacted to the news as a parent, not a president. After mentioning the 
“beautiful little kids between the ages of 5 and 10 years old,” his eyes misted over and he sighed 
heavily, with such a mixture of responsibility, exhaustion, grief and disbelief that it was not hard 
to see him as part president, part parent— and to imagine those roles blending in the office.
Something about Obama’s facial expressions and the pauses he takes when he speaks 
leads me to try to interpret his emotions. Obama’s quickly graying hair, the wrinkles not present 
back during the 2008 election, the tears or lack thereof—all are on display and subject to 
critique. Presidents must deal with being the physical, as well as symbolic, face of the country. 
After tragedy we look to our leader’s response because he, in a sense, acts as an emotional 
barometer for the nation. His choices tie back to Hochschild’s idea of emotional work: Should he 
hide emotion to convey toughness or reassurance? Or should he show emotion to remind us that 
grief is okay, that the events in our news feed truly matter? Obama’s tears told people that we 
should feel angry and hurt about gun violence and our failure to combat it, and while some
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followed his example, crying in turn, others disagreed with the message and then questioned his 
emotional leadership.
After finding out in April of 1789 that he had been elected president, George Washington 
left his home and headed toward New York. Washington wrote in his diary that he hesitated to 
leave, uncertain and briefly unwilling to leave “private life” and “domestic felicity.” As he 
passed through towns in New Jersey, spectators met him on the road, cheering and draping 
flower garlands around the neck of his horse. Washington saw the citizens of a new country 
crowd his carriage while freshly-elected officials saluted his passing. When he reached the 
Hudson, a customized barge draped with flags and packed with dignitaries awaited him and a 
Spanish ship deployed a greeting of 13 guns which was echoed by the fort on the shore. No 
pressure.
Once he arrived in the city, Washington had to wait nearly a week for the actual 
inauguration. Preparing himself in his home on Cherry Street, which would be the first 
presidential mansion until the White House was built, Washington ran his hands over the first 
president-elect globe, sat in several first president-elect chairs, wrote documents that would soon 
be declared “presidential” and probably missed the quiet air of Mount Vernon.
It had been thirteen years since he crossed the ice-studded Delaware and it would be 
about another sixty until that scene would be immortalized in oil, the boat permanently stuck 
between miniature icebergs, oars cemented in the freezing water mid-stroke, Washington the 
central force parting the waters with willpower, one leg bent and placed on the helm. It had been 
twelve years since Valley Forge, where he kept strict rule over the hungry, often barefoot 
soldiers. Only six since the British agreed to a peace treaty. In his Cherry Street home, the
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cannons and gunfire of battle still rang more familiar to Washington than the aimless sounds of 
ceremony. Solemn state speeches didn’t compare to the short bursts of encouragement he had 
shouted to the troops.
On April 30, Washington was summoned to Federal Hall, and the crowd followed him 
along Cherry Street as he travelled from president-elect to President. Hand on the Bible, he 
swore, then went inside, unfolding a speech written for the Congress members waiting for their 
first instructions. But as he read, his voice grew softer and lost the ring of authority.
Congressmen recalled him trembling slightly as he admitted to his reluctance to lead, speaking to 
his ability with a mixture of modesty and self-doubt.
Perhaps the shake in his voice betrayed an unwilling move from military rule to 
democratic and a definite recognition of their difference. Or maybe he was silently wishing that 
his time was over, that having led his army to victory, he could just retire at Vernon with Martha 
and the kids. Yet after championing democracy over and over, he couldn’t refuse when the 
democratic process had unanimously elected him as the new leader. A Pennsylvania senator, 
William Maclay, said that Washington appeared to be “agitated and embarrassed more than ever 
he was by the leveled cannon or pointed musket.” The new president ended the speech with a 
call to preserve “the sacred fire o f  liberty” in the “experiment entrusted to the hands o f the 
American people.”
As the new president left Federal Hall, he once again heard the reports of the 13-gun 
salute, and the cheers of the crowd, which shattered the quiet of the shortest Inaugural Address in 
American history. According to rumor, Washington was forced to wipe away tears.
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Early presidents, aside from Roosevelt, cried much more openly and often than those in 
the past two decades. In the 1800s, the politician Daniel Webster, who ran for president three 
times, used tears like punctuation marks in his speeches to evoke a sense of importance. In 1840, 
Webster gave a speech at a Whig rally, supporting the party’s presidential ticket. A.B. Norton, a 
journalist who covered the campaign, described Webster’s reaction as the crowd interrupted the 
speech to chant his name and boo his critics, shouting, “We scorn their abuse of you!” According 
to Norton, a “burning teardrop” collected in Webster’s eye, which “trickled slowly down his pale 
cheek” and “showed how deeply the orator himself was moved.” Photographs of Webster depict 
him as the quintessence of sternness: he had sharp features and eyebrows so low that they looked 
ready to merge with his upper eyelids, so the tear must have created a stark contrast.
Before he gave the Gettysburg Address, Abraham Lincoln shed a tear at the prayer of a 
chaplin that, according to the Philadelphia Press, proved the “sincerity of his emotions.” And 
both he and his rival, Stephen Douglas, cried during campaign speeches. Crying on the stump, or 
in office, was fairly acceptable until the time of Andrew Jackson. Jackson’s defeat of the more 
aristocratic John Quincy Adams in 1828 seemed to both reflect and bring about the rise of 
masculine stoicism over gentlemen sensibilities. But even though the public began to side with 
the impassive, brusque male leader, people in politics, being human, still cried.
One of the most famous tearful politicians is Edward Muskie. In 1972 Muskie attempted 
to defend himself and his wife from the attacks of a newspaper publisher, who claimed that 
Muskie had used anti-Canadian slurs, and that his wife, or “Big Daddy’s Jane” as the publisher 
called her, cursed and drank on the presidential campaign trail. Muskie went a bit overboard in 
jumping to her defense. He rented a flatbed truck, parked it in front of the newspaper’s
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headquarters in New Hampshire, and shouted into a microphone through the heavy February 
snowfall at the publisher.
“You’re a gutless coward!” yelled Muskie at the silent, closed windows of the 
headquarters. Reports stated that he broke down sobbing three times during the speech, but 
Muskie claimed that there were no tears, just snow melting on his face. All the same, the damage 
was done. Voters assumed that he was unstable and unable to hold up under the pressure of the 
office. He dropped out of the race a month later.
More recently, Speaker of the House John Boehner was nicknamed the “Weeper of the 
House” because he always ended up crying on the house floor. Some criticized Boehner’s tears 
as self-centered and unprofessional. People took bets and made up drinking games—every time 
Boehner cried during a session, they took a shot. It was one way to make C-SPAN more 
interesting. While Boehner’s tears were the subject of ridicule, Hilary Clinton’s tears on the 2008 
campaign trail sparked another thread of criticism.
On January 7, the day before the primary, Clinton was making a campaign stop at a local 
diner when a woman approached her and asked her simply, “How do you do it? How do you stay 
so upbeat and wonderful?” A croak caught in Hilary Clinton’s throat as she responded, “This is 
very personal for me. It’s not just political. It’s not just public.” Tears welled up in her eyes, and 
her expression provided evidence for her statement, a statement that could encapsulate many 
political tears. Tears are caused by the confluence of roles that comes along with politics—you 
aren’t just running for president, you are also dealing with the criticism leveled at your wife or 
husband or children. You are stressing and losing sleep and travelling constantly, straining 
stamina and health. You are a person and a personality, you are reacting to violence and tragedy
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as a candidate first and a human being second. Politicians have to second guess every comment 
and reaction, heightening the social pressure and self-doubt that we all feel.
Later, Clinton’s tears weren’t just critiqued because of their context, but also because of 
her gender. The media questioned whether they were authentic, whether she was crying because 
she was a woman and couldn’t control her emotions, or because she was a woman and wanted to 
remind everyone of that fact. The Daily News wrote that “Hilary needed a hug.” If her tears were 
authentic, they were the “femininity” and “vulnerability” we had been supposedly waiting for 
from the “cold and plastic” female candidate. If Clinton’s tears were inauthentic, they were 
manipulative: conservative pundit Glenn Beck said she was “making a run for the best actress 
nomination,” and according to Fox News columnist William Kristol, Clinton cried to make 
women feel sorry for her so that they’d vote for her. She was “playing the woman card” or she 
was being “opportunistic” or it was seen as a form of “identity management,” as the 
communication researchers Valerie Manusov and Jessica Harvey called it, calculated to show 
Clinton’s “softer side.” It’s strange that when male politicians cry, they’re being weak. When 
female politicians cry, they’re being themselves. Trying to separate thoughts on crying from 
assumptions of gender becomes nearly impossible.
Male or female, we have problems with crying politicians. We don’t know if they’re 
shedding crocodile tears or real ones, and either way we don’t like the emotional manipulation 
that can result. Somehow politicians are given the power of being both too real and too 
contrived—we want them to suck it up in certain contexts, but get suspicious and call them 
“robots” if we never see their emotions leak out. Between the videos, broadcasts, photographs 
and sketches, we’re given so many opportunities to study politicians and catch glimpses of 
possible feeling. Our biological impulse to interpret faces gives us practice in writing other
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people’s emotional stories: John Boehner cried because his current success overwhelmed all his 
childhood aspirations. Barak Obama cried because he wanted to trick gun rights advocates. 
George Washington cried because he wasn’t truly ready to be America’s first president.
But our emotional narratives can’t be confirmed, and even when the speaker admits her 
own reasons, we don’t know that we can trust the answer. Even if the rationale is spoken with 
truth, how can we be sure that our outward-facing politicians have enough self-awareness to 
know why they’re crying? After all, we can’t even explain our own tears half of the time.
8. Symbolic Tears
The earliest use of the emoticon was in an issue of Puck Magazine in 1881. Rounded 
parenthesis formed the eyebrows o f “Joy,” “Melancholy” and “Astonishment,” while long em- 
dashes stood for the stern eyebrows of “Indifference.” All three emotions had period noses, and 
Astonishment’s mouth was a slender sideways hyphen. Over eighty years later, Vladmir 
Nabakov suggested that there should be a “special typographical sign for a smile.. .a supine 
round bracket.”
Although Puck was poking fun at cartoonists by laying out “all the cartoonists that ever
walked” and Nabakov was delightfully dodging an impossible question from an interviewer
(Could you rate yourself among all living and recent writers?), the punctuation-emotion-face
eventually came into being. Scott Fahlman is often credited with its popularization, since he
suggested that a sign be used when a forum poster was joking to avoid miscommunication in the
short format. “ :-)” he said. “Read it sideways.”
Emoticons became emoji, which began in Japan and spread with the rise of the
smartphone. Cultural memes picked up particular emoji and added additional meaning, to the
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point where an all-emoji translation of Emoji Dick was crowdsourced—hundreds of “translators” 
created three versions of each sentence and internet users voted on the best version. The result 
was a complete translation of all 206,052 words of Moby Dick. “That's astoundingly useless,” 
one reviewer said.
Emoji users tend to be younger, and women are four times more likely to send emoticons 
than men, according to a study conducted by Rice University. The gap between generations 
widens when both are asked about the usefulness of the symbols. Some fear the emoticon, 
calling it a lazy shortcut that prevents the expression of real emotion. Writers are especially 
cautious, considering the effort put into crafting detailed poetry and prose that conveys emotion 
without using image.
Linguists fire back, saying that emoticons provide the opportunity to communicate 
nonverbally without punctuation. Daanje Derks, Arian Bus and Jasper Grumbkow analyzed the 
use of emoticons and concluded that they can “strengthen intensity” of messages, allow for 
ambiguity and sarcasm, and replace the nonverbal cues that we lose when switching from speech 
to text. Text messaging, after all, is personal communication more than it is public writing.
Still, emoticons lack the mystery and complexity of previous forms of communication. I 
don’t often smile when I insert a smiling face in my text messages, just as I don’t laugh when I 
“lol.” But emoticons never promise to be a one-to-one representation of our facial expression. 
They are a symbol for our internal emotions, or a stand-in for the smile we would produce if our 
friend were standing in front of us smiling back. Emoticons accompany text and provide an 
interpretation of the short, contextless messages we send throughout the day, intended to help us 
side-step misinterpretation. They can say “This is a joke. I’m teasing you,” or “I’m smiling at 
you so that you laugh.” The images make our conversations clearer, but they also call attention to
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our emotional states. W e’re forced to identify and simplify emotion because of our limited 
choices. And they also contribute to digital emotional inflation. A slight smile in real life 
becomes a huge wide-toothed beam in a yellow circle. Emojis fit with the caps-lock happy, 
“literally” means “figuratively,” click-bait-prone, and exaggerated culture of online life.
If I rarely smile when I type a ©, then I never absolutely cry when I tap V  • You can 
choose from the single tear, the messy cry or the sad face hovering above a puddle of its own 
tears depending on your platform. They’re easy enough to type without real emotional support.
I associate crying emoji with the “Try Not to Cry” challenge— a YouTube trend where 
people tape themselves watching strings of sentimental viral videos, and, mostly, end up crying 
on camera. The descriptions on these videos usually read, “*WARNING* This will make you 
cry” or “grab some tissues.” These are the videos of the dog greeting a long-separated owner, the 
patriotic speech, the athlete overcoming impossible odds, the granted Christmas wish or the baby 
who gets glasses and sees her mother for the first time.
The videos provide a kind of safe emotion that lasts briefly and doesn’t prompt too much 
reflection, and the comments beneath them don’t change much: “bawling now,” “I lost it as soon 
as the dog saw him,” “now my keyboard is full of tears.” Viewers focus on the tearfulness the 
videos affected and the big getcha moments of emotion, as the actual content of the video fades 
away. I wonder if the lack of discussion about the therapeutic role dogs play for returning 
servicemen, the pressure of athleticism or the impact of visual impairment on infant development 
keeps these videos in the realm of pure entertainment.
Admittedly, I fall victim as well, even more so now that videos auto-play on my 
Facebook feed. Sometimes I’m a sucker for the world of emoji and sappy videos. My mom 
shared a commercial on my wall recently where a man learns to read so that he can read his son’s
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book before they are reunited, and even though it’s only two minutes long, my eyes betray me 
and well up at the end every time. I don’t remember the product at all, and don’t know whether 
to fear or celebrate this short-lived, uninvested emotion. In the end I see it as part of the 
emotional comradery of the internet. The impulse to make others laugh, and to bond over the 
simplest similarity is fundamentally human and communal. We exaggerate emotion and invent 
new ways of depicting it because we desire connection, and we want to make the human 
experience more transparent and less individualistic. Sometimes that comes at the cost of depth, 
and makes our emotions vaguer, but we do lose our emotional priority on the internet, which can 
be, in a sense, a good thing.
9. Performing Mourning
I stood, mismatched in my high-heeled character shoes and t-shirt, between three other 
girls in contention for Dorothy, intimidated by the dancers with perfect posture and slender 
frames who surrounded me. The director belted out scene numbers across the expanse of the 
stage floor, cycling us through different Lion/Tin Man/Scarecrow pairings to see how well we 
played off of each other. In my group, the Lion had a vision for how the scene should play out, 
and hammed up the coward’s role.
“Shame on you!” I said to the Lion, but he stood waiting with a cheek placed, cued up for 
the slap written in the script. Recognizing the hint, I gave him a weak slap and grimaced at its 
fakeness. Ambition emanated from the other girls in waves as they saw their chances increase.
In my community theater, I was a one-and-a-half threat. I’d been taking voice lessons and 
singing in choirs for years, but I gave up early on dance. I only got half-credit for the Acting 
Threat because I had trouble conveying my character’s emotions nonverbally. I have a slightly
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bored resting expression, which is rarely needed in musical theater. But when I forced emotion, I 
felt goofy and clownish—I wanted to scratch the fake toothy smiles out of my yearbook photos. 
The only emotional trick I had was the ability to hide my face in my elbow and shake my body in 
a way that imitated sobs, while the other actresses manufactured tears effortlessly and landed 
leading roles.
After auditions, I waited eagerly for the cast list to be posted online, remembering the 
director’s smile during my “Somewhere Over the Rainbow” rendition with hope. As soon as the 
list went live, I refreshed the website to see the name listed beside Dorothy—the name of the 
new girl who had come to auditions with blonde hair ready-made braided in pigtails, who had 
written “Dorothy” in cursive script on the line next to “Roles Auditioning for.” Afraid I wouldn’t 
be cast if  I was too insistent, I didn’t write Dorothy on my form—the role I really wanted.
Instead, I had simply printed “Any.” Disappointed, I continued scrolling and saw my name listed 
next to “Jitterbug Dancers” and “Ensemble.” A chorus girl yet again. I dwelled on my inability to 
contort my face into theatrical masks, until I could taste my tears.
As I learned the Jitterbug dance in rehearsal, I drifted from my partner and he had to jerk 
me by the arm back into rhythm. I struggled to make my feet move in the double-time swing 
style, and I tried to feel a part of the chorus girl group, but I was just awash in a sea of emerald 
green dresses. I empathized with the Wicked Witch and her desire for those ruby red slippers as I 
practiced grooming the Cowardly Lion’s fur and sang, “Hahaha, hohoho, the merry old land of 
Oz” on repeat in the background.
On opening night, I waited for my scene to begin, decked out in a gold sequin skirt, black 
leotard, and matching bug-antenna headband. The performance was a blur—all I remember is 
standing backstage between my scenes, watching a girl in blonde braids and blue gingham sing
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where troubles melt like lemon drops. She sat on a hay bale, white teeth smiling bittersweet 
wishing, torn between dreaming and immovability, singing my song.
After the last show ended, I helped my parents and the tech crew tear down the stage, 
reveling in the cathartic destruction as I tore apart platforms with a power drill. The other chorus 
girls finished cleaning the dressing room quickly, and ran off to the party in the high school’s 
cafeteria while I hauled boxes of sound cables to the workshop. When we finally finished and 
headed to the after-party, we were met with lukewarm burgers and the last of the cookies. As we 
worked our way through the line, the director came over to thank the crew. He cornered me and 
my dad, and thanked me as well, drawing me in close to share a secret.
“You were in serious contention for Dorothy,” he confessed. “If we could just get you to 
emote more, and get you some dance lessons. You could be a good actress one day if you 
worked on that. Maybe land some leading roles here.”
I nodded, and left the conversation as soon as I had the chance. Through the glass 
windows that separated the buffet from the rest of the cafeteria, I could see a group of chorus 
members sitting and laughing together, the table already full of girls caked in stage makeup. I 
started to join the adults sitting at the tech table, feeling like an insufficient actress who wasn’t 
working hard enough onstage, and was being pushed backstage where she couldn’t be seen. The 
director’s other compliments were lost on me, and I turned away, overwhelmed, and starting 
crying over a trash can.
One of the ushers saw me, and gave me a sympathetic look. “Sad that the show’s over?” 
she asked. God, no, I thought. If I had to hear “Follow the Yellow Brick Road” or stand onstage 
and pretend to be afraid of the Wicked Witch writing “Surrender Dorothy or die” in the sky one 
more time, I would have strangled a munchkin. Other than the munchkin who was my sister.
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“Yeah, that’s why,” I said to her instead. After all, how do you explain to an usher that 
you’re tired of being positioned in group scenes, of learning choral numbers, and being fitted 
with the same costume as ten other girls in assembly-line fashion?
Tears do communicate, they do signal for help, but they also miscommunicate. They can 
heighten self-indulgence and provide a physical reinforcement of jealousy and pride.
10. Fake It
Each actor’s method takes a different approach to the two levels of acting: the opaque, 
which includes the movements of the actor’s body and sound of her voice, and the transparent, 
which refers to the story and emotion conveyed by an actor’s body and voice. Most methods start 
with the transparent and then have the body naturally follow the emotional arcs of the story. In 
the Stanislavski System, actors place themselves in the emotional world of the character, trying 
to feel what the character would feel in that situation. The American Method works in the other 
direction: actors recall a memory similar to their character’s story and then bring their emotional 
to the performance. Basically, they think about the time their dog died so they can cry onstage.
Delsarte acting, by contrast, starts with the body and then trusts that the emotional 
experience and story will follow. Francois Delsarte, a tenor and composer in Paris, developed the 
method first by studying strangers in cafes, parks, hospitals and mortuaries. His goal was to use a 
scientific method of observation and coding to develop a set system of emotional expressions 
and gestures. Over time, Delsarte picked out patterns and recorded a set of body positions, facial 
expressions and vocal tones associated with specific emotions. Delsarte was precise, and 
determined the expression of sadness down to the position of muscles in the eyebrow.
After Delsarte died, one of his pupils brought the Delsarte Method to America in 1884, 
where it became immediately popular. The founders of modern dance used the method,
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convincing choreographers to abandon the pointed toes and sharp bends of classic ballet in favor 
of a loose, tree-branch-in-the wind style of dance. Unfortunately for Delsarte, this wasn’t his 
only lasting legacy. His work was also used in silent films, where it was distorted, nearly beyond 
recognition. Actors were trained in “statue posing,” and learned to switch from one emotional 
pose to the next without much transition in between. They took the starting point of Delsarte’s 
basic expressions and made it the whole point, forgetting to connect to the underlying emotion. 
Their stilted, melodramatic acting makes audiences of today laugh because it seems random and 
insincere. The poses of petrified emotion lack the story that makes us believe them.
Emotion without story is the stuff of soap operas, which share the goals of Ancient Greek 
theater: inspire our pity and fear, purge our emotions and keep us entertained. The convoluted 
plot twists filled with murder, incest and infidelity are very Greek, as is the melodramatic acting. 
If soap opera stars wore Greek theatrical masks, the caricatures of emotion, I’d argue that their 
style wouldn’t change much. They lead some to feel tricked, because their stories are just a 
means to emotion, instead of the other way around. Actors, like the soap opera stars who can turn 
tears on and off, heighten our suspicion because their ability to fake emotion feels manipulative 
and somehow inhuman.
W e’re always on guard against emotional manipulation, but at least we know that the 
actor’s tricks are constrained to the stage. Women, on the other hand, have been accused of the 
same crime in every sphere for centuries. In Shakespeare’s Taming o f  the Shrew, a lord tells a 
visiting actor that if  he “have not a woman’s gift, / To rain a shower of commanded tears,” then 
“an onion will do well for such a shift.”
“Water drops,” according to King Lear, “are woman’s weapons.” In fifteenth century 
trials for witchcraft in Europe, women were required to cry in order to prove that they weren’t
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witches, because tears were associated with the suffering of Jesus—meaning that women in 
cahoots with the devil would be unable to cry Christly tears. Potential witches were forced to cry 
during interrogation, and they were closely watched because, according to a guide for judges 
released at the time, “the tears of a woman are a deception” and a witch could still “smear her 
cheeks and eyes with spittle to make it appear that she is weeping.”
Women are still watched closely, and their tears are analyzed and judged more than those 
of their male counterparts. According to a poster on a forum, “girls fake cry like 98% of the 
time!” The stereotype creates a damning situation: If a woman’s tears are sincere, then she’s 
weak. If her tears are performed, then she’s manipulative. Our tears are often called “crocodile 
tears” because we well up to get men to see us as harmless and vulnerable and come in close, but 
as soon as they try to help, we trap them in our teeth. I’m not sure what we’re supposed to do 
with them after all that. Get them to rub our feet and buy us things, I suppose.
The crocodile tear critique seems to be driven by a cultural distrust and assumption that 
women can’t be trusted, which is passed on through our Pretty Little Liar-television and the 
playground lesson that boys fight and girls backstab. Wendy Davis, who famously filibustered a 
bill that would close up to 37 abortion clinics across Texas, recently released a memoir in which 
she wrote candidly about her two abortions. A journalist later contacted her campaign, asking for 
her medical records. Davis explained that she made the decision to get the abortions because of 
health risks to both her and the fetus, but according to the j ournalist, that seemed “highly 
unusual.” When the campaign refused to respond, he called her silence—the silence of a woman 
who refused to share private information on the state of her body—“highly suspect.”
Women’s bodies are sexualized, yes, objectified, yes—but they’re also up for debate, 
available for questioning and ready for examination, down to the transparent tears they produce.
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We fear the teeth hidden behind crocodile tears. We don’t want to reward insincere emotion with 
our sympathy. Public crying is like nudity: It makes us feel and uncomfortable to see a woman 
naked and vulnerable, revealing her weaknesses and flaws for the world to see. I promise you, 
however, that even when my tears are real, my jaws can still be ready to snap.
11. Emotional Aging
For most of my life, I’ve thought of myself as a member of the dry-eyed group, but a 
stray comment caused my perspective to shift. I was talking to my dad about my first semester as 
a teacher over the phone, and complaining about students who weren’t listening to my directions 
when he gave me a piece of advice. “You have to get tough. When you’re hurt you can see it 
written all over your face.”
After I hung up, I wanted to feel my face for changes, to examine my features for the 
subtext legible to everyone but me. I recognized the truth in what he said, but disagreed with his 
suggestion, refusing to follow the masculine model and just “suck it up.” I wanted to be a model 
for emotional expression and show students that tears could be part of the conversation, instead 
of getting caught up in the constantly shifting ideal of authority. Again I returned to my 
interpretation of Hochschild’s research. Let me do emotional work, I thought. Let me show 
frustration for the student who gets interrupted. Let me be a force of anger and hurt in the 
classroom when we examine injustice. Let me be both human and teacher.
As I age and my emotional roles change, I try to categorize my crying experience, to 
group myself with the wet- or dry-eyed. I look for the shift from the dry-eyed camper to the 
woman who can cry at a 2-minute viral video, and pin the locus of the change on my time spent 
studying abroad, when I learned about the experiences of people from other cultures while 
separated from friends and family, in a foreign country where I, at first, knew no one.
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My first night in the Netherlands I made my way back to the apartment by bus after my 
study abroad mentor showed me the city and took me to get groceries. I arrived to find that the 
rooms were just as cold as when I left, even though I had set the thermostat to heat. It was 
January and snow coated the ground outside, so I bundled in a hoodie, jacket and two layers of 
socks, and prepared to shiver through the night. When I realized that I didn’t know anyone I 
could ask for help, as I didn’t have my mentor’s number or internet, the cold pierced through my 
thin comforter. No one could fix this problem but me. I cried out of desperation and loneliness, 
afraid that I would freeze to death in the apartment and it would be weeks before my family, or 
anyone, found my popsicled corpse.
I looked at my emergency international phone, ready to call my parents. “What can they 
do?” I remembered, and instead followed the advice of my international coordinator from back 
home, “Fix the problem first if  you can, and then call your parents.” So I scrounged through the 
apartment and finally found the number for maintenance, stumbled over the name of my street, 
Wassenaarseweg, and repeated my problem over and over until the manager, who had trouble 
understanding my American accent, understood that my heat was out and connected me to a 
repairman. After another stilted conversation, which felt like cross-language communication 
even though both parties were speaking English, the repairman heard me through my desperate 
sniffles, came, and reset my heat.
He was kind and reassuring, and predicated everything he said with “my English is not 
very good,” even though it was. I smiled and laughed at his jokes about the icicles growing on 
my nose, grateful for his help and human presence. When I reflect back, I think about how even 
small difficulties become monumental when you’re displaced and disconnected from your social 
network, when there’s no pack to circle around you at the sight of your tears. Warming quickly
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and feeling slightly proud of the small accomplishment, I made an expensive international call to 
my family at home. It was strange to hear my father and mother’s voices while I sat in a small 
apartment halfway across the world, the memory of teardrops still fresh. For that reason, I 
sometimes call that semester abroad my emotional crossroads, the moment I moved from a lack 
of tears to a surplus.
As I research how much our feelings and emotional lives change as we age, I run into 
studies on “emotional aging.” According to the psychologist Christy Denckla, an individual’s 
personality and emotions remain relatively stable as they age, but changes still occur over the 
course of a person’s life. Denckla and her colleagues found that as we grow older, we tend to cry 
more because of empathy and compassion. Our emotions themselves don’t necessarily change— 
it’s a matter of focus. Since our social groups shrink as we age, we tend to use more emotional 
expressions, like crying, to strengthen our remaining relationships. We tighten our circle, 
bringing those long-term friends and loved ones closer to us.
But emotion doesn’t suddenly change, and there are never only two diverging paths. We 
can be members of both the dry-eyed and the tearful groups. Crying can be both sincere and 
purposeful, just like the arms wrapped around the crier serve as both consolation and a 
reinforcement of the relationship that benefits both. Examine each tear, and you’ll find impurities 
and virtue, because how can our tears alone be moral? The strict prohibitions and judgements on 
tears and gender fail to address the spectrum of emotional responses.
Forget the models of emotion that claim that our superior minds can conquer the body’s 
vain tears. When Antonio Damasio examined cases where patients had deficits in their ability to 
process emotions, he found that the deficits affected other aspects of their lives. The patients 
couldn’t focus on tasks, make decisions and or even accurately perceive the world around them.
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Damasio combated previous scientists by arguing that emotional was essential for rational 
thought and integral to our selves. We don’t need to “just think rationally” or “not get so 
emotional.” Tears are not antithetical to reason—they actually help us judge fairly.
As I work my way through my twenties, I try to remember that my breakdowns and 
frustrations don’t call me back to childhood, though hot tears will always resonate across time. In 
a way my increased tears are the surprising result of the cycle of guilty forced tears. By shifting 
focus away from weeping cultural expectations, the tears flow more freely and feel healthier. I 
remind myself that my tears don’t make me a victim of stereotype, and that I’m not expected to 
act in a way that balks all female norms, but to question the root of our assumptions.
I do not cry because I am a woman. I cry and I am a woman. I cry for the stories of 
people I do not know, I cry because I work myself up to tears to help me understand tragedy and 
pain. I cry because I feel inadequate, I cry because the inconsideration of others overwhelms me.
I cry because I expect too much or too little of myself, I cry because I disappoint a younger me. 
And most recently I cried because I shared a hasty farewell with my boyfriend, who was focused 
on going rather than the fact that he was leaving, and bundled too quickly into a cab, headed to 
the airport to begin our long-distance year apart. His absence hit me immediately as I shut the 
door, and I sank down to my apartment steps and cried tears that anticipated loneliness.
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Why Aren’t Electrons Black Holes?
Over a billion years ago, two black holes spiraled in toward each other gradually, losing 
energy and threatening to merge. Though the actual black holes couldn’t be seen, the dust and 
gas surrounding them spun so quickly that the space around them heated up millions of degrees 
and emanated a blinding glow. The orbs themselves—which, as voids of light and massive 
centers of gravity, are defined by absence— snagged each other’s orbital grips. One arm of 
energy hooked another, and the black holes careened in closer in a cosmic square dance. At half 
the speed of light, the two black holes became one, their individual identities completely 
consumed. Albert Einstein predicted that such an event would send ripples through the universal 
blanket of spacetime, like the world’s heaviest bowling ball had been dropped on the world’s 
largest blanket. The violent collision of a black hole 36 times the mass of the sun, and another 29 
times more massive, produced a wave that contained 50 times more energy than all the existing 
energy in the visible universe—in a fraction of a second.
On February 14, 2015 at 5:51a m , a laser is split in two and each branch travels two and a 
half miles down a vacuum-sealed tube in a massive detection facility in Livingston, Louisiana. 
From the sky, the Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory (LIGO) looks like a 
giant L made from pipes. Normally, both branches of the laser traverse their end of the L, bounce 
off a mirror stationed at the end and then return to the sensor at precisely the same time. But as 
soon as the waves from that million-year-old black hole marriage reach the station, time and 
space elongate around the observatory, causing one beam to reach the sensor a millisecond 
before the other. At this precise time, engineers stationed at the facility hear two short pulses 
followed by a chirp that sounds like a raindrop falling in a pond. This is the sound of black holes 
colliding, as heard billions of light years away. The event registers as a shift in the space of our
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part of the universe equal to one-ten-thousandth the diameter of a proton, or 750 billion times 
smaller than a fingernail. A mass far greater than that we can imagine, became a distance far 
smaller than that we can wrap our minds around. That’s what w e’re dealing with.
“It would have been wonderful to watch Einstein’s face had we been able to tell him,” 
Rainer Weiss, a professor at MIT and one of the scientists who originally proposed the project 
said after the announcement. “Einstein thought gravitational waves were too weak to detect,” 
added Bruce Allen, the manager of the Albert Einstein Institute, “and he didn’t believe in black 
holes. But I don’t think he’d have minded being wrong!”
The data from LIGO’s twin facility in Hanford, Washington seconded the cosmic chirp, 
and gravitational waves were incontrovertibly woven into the fabric of astrophysics. It was the 
first time the merger of two black holes had ever been observed, and it caused waves of 
excitement and change to ripple through the scientific community. The confirmation of 
gravitational waves brings us one step closer to uniting quantum physics, which focuses on tiny 
phenomenon invisible to the naked eye, with general physics, which focuses on larger-scale 
forces and bodies of matter. Also, because gravitational waves take so long to reach the Earth, 
we may be able to use these observations to look back to the very beginning of time as we know 
it—to the Big Bang.
The gravitational waves discovery, anything else dealing with cosmology, fascinates me. 
I’m easily suckered in by the grandeur of the colorized, artistic, CGI renderings of our universe. 
Cosmology gives me permission to get sucked into a field that no one can fully understand, 
where paradoxes take precedent over Aristolean logic and the bounds are determined by the 
cognitive limits of the brain: evolutionary fences rather than personal ones. Extracurricular 
quantum physics is freeing because I can benefit from all the excitement of quarks, quasars and
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dark matter without the commitment to applied calculus and linear algebra. All of the recognition 
of intelligence, of innate complexity, without the commitment to producing legible academic 
papers.
My interest in cosmology began around ninth grade and was the culmination of nights 
spent staring into my dad’s telescope and spinning my cardboard starmap, along with 
planetarium trips and Bill Nye reruns. In my first week of high school, I borrowed my dad’s 
copy of The Universe in a Nutshell by Stephen Hawking and read it in Earth Science class, 
stretching the dust jacket out in front of me so anyone walking by could see.
“How do you read that stuff?” my friend Shayna asked.
I shrugged, failing to tell her that the complex theories on black holes and dark matter 
were far beyond my reach. Instead I looked at the colorized images of galaxies and diagrams of 
bent space time. The longer I glossed the words, the more convinced I became that I understood 
them. I became intent on learning everything I could about quantum physics and began by 
changing my computer desktop background to a Hubble photograph of a distant galaxy. After all, 
what fourteen-year-old girl doesn’t want to say she’s mastered cosmology?
Today, I feed my interest by watching Cosmos, reading Carl Sagan, subscribing to 
astronomy blogs and following the never-ending series of wormholes in cosmology articles:
What is string theory?
What is supersymmetry?
What is the hierarchy problem?
What is the Baby Monster group?
What is monstrous moonshine?
W ho is coming up w ith these terms?
W ho is John Conway?
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Recently I was scrolling through a science blog and saw that someone had submitted the 
question, “Why aren’t electrons black holes?” At first it seemed absurd, because black holes and 
electrons have completely separate scientific definitions. Electrons are negatively charged point 
particles that orbit the nucleus of the atom and black holes are the light-cancelling remains of 
collapsed stars. It seems inconceivable that the two could ever be one and the same. Yet they 
share a mathematical similarity: zero volume and infinite density. So physicists, since they are 
wonderful human beings, have answered this question instead o f simply responding with “Why 
aren’t goats pomegranates?” The answer begins with another question: What is a black hole?
The human mind, limited to finite measurements, cannot truly imagine a black hole. Even 
the name is misleading because there’s no “hole” in the traditional sense of marking an absence. 
In order for a hole to exist, at some point something had to fill the space that is now empty. A 
black hole isn’t emptiness splattered in dark paint but an indication of complete fullness, an 
immense amount of matter packed into a very small space. Think of a clump of clay. You 
squeeze the sharp-smelling putty into a tight ball, without letting any of it slip through your 
fingers. With Herculean strength, you keep squeezing until you have removed all of the empty 
spaces from the clay. Over and over, you press it between your massive muscle-laden fingers 
until it occupies such a tiny volume, such a tiny portion of space, that its density is nearly 
infinite.
The “black hole” was named by a physicist, John A. Wheeler, who was not using the full 
potential of his linguistic skill. According to Wheeler, the wonder of the phenomenon is the 
reminder that “space can be crumpled like a piece of paper into an infinitesimal dot.. .time can be 
extinguished like a blown-out flame, and the laws of physics that we regard as ‘sacred,’ as 
immutable, are anything but.” He clearly grasped the beauty of the phenomenon and the wonder
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of the black hole’s ability to complicate our most steadfast physical laws, but I wonder then why 
Wheeler couldn’t have been more creative with its moniker. Perhaps physics has a limited 
quantity of lyricism.
Instead of separating the two, as was my original impulse, I now advocate the conflation 
of black holes and electrons because it lends a poetic symmetry to physics. If the atoms of our 
particles were nothing but billons of subatomic black holes, immense forces of infinite density 
trapping all visible light, we would all be collections of collapsed gravities, defying Newtonian 
laws as we walk down the sidewalk. I never mastered quantum physics, in part because my 
thought experiments complicate and confuse the world rather than contributing to a Grand 
Unified Theory, the theory that explains all of our forces. I am more interested in a Unifying 
Complexity, where the laws of particles clash with the laws of planets, and in which our 
microscopic bits are space phenomenon, and the particles that make up your cat are spread across 
the universe, sucking up all the matter around them.
So I turn back to the experts, reading what the physicists have said. I attempt to 
understand why black holes aren’t electrons, why this poetic symmetry is practically impossible. 
Here are the reasons I found.
Reason 1: Electrons would increase in mass fo r  each particle that came within their horizon.
Any matter that crosses the boundary of a black hole would have to travel faster than 
light to escape. Since this is impossible, the material is brought into the black hole’s orbiting 
embrace, contributing to its mass. By contrast, electrons have a single unchanging mass. Their 
beauty originates in elementariness: Look closely at any matter and you’ll find the electron and 
billons upon billons of her twins, which means that we are all made of the exact same subatomic
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particles. Constancy is key for the electron, just as it is for the regulation 4.8 millimeter knob 
diameter of a Lego. Vary the mass of an electron and you mess up the building blocks of basic 
matter, preventing the satisfactory click of two joining Legos. We have to keep our subatomic 
masses fixed so that they stack neatly into particles. However, I wonder about this constancy, as 
we aren’t actually Lego figures with stiff arms and legs. Even though we’re identical on the 
micro scale, we vary so much on the macro scale that the physical distance between two people 
sometimes seems impossible to breach.
In elementary school, my best friend was Emily Rudisill, who often invited me to her 
house to play Barbie and construct elaborate craft projects. I would brace myself as soon as I 
entered, because her Jack Russel would always jump against me, his sharp claws digging into my 
legs. I started wearing jeans to our playdates, even in the summer, because otherwise the 
scratches would burn the whole day, and I was too embarrassed to ask her to put him away, or 
tell him to stop.
We assembled houses for our dolls, and I would let Emily play with my special edition 
mermaid Barbie, whose tail changed colors when you dunked her in the bath. Placing large, 
multicolored cardboard blocks end to end, we created stories for our Barbie family: Ken had a 
new job and he was just hoping that mermaid Barbie would stop being a mermaid and help him 
clean the house. The children raced around, refusing to behave. The stories that we created 
mimicked those of the TV sitcoms our parents watched, where the men worked and the women 
complained. I watched Emily lean over our block houses, her stick-straight, platinum blonde hair 
sweeping over the scenes we created. She smiled at me, the metal of her braces sparkling, 
reflecting the glow from the butterfly string lights that hung around the room. Emily got braces
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before anyone else in our class, but that didn’t make her uncool— everyone seemed to understand 
that her teeth would be pearly white and perfectly straight before ours.
When we were at school, Emily acted differently toward me. She rarely sat next to me in 
class, and sometimes I would tell a long story about something annoying my sister did, only to 
find that she hadn’t been listening the whole time. I subconsciously tried to emulate her in order 
to stay close, copying her donkey bray of a laugh, and I got trapped in cycles of the laugh, unable 
to halt the fits of gasps and whines. At a New Year’s Eve party, I confessed to Emily that my 
resolution was to stop laughing so much. “I think that’s a good goal,” she responded.
Once, as we were heading to art class, I ran past the other students to walk next to Emily, 
who was trailing behind the teacher, as she always did. I sidled up close, and started to whisper 
in her ear about the boy we were “keeping track of.”
“Don’t walk so close next to me,” Emily said. “Walk a little behind me.”
I fell back, freezing on the spot, letting the other students mill past me and give me 
questioning looks. Emily became distant again, a little blonde blob floating next to our teacher’s 
gray curls. Mrs. Shahan looked back, and called my name, telling me to keep up. Her voice 
echoed through empty space.
Only a day later, I was walking with Emily once again, trying to forget her comment and 
remember it at the same time so that I could constantly stay just one step behind her. I had 
convinced myself that Emily just had a weird quirk and just couldn’t stand people walking 
directly beside her. She looked to me and smiled, a sign that I was maintaining adequate 
distance. Just before I could ask her about the previous day, our friend Meredith popped up 
between us. Meredith and Emily had been in the same class the previous year, while I was stuck 
alone in Mrs. Frasier’s class. Emily often mentioned that she wished Meredith was in class with
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us, and I agreed, remembering second grade, the year we all had the same teacher, and wishing 
that I could see Meredith stick out her tongue at us across the classroom again.
“Hey girls,” Meredith said as she joined us. I stepped aside a bit so that she could walk 
beside me and still be close enough to Emily to talk, and I judged the distance carefully, hoping 
that Emily would notice my calculation.
Meredith stepped up directly beside Emily, and began complaining about how boring her 
teacher was. I waited for Emily to signal that Meredith was too close with a princess wave, but 
she just flashed a mouth full of metal, hands still at her sides. Walking behind them now, I saw 
my two friends lock arms and speed up, as if  they were trying to lose me. I suddenly realized that 
though Emily was my best friend, I was not hers. That was Meredith.
Together they were like orbiting black holes— able to understand each other, trust each 
other, be the person they each wanted to see most—yet my own orbit around them was 
imperceptible. I realized that people did not neatly fit the scenes Emily and I had created. They 
could not be contained within uniform block houses, or constructed out of molded plastic. 
Something invisible and unmeasurable brought these two close, while I remained the outlier.
Reason 2: We do n ’t have enough power. Or any idea where the electrons are.
If physicists could harness enough energy to completely destroy Mars’ moon, Phobos, 
and could use a method of observation that had no effect on the highly variable location of 
electrons, w e’d know exactly how big they are. The problem is that the only way to find a 
microscopic electron is to fire a photon at a particle, which changes the particle’s velocity and 
speed. It’s like a blindfolded physicist is rolling a bowling ball across a gymnasium to find a 
moving marble. After many attempts, a soft clink lets the physicist know she’s found the marble,
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but she still has no idea where the marble was before the clink and where it is now. What’s even 
worse, by hitting the marble, she’s changed its speed and direction.
We cannot observe the microscopic without affecting it. Humbling as the massive scale 
of the universe may be, the idea that we need unfeasible power and freedom from quantum laws 
in order to understand the most basic of our constituent parts is even more humbling. As I write 
this, I can understand the knuckles and fingertips of my hand, look deeper and explore the 
muscles and bones, or find an electron microscope and examine my skin on the 0.000000001- 
meter scale. Physicists can photograph single ions and detect matter too small to be viewed by 
the human eye, even with magnification. But even with all the technology in the world, scientists 
reach a point where they cannot observe the next division of matter. I don’t know whether the 
subatomic can truly be sorted into quarks with their quirky names: up quark, down quark, strange 
quark, charm quark and bottom quark. Not to mention the neutrino.
We gaze up at the stars and remark that the world is huge and complex and we’re 
insignificant. But we could just as easily look down at our hands and the universe in them and 
say that we are huge and complex and yet know nothing.
When I was a junior in high school and finally got my driver’s license, I immediately and 
begrudgingly became my sister’s chauffer. Every afternoon I would wait in the parking lot with 
my friends until my sister crossed the street and joined me for the ride home. My friend Kelsey 
had a sister the same age as Mandy, so our parking lot conversations often began with “God, my 
sister’s so annoying.” One afternoon I was complaining to Kelsey about not being able to hang 
out long with friends after school because I was responsible for taking Mandy home. I launched
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into a tirade about the expectations placed on the older sibling and the preferential treatment 
given to the youngest.
“I mean, it’s not like she’s my friend,” I said, ending with a sigh.
I turned to look at the family car, where my sister sat waiting, her face ugly red with 
tears. Kelsey followed my gaze and then gave me a confidential eyebrow-raise before turning to 
leave with her own sister. I got in the car and closed the door with a crack that cued Mandy’s 
silent tears into audible sobs. Immediately I realized the weight of my performance and how the 
persona of the slighted older sister that Kelsey and I had collaboratively constructed was illusory 
and harmful. To my sister, I told the truth.
“We just say that stuff to complain,” I said as I pulled out of the lot and pointed the car 
home. “I don’t really mean it.” Through tears, Mandy described my walls of isolation from her 
viewpoint, feeling a failure to connect.
“You always ignore me,” Mandy said. “It’s like you don’t even like me.”
I wish I could say that I was struck by the power of this reply. But I had learned that I 
could calm Mandy down by making her laugh and descending into silliness. I deflected by 
turning on the radio and making fun of one of the DJs until Mandy’s sobs were punctuated with 
giggles and the excess intake of air sent her into a hysteria of hiccups. We laughed at her squeaks 
until the matter was forgotten.
When we got back home, I collapsed on my bed and ran the conversation through in my 
mind again, wishing that I had just checked the car before opening my mouth. I began to realize 
that even though I couldn’t see into people’s atomic construction and understand them, my 
words still rippled outward like gravitational waves, disturbing the courses of other people’s 
lives ever so slightly. Our bodies are physically distant, but we radiate outward. My sister was
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both unknowable and impacted by my words— I couldn’t be sure of how my comments would 
affect her until they were already issuing from my mouth, unstoppable. My responsibility 
registered, as if  I could suddenly perceive two electrons colliding in my brain. I have no way of 
knowing what I felt immediately before that soft glass clink of understanding. Perhaps I found 
the center of the problem, the singularity. Or perhaps I changed the way I interacted with others 
by observing my influence, rearranging my particles to fit my new understanding.
Reason 3: Newtonian laws d on ’t apply to the electron.
The electron is a lawless Wild West for Newtonian physics. Forget about every force 
having an equal and opposite reaction. Another point for the model of Universal Complexity. We 
cannot completely reduce matter to a model because there’s always another factor for the 
equation or another exception to consider. Math is an abstraction— a way for our cause-and- 
effect minds to understand a world of whirling factors.
Electrons and black holes are therefore only theoretically infinite, a point I make not to 
distinguish their reality from some theoretical fiction, but as a reminder that density is defined in 
a specific way in the world of quantum mechanics. Theories are key because they erase the 
constancies of the system so we can examine the complex moving parts and reach a higher level 
of understanding. Yet theories fail when phenomenon cannot be explained within their 
constraints. Physicists are sometimes accused of gripping too tightly to their models and closing 
the doors to their schools so no one new can enter or leave. String theorists and entanglement 
experts squabble at recess. After all, physicists are human too.
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I was sitting in my undergrad’s cafeteria with my friend Megan, the nurse-to-be, as she 
feverishly admitted her dying hope that she could actually help the patients that would be under 
her care.
“We have to treat them,” she said, “even if they don’t have insurance, or any immediate 
family, even if they’re alone. We put them on life support and their debt piles up. They can’t pay 
the hospital bills, can’t afford the medicine, so they’re sent back to the hospital to rack up more 
debt.”
She’s frantic now, gesturing wildly.
“How am I helping? If I give them drugs they can’t afford? Save people who don’t have 
the means to feed themselves? Nurses are supposed to help people. I’m supposed to help people. 
But I can’t help them when I know as soon as they leave they’re doomed. W e’re just prolonging 
the inevitable and burdening their families.”
I open my mouth but can’t force consolation. Later, she sends me a text, “Sorry for my 
rant at dinner. I didn’t want to make you feel sad.” I appreciate the concern, but I don’t want to 
hear that I shouldn’t have to feel sad because of real suffering. People are infinitely complex, as I 
am persistently reminded, but to fit them into the system, we must reduce them to the simplicity 
of the model. Just as physicists wonder where to put the black hole or how to reorganize their 
theories, we wonder how to write an equation with enough variables to solve everyone’s 
problems. How can we find enough matter to feed a population of infinitely hungry black holes?
Despite my fascination with undefinable cosmological phenomenon, at this point 
complexity begins to frighten me. If two black holes merging a billion years ago can create the 
slightest change on our planet today, what can result from the problems and lives of two humans 
on Earth orbiting more closely, and gradually spinning into each other? Perhaps we remain
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distant because of a fear that our lives and selves will be subsumed. Yet though we ignore issues 
to save ourselves from the pangs of sympathy, the waves still ripple outward, subtly adjusting 
our approach to life.
The deeper I delve into black research, the faster the concepts swim in my sight, 
transforming into metaphors and back again. I clung to the outdated Bohr model of the atom 
much too long, holding on to its neat circles of orbits, electrons radiating out like beads threaded 
onto wires. In reality, the nucleus is surrounded by a hazy cloud of potential and kinetic energy, a 
mass of ifs and whens, requiring endless calculations to resolve uncertainty. I fear that I’ll fall off 
the ladder before I reach the rung of basic understanding. I worry that I group people into 
systems and ignore their densities because it’s easier to think about others as good and bad rather 
than swirling gravities of traumas, insecurities and indescribable passions.
Still, I cannot hope to understand Earth’s population without simplification because the 
number is too large for the mind to conceive. I stand in front of the classroom chalkboard with 
7,271,709,220 written in dusty lettering, trying to imagine that many people in one room or even 
on one street. I get stuck in paradox along the way, worrying that the barrier that separates us 
from each other, keeping us from attempting true empathetic understanding of all human 
experiences, is just as strong as the cognitive barrier that prevents me from fully understanding 
quantum mechanics.
Reason 4: It would be too damn hot.
Black holes have an event horizon, the point at which matter would have to travel faster 
than the speed of light to escape the gravitational pull. According to Einstein, once matter 
crosses the boundary of the event horizon, it cannot escape because matter cannot travel faster
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than the speed of light. However, the law of conservation states that matter cannot be created or 
destroyed, so particles snagged within the event horizon cannot spiral to the black hole’s center 
and vanish forever. Seeking to resolve this paradox, Stephen Hawking discovered that matter 
actually can escape a black hole. They spit out particles in a phenomenon that would later be 
named Hawking radiation, which creates a massive amount of heat and energy.
Instead of the static event horizon, Hawking theorized, matter is held in a black hole’s 
“apparent horizon,” where it is suspended before being vaulted back into space. Scientists have 
measured and detected this vaulting, or particle emission, proving the existence of Hawking 
radiation. Matter couples together in particle-antiparticle pairs: one particle falls into the black 
hole and the other escapes, creating a perfect balance of energy.
So imagine if every one of your electrons was spitting out particles at a high rate. Like a 
flea throwing basketballs, the energy would be far too great for the electron’s mass. The sheer 
increase in temperature from the energy release would saute you from the inside out. Pieces of 
you would be sent hurtling across the universe at the speed of light, making it very difficult to 
keep yourself together long enough to make it to the post office. We can’t handle infinity on that 
scale. Being a black hole, both in the practical and figurative sense, is a lot of responsibility.
My first semester of graduate school, I roomed with two undergrads, Linsey and Ashley, 
who bonded quickly with each other. They didn’t know quite what to make of the quiet writer 
who spent long hours staring at a computer screen and came home exhausted with stacks of 
student papers still waiting to be graded.
One evening as I stood in front of the sink cleaning dishes and they shouted to each other, 
fake-fighting across the apartment, I vaulted a sarcastic comment at the closest roommate.
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“It’s like living with a dysfunctional couple,” I said. It misfired.
“Oh, that must be nice,” Linsey responded, voice dripping with pointed anger.
“Yeah,” I said, leaking overcompensating enthusiasm.
“I was being sarcastic,” Linsey said, dripping ire.
“I know.”
Linsey stood quickly, storming to her room and slamming the door, which scraped across 
the carpet and closed with a sharp crack. Soon I heard the door open again, Linsey’s voice 
issuing out.
“Well if  we’re a dysfunctional couple, I don’t know what that makes the other person.”
My shoulders climbed upward and I couldn’t relax the surrounding muscles. My 
electrons spit out hot warnings, threatening to pull apart my particles. Heart thrumming, I 
stepped in front of Linsey and Ashley’s shared door. Attempts at peace came pouring out of my 
mouth, short-circuiting my anger and sense of justice.
“I didn’t mean it like that, I was just joking, just being sarcastic. I’m sorry.”
Two pairs of eyes stared back at me like markers of central gravity as I approached the 
event horizon of two foreign black holes, orbiting dangerously close.
“We just don’t know you well enough to understand that as a joke,” Linsey said as 
Ashley remained silent. I wondered whether she silently rejected the joint identity or 
intentionally let the gravitational pull envelop her. “You stay in your room with the door closed 
and don’t talk to us.”
Then I realized that I too was a black hole to them and that I had my own event horizon. 
Neither of my roommates could travel faster than light and I worried that their approach would 
tear them apart particle by particle, making it very difficult to share an apartment.
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“I’m just a sarcastic person,” I explained lamely, “I’m introverted. This is a lot for me— 
new place, teaching for the first time, adjusting to graduate school. I use the time alone to 
recharge.”
“We understand that,” Linsey said. “It’s just that you’re unapproachable.” 
Unapproachable. Defined in one word, not as a gravitational pull, but as a repelling 
force, like two positive charges or similar magnetic poles. Fitting, for the black hole in Cutler 
230: unapproachable and if you tried to venture near, unavoidable.
“We want to talk with you and do things with you. Maybe bring you out of your shell.” 
My event horizon is not a shell or a casing. Rather, it’s the place where space transitions 
to black hole, a blurry boundary zone where particles hang suspended. You’re not in or out, 
you’re within. We all have gravitational pulls and it’s sometimes hard to explain the people in 
our orbits, or even who’s orbiting who.
Instead of explanation, I escaped the conversation with my roommates as quickly as 
possible after cleaning negotiations and empty promises to hang out sometime. I entered my 
room, shutting the door that started it all. An invisible force broke me down as I remained alone 
in the safety of my sphere. A joint misunderstanding had formed between the three of us. As 
soon as I thought that Linsey and Ashely had refused to acknowledge my complexity, it became 
impossible to deal with the idea of their infinite densities.
I hover at the event horizon of understanding, peering into the depths of infinity until I’m 
vaulted away into space with tremendous force. At the same time, another version of me is 
drawn into the black hole, where I cease to exist in the terms of this universe. Sometimes those 
seem like the only two options: either you never get close, never really understand, or you’re
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sucked into complexity completely, a place where you lose all sense of identity. I am awed and 
overwhelmed by the infinite densities of other people.
Perhaps it’s better to keep black holes “out there” and let physicists gaze upward, looking 
back in time as stars collapse and hold paired particles at their blurry edges before releasing 
matter back into a universe of light. Celestial phenomenon like solar flares, oxygenless space, 
freezing temperatures and colliding planetary bodies are dangerous. It would be better not to 
have these events happening in the atoms of the cells of our fingernails.
However, in quantum physics there is a hypothetical idea called the “black hole 
electron.” A black hole electron has never been observed, and its existence is mathematically 
improbable, but not impossible. If a black hole shared the same mass and charge as an electron, 
while also rotating in the same way and at the same speed, then it would technically qualify as 
both black hole and electron. The essential difference between a black hole and a black hole 
electron is the absence of an event horizon. Light would not become trapped in the black hole 
electron’s obit, so it would be visible. If we ever prove the existence of this particle, then we 
could theoretically locate black holes in our bodies. If I had infinite densities hovering 
underneath my skin, it could help explain the paradox of my social life, illuminating why I draw 
people closer in order to understand them, but push away when I feel that I understand too much. 
The black hole electron speaks to my longing to belong and my need to be alone—that 
simultaneous pull toward complete submersion, and resistance toward the persistent loss and 
recreation of identity that will result.
In The Quantum and the Lotus, Trinh Xuan Thuan, a Buddhist monk and former 
molecular scientist, explains the many links between Buddhism and quantum physics. The two
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ways of conceiving reality are actually quite similar, and both help humans engage with paradox 
without the need to solve the contradictions. Thuan explains a Buddhist belief about 
consciousness, comparing human existence to waves along a beach. All lives are linked, but 
there is not a single consciousness that all people and phenomenon dip into. Rather, there are 
“individual continua of consciousness that go from one existence to the next.” Like the waves on 
the beach, life appears to go forward as new people are born and the old die. However, the 
particles of water within a wave do not go actually go forward, but circle continually, without 
reaching the beach itself. The principle meshes perfectly with a central law of physics: no matter 
can be created or destroyed.
I remember walking down my high school’s hallway toward my mother in tenth grade, 
somehow knowing that she had bad news and didn’t pull me out of class for a forgotten dentist 
appointment. The wooden slats of the floor stretched out and warped. Time moved sluggishly 
and though I was closer, my mother appeared farther away than when I started walking.
When I spoke with her later, my mother said she knew how to break the news as soon as 
she saw my face. I wondered how the long walk looked from her perspective, as I gradually 
came into focus and my mother saw an infinite density she knew well and wasn’t afraid to hover 
near. In one of those rare moments of understanding, of knowing another’s composition beyond 
the subatomic level, knowing the “something else” that seems to hover in the empty spaces 
between our particles, my mother saw she had to tell me immediately.
As I reached her, she said, “Grandma W hitlow...” and I knew. The knowledge of my 
grandmother’s death sent my visual world into cloudy messiness, like clear water mixed with 
paint. In that moment I felt my body stretching toward this great gravity. I longed for the
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moment of suspension, the hours spent at the event horizon before the tragedy pulled me toward 
its center, particle by particle until I was no longer me. The ground swirled now, enveloping my 
visual field. I wonder how many students stood in that spot just outside the main office and heard 
bad news. Car accidents, heart attacks, diagnoses.. .how long do tear particles remain on solid 
surfaces before dispersing? I was just a bundle of electrons whose grandmother had ventured 
through the singularity and been pulled apart particle by particle. I stood, stunned, trying to find 
some wiggle room in the gravitational boundary between life and death.
I walked, mindless, to gather my books out of my locker as if  pulled by an opposing 
magnetic pole, my body acting the south pole as mundane tasks formed the north end. An object 
in motion will stay in motion unless acted on by an unbalanced force. Almost at the locker, I 
dragged my feet from tile to carpet and nearly tripped over the joining door frame. My mother’s 
hand was immediately on my back, steadying me and nudging me forward when I’d recovered.
We emerged in a car full of family, squeezed through space-time to that moment. I have 
no memory of the journey in between. I broke into sobs, spilling my textbooks on the floor of the 
car where they remained for the rest of the ride. An object at rest stays at rest unless acted upon 
by an unbalanced force. My sister sat beside me with a wad of tissues balled in her hand and my 
dad handed me the box, without hiding his already-wet face. The four of us sat snapping tissues 
from a cardboard cube, saying nothing.
The possibility of wormhole theory remains—perhaps particles are not ripped apart but 
pulled through. Even the most advanced physicists cannot see beyond the singularity. That’s the 
paradox that sustains me: we are so infinitely complex that we can’t understand ourselves, can’t 
simplify into a whole, can’t be created or destroyed, can’t know each other without changing 
ourselves. W e’re all black holes. W e’re all electrons with leaking empty spaces. I didn’t worry
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about getting lost in infinite density because it would’ve been pointless to discriminate my own 
event horizon in that little car. The matter which composes all of our electrons will never be 
created or destroyed. It circles infinitely within turbid sea foam, giving our world the appearance 
of forward motion.
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